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PDF MODELING OF TURBULENT FLOWS ON UNSTRUCTURED GRIDS
Jo´zsef Bakosi, PhD
George Mason University, 2008
Dissertation Director: Dr. Zafer Boybeyi
In probability density function (PDF) methods of turbulent flows, the joint PDF of several
flow variables is computed by numerically integrating a system of stochastic differential
equations for Lagrangian particles. Because the technique solves a transport equation for
the PDF of the velocity and scalars, a mathematically exact treatment of advection, viscous
effects and arbitrarily complex chemical reactions is possible; these processes are treated
without closure assumptions. A set of algorithms is proposed to provide an efficient solution
of the PDF transport equation modeling the joint PDF of turbulent velocity, frequency and
concentration of a passive scalar in geometrically complex configurations. An unstructured
Eulerian grid is employed to extract Eulerian statistics, to solve for quantities represented
at fixed locations of the domain and to track particles. All three aspects regarding the
grid make use of the finite element method. Compared to hybrid methods, the current
methodology is stand-alone, therefore it is consistent both numerically and at the level
of turbulence closure without the use of consistency conditions. Since both the turbulent
velocity and scalar concentration fields are represented in a stochastic way, the method
allows for a direct and close interaction between these fields, which is beneficial in computing
accurate scalar statistics.
Boundary conditions implemented along solid bodies are of the free-slip and no-slip type
without the need for ghost elements. Boundary layers at no-slip boundaries are either
fully resolved down to the viscous sublayer, explicitly modeling the high anisotropy and
inhomogeneity of the low-Reynolds-number wall region without damping or wall-functions
or specified via logarithmic wall-functions. As in moment closures and large eddy simulation,
these wall-treatments provide the usual trade-off between resolution and computational cost
as required by the given application.
Particular attention is focused on modeling the dispersion of passive scalars in inhomoge-
neous turbulent flows. Two different micromixing models are investigated that incorporate
the effect of small scale mixing on the transported scalar: the widely used interaction by
exchange with the mean and the interaction by exchange with the conditional mean model.
An adaptive algorithm to compute the velocity-conditioned scalar mean is proposed that
homogenizes the statistical error over the sample space with no assumption on the shape of
the underlying velocity PDF. The development also concentrates on a generally applicable
micromixing timescale for complex flow domains.
Several newly developed algorithms are described in detail that facilitate a stable nu-
merical solution in arbitrarily complex flow geometries, including a stabilized mean-pressure
projection scheme, the estimation of conditional and unconditional Eulerian statistics and
their derivatives from stochastic particle fields employing finite element shapefunctions, par-
ticle tracking through unstructured grids, an efficient particle redistribution procedure and
techniques related to efficient random number generation.
The algorithm is validated and tested by computing three different turbulent flows: the
fully developed turbulent channel flow, a street canyon (or cavity) flow and the turbulent
wake behind a circular cylinder at a sub-critical Reynolds number.
The solver has been parallelized and optimized for shared memory and multi-core archi-
tectures using the OpenMP standard. Relevant aspects of performance and parallelism on
cache-based shared memory machines are discussed and presented in detail. The method-
ology shows great promise in the simulation of high-Reynolds-number incompressible inert
or reactive turbulent flows in realistic configurations.
Chapter 1:
Introduction
In engineering industry and atmospheric transport and dispersion modeling there is an in-
creasing use of computational methods to calculate complex turbulent flow fields. Many
of these computations depend on the k–ε turbulence model (Bacon et al., 2000; Jones and
Launder, 1972), while some are based on second-moment closures (Hanjalic´ and Launder,
1972; Launder et al., 1975; Rotta, 1951; Speziale et al., 1991). The aim of these statis-
tical methods is to predict the first and second moments of the turbulent velocity field,
respectively. In large eddy simulation (LES) the large scale three-dimensional unsteady
motions are represented exactly, while the small-scale motions are parameterized. As long
as the transport-controlling processes of interest (eg. mass, momentum and heat transfer in
shear flows) are resolved, LES predictions can be expected to be insensitive to the details of
residual-scale modeling. In applications such as high-Reynolds-number turbulent combus-
tion or near-wall flows, however, where the important rate-controlling processes occur below
the resolved scales, the residual-scale models directly influence the model predictions. Since
there is no universally ‘best’ methodology that is applicable for every type of practical flow,
it is valuable to develop improvements for the full range of turbulence modeling approaches.
The development of probability density function (PDF) methods is an effort to provide
a higher-level statistical description of turbulent flows. The mean velocity and Reynolds
stresses are statistics of (and can be obtained from) the PDF of velocity. In PDF methods, a
transport equation is solved directly for the PDF of the turbulent velocity field, rather than
for its moments as in Reynolds stress closures. Therefore, in principle, a more complete
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statistical description can be obtained. While for some flows (e.g. homogeneous turbulence)
this higher-level description may provide little benefit over second moment closures, in
general the fuller description is beneficial in allowing more processes to be treated exactly
and in providing more information that can be used in the construction of closure models.
Convection, for example, can be exactly represented mathematically in the PDF framework,
eliminating the need for a closure assumption (Pope, 2000). Similarly, defining the joint
PDF of velocity and species concentrations in a chemically reactive turbulent flow allows
for the treatment of chemical reactions without the burden of closure assumptions for the
highly nonlinear chemical source terms (Fox, 2003). This latter advantage has been one of
the most important incentives for the development of PDF methods, since previous attempts
to provide moment closures for this term resulted in errors of several orders of magnitude
(Pope, 1990).
The development of PDF methods has mostly been centered on chemically reactive tur-
bulent flows on simple geometries, (e.g. Tang et al., 2000; Xu and Pope, 2000), although
applications to more complex configurations (James et al., 2002; Subramaniam and Ha-
worth, 2000) as well as to atmospheric flows (Cassiani et al., 2005b; Heinz, 1998) have also
appeared. A large variety of compressible and incompressible laminar flows bounded by
bodies of complex geometries have been successfully computed using unstructured grids
(Lo¨hner, 2001). The flexibility of these gridding techniques has also been exploited recently
in mesoscale atmospheric modeling (Bacon et al., 2000). Significant advances in automatic
unstructured grid generation (Lo¨hner, 2000), sophisticated data structures and algorithms,
automatic grid refinement and coarsening techniques (Shostko and Lo¨hner, 1995) in recent
years have made unstructured grids a common and convenient choice of spatial discretiza-
tion in computational physics. The success of unstructured grids seems to warrant exploit-
ing their advantages in conjunction with PDF modeling. For reasons to be elaborated on
later, in PDF methods the usual choice of representation is the Lagrangian framework with
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a numerical method employing a large number of Lagrangian particles. A natural way
to combine the advantages of existing traditional Eulerian computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) codes with PDF methods, therefore, is to develop hybrid methods.
Using structured grids, a hybrid finite-volume (FV)/particle method has been developed
by Muradoglu et al. (1999) and Jenny et al. (2001), wherein the mean velocity and pressure
fields are supplied by the FV code to the particle code, which in turn computes the Reynolds
stress, scalar fluxes and reaction terms. Different types of hybrid algorithms are possible
depending on which quantities are computed in the Eulerian and Lagrangian frameworks.
For a list of approaches see Muradoglu et al. (1999). Another line of research has been
centered on the combination of LES with PDF methods (Givi, 1989; Madnia and Givi,
1993). This approach is based on the definition of the filtered density function (FDF)
(Pope, 1990) which is used to provide closure at the residual scale to the filtered LES
equations. Depending on the flow variables included in the joint FDF, different variants of
the method have been proposed providing a probabilistic treatment at the residual scale for
species compositions (Colucci et al., 1998), velocity (Gicquel et al., 2002) and velocity and
scalars (Sheikhi et al., 2003). A common feature of these hybrid methods is that certain
consistency conditions have to be met, since some fields are computed in both the Eulerian
and Lagrangian frameworks. Additionally to the works cited above, further advances on
consistency conditions and correction algorithms for hybrid FV/particle codes have been
reported by Muradoglu et al. (2001) and Zhang and Haworth (2004), whose authors also
extend the hybrid formulation to unstructured grids. Following that line, a hybrid algorithm
for unstructured multiblock grids has recently been proposed by Rembold and Jenny (2006).
Beside enforcing the consistency of redundantly computed fields, hybrid methods also have
to be designed to ensure consistency at the level of the turbulence closure between the
two frameworks. For example, the simplified Langevin model (SLM) (Haworth and Pope,
1986) is equivalent to Rotta’s model at the Reynolds stress level (Pope, 1994). Thus the
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use of a k–ε model in the Eulerian framework and of a SLM PDF model in the Lagrangian
framework cannot be consistent (Muradoglu et al., 1999). In the current work, a different
approach is taken by representing all turbulent fields by Lagrangian particles and employing
the grid (a) to compute only inherently Eulerian quantities (that are only represented in the
Eulerian sense), (b) to extract Eulerian statistics and (c) to locate particles throughout the
domain. Because the resulting method is not a hybrid one, none of the fields are computed
redundantly and the computation can remain fully consistent without the need for correction
algorithms. We employ the finite element method (FEM) in all three aspects mentioned
above in conjunction with Eulerian grids. The combined application of the FEM and the
decoupling of the Eulerian and Lagrangian fields also have important positive consequences
regarding particle boundary conditions as compared to the “flux-view” of FV methods.
In the case of turbulent flows around complex geometries the presence of walls requires
special treatment, since traditional turbulence models are developed for high Reynolds num-
bers and need to be modified in the vicinity of walls. This is necessary because the Reynolds
number approaches zero at the wall, the highest shear rate occurs near the wall and the
impermeability condition on the wall-normal velocity affects the flow up to an integral scale
from the wall (Hunt and Graham, 1978). Possible modifications involve damping functions
(Craft and Launder, 1996; Lai and So, 1990; Rodi and Mansour, 1993; van Driest, 1956) or
wall-functions (Launder and Spalding, 1974; Rodi, 1980; Singhal and Spalding, 1981; Spald-
ing, 1977). In those turbulent flows where a higher level of statistical description is necessary
close to walls, adequate representation of the near-wall anisotropy and inhomogeneity is cru-
cial. Durbin (1993) proposed a Reynolds stress closure to address these issues. In his model,
the all-important process of pressure redistribution is modeled through an elliptic equation
by analogy with the Poisson equation, which governs the pressure in incompressible flows.
This represents the non-local effect of the wall on the Reynolds stresses through the fluctu-
ating pressure terms. In an effort to extend PDF methods to wall-bounded turbulent flows,
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Durbin’s elliptic relaxation method has been combined with the generalized Langevin model
(Haworth and Pope, 1986) by Dreeben and Pope (1997a, 1998). Wall-function treatment
has also been developed for the PDF framework by Dreeben and Pope (1997b), providing
the option of the usual trade-off between computational expense and resolution at walls.
With minor simplifications these wall-treatmets are closely followed throughout the present
study. We compute fully resolved boundary layers with the elliptic relaxation technique
and also apply wall-functions in order to investigate their effects on the results and the
computational performance.
The dispersion of scalars (e.g. temperature, mass, etc.) in turbulent flows is relevant
to a number of scientific phenomena including engineering combustion and atmospheric
dispersion of pollutants. Reviews on the subject have been compiled by Shraiman and
Siggia (2000) and Warhaft (2000). Several experimental studies have been carried out in
order to better understand the behavior of transported scalars in homogeneous isotropic
turbulence (Sawford, 1995; Stapountzis et al., 1986; Warhaft, 1984). A literature review of
dispersion from a concentrated source in homogeneous but anisotropic turbulent shear flows
is given by Karnik and Tavoularis (1989). Inhomogeneous turbulence (e.g. the atmospheric
boundary layer or any practical turbulent flow) adds a significant level of complexity to
these cases. Extensive measurements of the mean, variance, intermittency, probability
density functions and spectra of scalar have been made by Fackrell and Robins (1982) in a
turbulent boundary layer. One point statistics in turbulent channel flow have recently been
reported by Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005). In urban scale modeling of passive pollutants
in the atmosphere, the simplest settings to study turbulent flow and dispersion patterns
are street canyons. Different canyon configurations and release scenarios have been studied
both experimentally (Hoydysh et al., 1974; Meroney et al., 1996; Pavageau and Schatzmann,
1999; Rafailids and Schatzmann, 1995; Wedding et al., 1977) and numerically (Baik and
Kim, 1999; Huang et al., 2000; Johnson and Hunter, 1995; Lee and Park, 1994; Liu and
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Barth, 2002). A widely studied case in both numerical and experimental fluid dynamics is
the flow behind a circular cylinder. Despite its relative simplicity in domain geometry, a
myriad of flow behaviors can be explored through a variety of physical circumstances in this
flow (Williamson, 1996). Concentrating on the very near wake several aspects of the present
PDF model will be explored by computing the turbulent velocity field behind a circular
cylinder at a transitional Reynolds number. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) has served
as an important counterpart to measurements of turbulence at moderate Reynolds numbers,
shedding light on quantities that are difficult to measure (e.g. Lagrangian statistics) and at
locations where it is nearly impossible to measure (e.g. close to walls). Turbulent velocity
statistics extracted from DNS of channel flow have been reported by Moser et al. (1999)
and Abe et al. (2004), while Vrieling and Nieuwstadt (2003) performed a DNS study of
dispersion of plumes from single and double line sources. We will draw several datasets
from the above experimental and numerical studies to compare and validate our results
pertaining to the channel flow, the street canyon and the wake behind a circular cylinder.
A widely used model to incorporate the effects of small scale mixing on a scalar released
in a turbulent flow in the PDF framework is the interaction by exchange with the mean
(IEM) model of Villermaux and Devillon (1972) and Dopazo and O’Brien (1974). While this
model has the virtue of being simple and efficient, it fails to comply with several physical
constraints and desirable properties of an ideal mixing model (Fox, 2003). Although a vari-
ety of other mixing models have been proposed to satisfy these properties (Dopazo, 1994),
the IEM model remains widely used in practice. Recently, increased attention has been
devoted to the interaction by exchange with the conditional mean (IECM) model. Sawford
(2004b) has done a comparative study of scalar mixing from line sources in homogeneous
turbulence employing both the IEM and IECM models, wherein he demonstrated that the
largest differences between the two models occur in the near-field. He also investigated the
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two models in a double scalar mixing layer (Sawford, 2006) with an emphasis on those con-
ditional statistics that frequently require closure assumptions. Based on the IECM model,
PDF micromixing models have been developed for dispersion of passive pollutants in the
atmosphere by Luhar and Sawford (2005) and Cassiani et al. (2005a,b, 2007a,b). These
authors compute scalar statistics in homogeneous turbulence and in neutral, convective and
canopy boundary layer by assuming a joint PDF for the turbulent velocity field. How-
ever, no previous studies have been conducted on modeling the joint PDF of velocity and a
passive scalar from a concentrated source in inhomogeneous flows.
The purpose of this research is to continue to widen the applicability of PDF methods
in practical applications, especially to more realistic flow geometries by employing unstruc-
tured grids. The current work is a step in that direction, where we combine several models
and develop a set of algorithms to compute the joint PDF of the turbulent velocity, charac-
teristic frequency and scalar concentration in complex domains. Complementary to hybrid
FV/particle and LES/FDF methods, we provide a different methodology to exploit the ad-
vantages of unstructured Eulerian meshes in conjunction with Lagrangian PDF methods.
Three flows, a fully developed turbulent channel flow, a street canyon (or cavity) flow and
the flow behind a circular cylinder are used to test several aspects of the algorithms.
A series of novel numerical algorithms are proposed to facilitate an efficient solution of
the PDF transport equation. A modified pressure projection scheme that has traditionally
been used to compute the pressure field in incompressible laminar flows is adapted to the
Lagrangian Monte-Carlo solution to compute the mean pressure field in complex domains.
Estimation of local Eulerian statistics and their derivatives employing finite element shape-
functions are presented. For the computation of the velocity-conditioned scalar mean re-
quired in the IECM model, we propose an adaptive algorithm that makes no assumption on
the shape of the underlying velocity PDF and which, using a dynamic procedure, automat-
ically homogenizes the statistical error over the sample space. An efficient particle-tracking
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procedure for two-dimensional triangles and three-dimensional tetrahedra is presented. Al-
ternatively to particle splitting and merging algorithms, a particle redistribution algorithm
is also proposed that ensures the stability of the numerical solution and reduces the need
for high number of particles.
The solver has been optimized and parallelized for cache-based shared memory and
multi-core machines using the OpenMP standard. Accordingly, the discussion on the nu-
merical algorithms highlights several aspects of code design for these high-performance
parallel architectures.
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 the exact and
modeled governing equations are described. Chapter 3 presents details of the solution
algorithm with the underlying numerical methods. The method is tested and validated
by computing scalar dispersion from concentrated sources in a fully developed turbulent
channel flow in Chapter 4 and in a street canyon in Chapter 5 and by computing the
velocity field behind a circular cylinder in Chapter 6. Finally, some conclusions are drawn
and future directions are discussed in Chapter 7. Several important aspects of the underlying
algorithms are detailed in the Appendices.
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Chapter 2:
Governing equations
The governing system of equations for a passive scalar released in a viscous, Newtonian,
incompressible fluid can be derived from Newton’s equations of motion (Hirsch, 1988) and
is written in the Eulerian framework as
∂Ui
∂xi
= 0, (2.1)
∂Ui
∂t
+ Uj
∂Ui
∂xj
+
1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
= ν∇2Ui, (2.2)
∂φ
∂t
+ Ui
∂φ
∂xi
= Γ∇2φ, (2.3)
where Ui, P , ρ, ν, φ and Γ are the Eulerian velocity, pressure, constant density, kinematic
viscosity, scalar concentration and scalar diffusivity, respectively. Based on these equations
an exact transport equation can be derived for the one-point, one-time Eulerian joint PDF
of velocity and concentration f(V , ψ;x, t) (Pope, 1985, 2000),
∂f
∂t
+ Vi
∂f
∂xi
= − ∂
∂Vi
[〈
ν∇2Ui − 1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
∣∣∣∣V , ψ
〉
f
]
− ∂
∂ψ
[〈
Γ∇2φ|V , ψ〉f], (2.4)
where V and ψ denote the sample space variables of the stochastic velocity U(x, t) and
concentration φ(x, t) fields, respectively. (Equation (2.4) is derived in Appendix A.) A
remarkable feature of Equation (2.4) is that the effects of convection and viscous diffu-
sion (processes of critical importance in wall-bounded turbulent flows) are in closed form,
thus require no modeling assumptions. Other effects, however, require closure assumptions.
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They are the effects of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy, pressure redistribution and
the small-scale mixing of the transported scalar due to molecular diffusion. The joint PDF
f(V , ψ;x, t) contains all one-point statistics of the velocity and scalar fields. The price to
pay for the increased level of description (compared to traditional moment closures) is that
in a general three-dimensional turbulent flow f(V , ψ;x, t) is a function of 8 independent
variables. This effectively rules out the application of traditional techniques like the finite
difference, finite volume or finite element methods for a numerical solution. While in prin-
ciple this high-dimensional space could be discretized and (after appropriate modeling of
the unclosed terms) Equation (2.4) could be solved with the above methods, the preferred
choice in the PDF framework is to use a Lagrangian Monte-Carlo formulation. As opposed
to the other techniques mentioned, the computational requirements increase only linearly
with increasing problem dimension with a Monte-Carlo method. Another advantage of em-
ploying a Lagrangian-particle based simulation is that the governing equations may take a
significantly simpler form than Equation (2.4).
In a Lagrangian formulation, it is assumed that the motion of fluid particles along their
trajectory is well represented by a diffusion process, namely a continuous-time Markov pro-
cess with continuous sample paths (van Kampen, 2004). Such a process was originally
proposed by Langevin (1908) as a stochastic model of a microscopic particle undergoing
Brownian motion. Pope (2000) shows that Langevin’s equation provides a good model for
the velocity of a fluid particle in turbulence. It is important to appreciate that the instan-
taneous particle velocities, modeled by a Langevin equation, do not represent physical fluid
particle velocities individually, rather their combined effect (i.e. their statistics) can model
statistics of a turbulent flow. Therefore, the numerical particles can be thought of as an en-
semble representation of turbulence, each particle embodying one realization of the flow at
a given point in space and time. At a fundamental level, an interesting consequence of this
view is that this definition does not require an external (spatial or temporal) filter explicitly,
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as the classical Reynolds averaging rules and large eddy simulation filtering do. For example,
in unsteady homogeneous or steady inhomogeneous high-Reynolds-number flows, the natu-
ral Reynolds-average to define is the spatial and temporal average, respectively. In unsteady
and inhomogeneous flows however, one is restricted to employ temporal and/or spatial fil-
ters leading to the approaches of unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) and
LES methods, respectively (Pope, 2004). In the PDF framework statistics are defined based
on a probability density function. In the current case, for example, the mean velocity and
Reynolds stress tensor are obtained from the joint PDF f as
〈Ui〉(x, t) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
0
Vif(V , ψ;x, t)dψdV , (2.5)
〈uiuj〉(x, t) ≡
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
0
(Vi − 〈Ui〉)(Vj − 〈Uj〉)f(V , ψ;x, t)dψdV , (2.6)
where the velocity fluctuation is defined as ui = Vi − 〈Ui〉. These quantities are well-
defined mathematically (Pope, 2000; van Kampen, 2004), independently of the underlying
physics, the state of the flow (i.e. homogeneous or inhomogeneous, steady or unsteady), the
numerical method and the spatial and temporal discretization. Therefore the promise of a
probabilistic view of turbulence (as in PDF methods) at the fundamental level is a more
rigorous statistical treatment.
An equivalent model to the Eulerian momentum equation (2.2) in the Lagrangian frame-
work is a system of governing equations for particle position Xi and velocity Ui increments
(Dreeben and Pope, 1997a)
dXi = Uidt+ (2ν)1/2 dWi, (2.7)
dUi(t) = −1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
dt+ 2ν
∂2Ui
∂xj∂xj
dt+ (2ν)1/2
∂Ui
∂xj
dWj, (2.8)
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where the isotropic Wiener process dWi (Gardiner, 2004) is identical in both equations (nu-
merically, the same exact series of Gaussian random numbers with zero mean and variance
dt) and it is understood that the Eulerian fields on the right hand side are evaluated at the
particle locations Xi. Since Equation (2.8) is a diffusion-type stochastic differential equation
with a Gaussian white noise (i.e. a Wiener process), it is equivalent to the Fokker-Planck
equation that governs the evolution of the probability distribution of the same process
(Dreeben, 1997; van Kampen, 2004). Equations (2.7) and (2.8) represent the viscous ef-
fects exactly in the Lagrangian framework. Particles governed by these equations are both
advected and diffused in physical space. In other words, besides convection the particles
diffuse in physical space with coefficient ν, thus they carry momentum as molecules do with
identical statistics, as in Brownian motion (Einstein, 1926). After Reynolds decomposition
is applied to the velocity and pressure, Equation (2.8) results in
dUi(t) = −1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂xi
dt+ 2ν
∂2〈Ui〉
∂xj∂xj
dt+ (2ν)1/2
∂〈Ui〉
∂xj
dWj
− 1
ρ
∂p
∂xi
dt+ 2ν
∂2ui
∂xj∂xj
dt+ (2ν)1/2
∂ui
∂xj
dWj,
(2.9)
where the last three terms are unclosed. To model these terms, we adopt the generalized
Langevin model (GLM) of Haworth and Pope (1986)
dUi(t) = −1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂xi
dt+ 2ν
∂2〈Ui〉
∂xj∂xj
dt+ (2ν)1/2
∂〈Ui〉
∂xj
dWj
+Gij (Uj − 〈Uj〉) dt+ (C0ε)1/2 dW ′i ,
(2.10)
where Gij is a second-order tensor function of velocity statistics, C0 is a positive constant, ε
denotes the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy and dW ′i is another Wiener pro-
cess. Because of the correspondence between stochastic Lagrangian models and Reynolds
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stress closures (Pope, 1994), different second order models can be realized with the Langevin
equation (2.10), depending on how Gij is specified. An advantage of the GLM family of
models is that equation (2.10) ensures realizability as a valid Reynolds stress closure, pro-
vided that C0 is non-negative and that C0 and Gij are bounded (Pope, 2000). Compared
to Reynolds stress closures, the terms in Gij and C0 represent pressure redistribution and
anisotropic dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. Far from walls, these physical processes
can be adequately modeled by appropriate local (algebraic) functions of the velocity statis-
tics. However, such local representation is in contradiction with the large structures inter-
acting with the wall and the viscous wall region (Whizman et al., 1996). The traditionally
employed damping or wall-functions, therefore, are of limited validity in an approach aiming
at a higher-level statistical description. To address these issues, Durbin (1993) proposed a
technique to incorporate the wall-effects on the Reynolds stress tensor in a more natural
fashion. In his approach, an elliptic equation is employed to capture the non-locality of the
pressure redistribution at the wall, based on the analogy with the Poisson equation which
governs the pressure in incompressible flows. The methodology also provides more freedom
on controlling the individual components of the Reynolds stress tensor at the wall, such
as the suppression of only the wall-normal component representing wall-blocking. Dreeben
and Pope (1998) incorporated Durbin’s elliptic relaxation technique into the PDF method
using the constraint (
1 + 32C0
)
ε+Gij〈uiuj〉 = 0, (2.11)
which ensures that the kinetic energy evolves correctly in homogeneous turbulence (Pope,
2000). Introducing the tensor ℘ij to characterize the non-local effects Gij and C0 are defined
as
Gij =
℘ij − ε2δij
k
and C0 =
−2℘ij〈uiuj〉
3kε
, (2.12)
where k = 12〈uiui〉 denotes the turbulent kinetic energy. The non-local quantity ℘ij is
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specified with the following elliptic relaxation equation
℘ij − L2∇2℘ij = 1− C1
2
k〈ω〉δij + kHijkl∂〈Uk〉
∂xl
, (2.13)
where the fourth-order tensor Hijkl is given by
Hijkl = (C2Av +
1
3
γ5)δikδjl − 1
3
γ5δilδjk + γ5bikδjl − γ5bilδjk, (2.14)
Av = min
[
1.0, Cv
det 〈uiuj〉(
2
3k
)3
]
, (2.15)
and
bij =
〈uiuj〉
〈ukuk〉 −
1
3
δij (2.16)
is the Reynolds stress anisotropy, 〈ω〉 denotes the mean characteristic turbulent frequency
and C1, C2, γ5, Cv are model constants. The characteristic lengthscale L is defined by the
maximum of the turbulent and Kolmogorov lengthscales
L = CLmax
[
Cξ
k3/2
ε
, Cη
(
ν3
ε
)1/4]
, (2.17)
with
Cξ = 1.0 + 1.3nini, (2.18)
where ni is the unit wall-normal of the closest wall-element pointing outward of the flow
domain, while CL and Cη are model constants. The definition of Cξ in Equation (2.18)
signifies a slight departure from the original model by attributing anisotropic and wall-
dependent behavior to its value. In the case of a channel flow, for example, where the wall is
aligned with x, the wall-normal n = (0,−1, 0). This gives Cξ = 2.3 in the computation of ℘22
in Equation (2.13) and Cξ = 1.0 for all other components. The modification improves the
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channel-centerline behavior of the wall-normal Reynolds stress component 〈v2〉 and in turn
the cross-stream mixing of the passive scalar. Another departure from the original model
is the application of the elliptic term L2∇2℘ij (as originally proposed by Durbin (1993))
as opposed to L∇2(L℘ij). This simplification was adopted because no visible improvement
has been found by employing the second, numerically more expensive term.
The right hand side of Equation (2.13) can be any local model for pressure redistribution;
here we follow Dreeben and Pope (1998) and use the stochastic Lagrangian equivalent of a
modified isotropization of production (IP) model proposed by Pope (1994). It is apparent
that Equation (2.13) acts like a blending function between the low-Reynolds-number near-
wall region and the high-Reynolds-number free turbulence. Close to the wall, the elliptic
term on the left hand side brings out the non-local, highly anisotropic behavior of the
Reynolds stress tensor, whereas far from the wall the significance of the elliptic term vanishes
and the local model on the right hand side is recovered.
The description of the computation of the mean-pressure gradient in Equation (2.10) is
deferred to Chapter 3.
The above model needs to be augmented by an equation for a quantity that provides
length-, or time-scale information for the turbulence. With traditional moment closures
the most common approach is to solve a model equation for the turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation rate ε itself as proposed by Hanjalic´ and Launder (1972). An alternative method
is to solve an equation for the mean characteristic turbulent frequency (Wilcox, 1993) 〈ω〉
and to define
ε = k〈ω〉. (2.19)
In PDF methods, however, a fully Lagrangian description has been preferred. A Lagrangian
stochastic model has been developed for the instantaneous particle frequency ω by van
Slooten et al. (1998) of which different forms exist, but the simplest formulation can be cast
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into
dω = −C3〈ω〉 (ω − 〈ω〉) dt− Sω〈ω〉ωdt+
(
2C3C4〈ω〉2ω
)1/2
dW, (2.20)
where Sω is a source/sink term for the mean turbulent frequency
Sω = Cω2 − Cω1P
ε
, (2.21)
where P = −〈uiuj〉∂〈Ui〉/∂xj is the production of turbulent kinetic energy, dW is a scalar-
valued Wiener-process, while C3, C4, Cω1 and Cω2 are model constants. Since the no-slip
condition would incorrectly force ε to zero at a no-slip wall, Equation (2.19) needs to be
modified, thus the dissipation is defined as (Dreeben and Pope, 1998)
ε = 〈ω〉 (k + νC2T 〈ω〉) , (2.22)
where CT is also a model constant. A simplification of the original model for the turbulent
frequency employed by Dreeben and Pope (1998) is the elimination of the ad-hoc source
term involving an additional model constant, since in our case-studies we found no obvious
improvements by including it. This completes the model for the joint PDF of velocity
and the (now included) characteristic turbulent frequency ω. The specification of particle
boundary conditions will be discussed in Chapter 3. The equations to model the joint PDF
of velocity and turbulent frequency closely follow the work of Dreeben and Pope (1998).
Slight modifications consist of
• the anisotropic definition of lengthscale L in Equations (2.17) and (2.18),
• the application of the elliptic term L2∇2℘ij instead of L∇2(L℘ij) in Equation (2.13),
and
• the elimination of an ad-hoc source term in Equation (2.21).
Since a passive scalar, by definition, has no effect on the turbulent velocity field, modeling
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the pressure redistribution and dissipation have been discussed independently from the
scalar, i.e. it has been assumed that in Equation (2.4) the following hold
〈
ν∇2Ui − 1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
∣∣∣∣V , ψ
〉
=
〈
ν∇2Ui − 1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
∣∣∣∣V
〉
. (2.23)
However, the opposite, that the micromixing of the scalar can be modeled independently of
V , cannot be assumed in general (Pope, 1998). A simple mixing model is the interaction by
exchange with the mean (IEM) model (Dopazo and O’Brien, 1974; Villermaux and Devillon,
1972), which models the conditional scalar diffusion in Equation (2.4) independent of the
underlying velocity field, i.e. assuming
〈
Γ∇2φ
∣∣V , ψ〉 ∼= 〈Γ∇2φ∣∣ψ〉. (2.24)
In the Lagrangian framework, the IEM model is written as
dψ = − 1
tm
(ψ − 〈φ〉) dt, (2.25)
where tm is a micromixing timescale. It has been pointed out, however, that the assumption
that the scalar mixing is independent of the velocity, Equation (2.24), bears no theoretical
justification and is at odds with local isotropy of the scalar field (Fox, 1996; Pope, 1998).
On the other hand, the interaction by exchange with the conditional mean (IECM) model
does take the velocity field into consideration by employing the velocity-conditioned mean
instead of the unconditional mean as
dψ = − 1
tm
(ψ − 〈φ|V 〉) dt. (2.26)
Both the IEM and IECM models represent the physical process of dissipation and reflect
the concept of relaxation towards a scalar mean with the characteristic timescale tm. The
difference is that in the IEM model, all particles that have similar position interact with
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each other, while in the IECM model only those particles interact that also have similar
velocities, e.g. fluid elements that belong to the same eddy.
It can be shown that in the case of homogeneous turbulent mixing with no mean scalar
gradient the two models are equivalent since the velocity and scalar fields are uncorrelated
(Fox, 1996) and the micromixing timescale tm is proportional to the Kolmogorov timescale
τ = k/ε. In an inhomogeneous case, e.g. a concentrated source, however, there are various
stages of the spreading of the plume requiring different characterizations of tm. In this
case, the formal simplicity of the IEM and IECM models is a drawback, since a single
scalar parameter tm has to account for all the correct physics. The timescale should be
inhomogeneous and should depend not only on the local turbulence characteristics but also
on the source location, type, size, distribution and strength. Because of this complexity, a
general flow-independent specification of tm has been elusive. We will define the micromixing
timescale for a passive scalar in the following chapters corresponding to the flows modeled.
This completes the model for the joint PDF of turbulent velocity, frequency and scalar.
The model is ‘complete’ in the sense, that the equations are free from flow-dependent
specifications (Pope, 2000), thus, in principle, it is generally applicable to any transported
passive scalar released into an incompressible, high-Reynolds-number flow.
Defining Gij and C0 through (2.12) enables the model to adequately capture the near-
wall effects in the higher-order statistics when the wall-region has sufficient resolution. In
realistic simulations, however, full resolution of high-Reynolds-number boundary layers is
not always possible (and may not be necessary), especially on the urban or meso-scale in
atmospheric modeling. For such cases a second option is the use of wall-functions instead
of the elliptic relaxation to model the near-wall turbulence. Employing wall-functions for
no-slip walls provides a trade-off between the accuracy of fully resolved boundary layers
and computational speed. The significantly more expensive full resolution is absolutely
required in certain cases, such as computing the heat transfer at walls embedded in a flow
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or detaching boundary layers with high adverse pressure gradients. Conversely, a boundary
layer representation by wall-functions is commonly used when the exact details close to
walls are not important, and the analysis focuses on the boundary layer effects at farther
distances. Wall-functions are widely applied in atmospheric simulations, where full wall-
resolution is usually prohibitively expensive even at the micro- or urban-scale (Bacon et al.,
2000; Lien et al., 2004). It is worth emphasizing that one of the main assumptions used
in the development of wall-functions is that the boundary layer remains attached. This
is not always the case in simulations of complex flows. However, since wall-functions are
the only choice for realistic atmospheric simulations, they are still routinely employed with
reasonable success.
To investigate the gain in performance and the effect on the results, we implemented the
wall-treatment for complex flow geometries that have been developed for the PDF method
by Dreeben and Pope (1997b). Since in this case the viscous effects are not explicitly
modeled, the viscous terms do not appear in the particle equations for the position and
velocity increments:
dXi = Uidt, (2.27)
dUi(t) = −1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂xi
dt+Gij (Uj − 〈Uj〉) dt+ (C0ε)1/2 dW ′i . (2.28)
Furthermore, in this case the tensor Gij is defined by the simplified Langevin model (SLM)
(Haworth and Pope, 1986) and C0 is simply a constant:
Gij = −
(
1
2 +
3
4C0
) 〈ω〉δij with C0 = 3.5. (2.29)
In line with the purpose of wall-functions, boundary conditions have to be imposed on par-
ticles that hit the wall so that their combined effect on the statistics at the first gridpoint
from the wall will be consistent with the universal logarithmic wall-function in equilibrium
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flows, i.e. in boundary layers with no significant adverse pressure gradients. The develop-
ment of boundary conditions based on wall-functions rely on the self-similarity of attached
boundary layers close to walls. These conditions are applied usually at the first gridpoint
from the wall based on the assumption of constant or linear stress-distribution. This results
in the well-known self-similar logarithmic profile for the mean velocity. For the sake of com-
pleteness the conditions on particles developed by Dreeben and Pope (1997b) are reported
here. The condition for the wall-normal component of the particle velocity reads
VR = −VI , (2.30)
where the subscripts R and I denote reflected and incident particle properties, respectively.
The reflected streamwise particle velocity is given by
UR = UI + αVI , (2.31)
where the coefficient α is determined by imposing consistency with the logarithmic law at
the distance of the first gridpoint from the wall, yp:
α =
2uˆ2p〈U〉p|〈U〉p|
〈v2〉pU2e
, (2.32)
where uˆp is a characteristic velocity scale of the turbulence intensity in the vicinity of yp,
defined as
uˆp = C
1/4
µ k
1/2
p , (2.33)
with Cµ = 0.09. 〈U〉p, 〈v2〉p and kp are, respectively, the mean streamwise velocity, the
wall-normal component of the Reynolds stress tensor and the turbulent kinetic energy, all
obtained from the particle fields at yp. In Equation (2.32) Ue is the magnitude of the
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equilibrium value of the mean velocity at yp and is specified by the logarithmic law
Ue =
uτ
κ
log
(
E
ypuτ
ν
)
, (2.34)
where κ = 0.41 is the Ka´rma´n constant and the surface roughness parameter E = 8.5 for a
smooth wall. The friction velocity uτ is computed from local statistics as
uτ =
√
uˆ2p + γτ
∣∣∣∣ypρ ∂〈P 〉∂x
∣∣∣∣ with γτ = max
[
0; sign
(
〈uv〉∂〈P 〉
∂x
)]
. (2.35)
In Equations (2.30-2.35) the streamwise x and wall-normal y coordinate directions are
defined according to the local tangential and normal coordinate directions of the particular
wall-element in question. In other words, if the wall is not aligned with the flow coordinate
system then the vectors Ui and ∂〈P 〉/∂xi, and the Reynolds stress tensor 〈uiuj〉, need to be
appropriately transformed into the wall-element coordinate system before being employed
in the above equations. The condition on the turbulent frequency is given by
ωR = ωI exp
[
β
VI
yp〈ω〉
]
with β = − 21
2 +
3
4C0 + C3 + Cω2 − Cω1
. (2.36)
In summary, the flow is modeled by a large number of Lagrangian particles representing
a finite sample of all fluid particles in the domain which can be thought of as different
realizations of the underlying stochastic fields. Numerically, each particle has position Xi
and with its velocity Ui carries its turbulent frequency ω and scalar concentration ψ. For
full wall-resolution the particle positions and velocities are advanced according to Equa-
tions (2.7) and (2.10) using Equations (2.12-2.18). While in the wall-functions case the
positions and velocities are advanced by Equations (2.27) and (2.28) using Equations (2.29-
2.36). In both cases, the particle frequencies and scalar concentrations are governed by
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(2.20) and either (2.25) or (2.26), respectively. The particle equations are discretized and
advanced in time by the explicit forward Euler-Maruyama method (Kloeden and Platen,
1999). Even in the case of full wall-resolution using the elliptic relaxation technique, this
method was preferred to the more involved exponential scheme that was originally sug-
gested by Dreeben and Pope (1998), since the code is sufficiently stable with the simpler
and computationally less expensive Euler-Maruyama method as well.
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Chapter 3:
Numerical implementation
3.1 Introduction
The numerical solution algorithm is based on the time-dependent particle governing equa-
tions: (2.7) and (2.10) in the full wall-resolution case and (2.27) and (2.28) in the wall-
functions case, (2.20) and either (2.25) or (2.26). An adaptive timestepping strategy to
advance the system is described in Section 3.2. All Eulerian statistics required in these
equations need to be estimated at the particle locations at the given instant in time. This
is performed by an unstructured Eulerian grid that discretizes the flow domain, which can
be conveniently refined around regions where a higher resolution is necessary. The methods
used to compute unconditional statistics, their derivatives and conditional statistics are de-
scribed in Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The grid is also used to solve the elliptic
relaxation equation (2.13) and to solve for the mean pressure required in Equation (2.10).
The main characteristics of the solution of these two Eulerian equations together with a pro-
jection method to obtain the mean pressure are described in Section 3.3. In order to identify
which particles contribute to local statistics, the particles need to be continuously followed
as they travel throughout the domain. The particle tracking algorithm that is used for this
purpose is described in Section 3.7. In complex configurations, where the spatial resolution
can differ significantly from one region to another, an algorithm is necessary to ensure that
the number of particles in every computational element is above a certain threshold, so that
meaningful statistics can be computed. We present and test an algorithm that accomplishes
this task in Section 3.8 and Appendix C and further refine it in Appendix D. The boundary
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conditions at no-slip walls applied to particles, to the elliptic relaxation equation (2.13) and
to the mean pressure are described in Section 3.9. Some aspects of parallel random number
generation are described in Section 3.10. An overview of the solution procedure with the
execution profile of a timestep is given in Section 3.11.
3.2 Timestepping procedure
To discretize the governing equations in time we apply the explicit forward Euler-Maruyama
scheme (Kloeden and Platen, 1999). The size of the timestep is estimated in every step
based on the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) (Courant et al., 1928) condition as
∆t = CCFL ·min
n
√
An
||〈U 〉n||2
, (3.1)
where An is the average element area around gridnode n. According to Equation (3.1) we
compute a characteristic timescale for each gridnode by dividing the characteristic edge
length (defined by the square-root of the element area) by the length of the mean velocity
vector at the given location. Then we choose the smallest characteristic timescale of all
gridpoints for the next timestep multiplied by a CFL constant of CCFL = 0.7. This ensures
that during a single step no information will travel farther than the length of Eulerian
elements.
3.3 Solution of the Eulerian equations: mean pressure and
elliptic relaxation
In incompressible flows the pressure establishes itself immediately through the pressure-
Poisson equation, which is a manifestation of the divergence constraint (2.1) expressing
mass conservation. The numerical difficulties arising from the straightforward discretization
of this equation in finite difference, finite volume and finite element methods are reviewed
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by Lo¨hner (2001). Several different methods have been devised to deal with these issues,
which stem from the fact that the mass conservation equation decouples from the momentum
equation and acts on it only as a constraint, which may result in the decoupling of every
second gridpoint thereby numerically destabilizing the solution. Some of these methods are:
the use of different functional spaces for the velocity and pressure discretization, artificial
viscosities, consistent numerical fluxes, artificial compressibility and pressure projection
schemes. For our purposes we adopt the pressure projection approach.
Additionally, in PDF methods due to the stochastic nature of the simulation, the Eule-
rian statistics and their derivatives are subject to considerable statistical noise. Fox (2003)
suggests three different ways of calculating the mean pressure in PDF methods. The first
approach is to extract the mean pressure field from a simultaneous consistent Reynolds
stress model solved using a standard CFD solver (Correa and Pope, 1992). This approach
solves the noise problem although it leads to a redundancy in the velocity model. The sec-
ond approach attacks the noise problem by computing the so-called ‘particle-pressure field’
(Delarue and Pope, 1997). This results in a stand-alone transported PDF method and the
authors succesfully apply it to compute a compressible turbulent flow. The third approach
is the hybrid methodology mentioned in the Introduction, which uses an Eulerian CFD
solver to solve for the mean velocity field and a particle-based code to solve for the fluctu-
ating velocity (Givi, 1989; Muradoglu et al., 1999). These methods are made consistent by
the careful selection of turbulence models in the Eulerian and Lagrangian frameworks and
the use of consistency conditions.
A different approach is proposed here. We adopt a modified version of the pressure
projection scheme originally proposed by Chorin (1968) in the finite difference context,
which has been widely used in laminar flows. The modification compared to the original
projection scheme involves solving for the difference of the pressure between two consecutive
timesteps, instead of the pressure field itself. This ensures that at steady state the residuals
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of the pressure correction vanish (Lo¨hner, 2001). We adopt the scheme in the Lagrangian-
Eulerian setting and combine the projection algorithm with the particle equations as follows.
The idea of pressure projection is to first predict the velocity using the current flow
variables without taking the divergence constraint into consideration. Then in a second step,
the divergence constraint is enforced by solving a pressure-Poisson equation. Finally the
velocity is corrected using the new pressure field, resulting in a divergence-free velocity field.
Thus, using full wall-resolution and explicit (forward Euler-Maruyama) time-integration of
the particle velocity, one complete timestep (n→ n+ 1) is given by:
• Velocity prediction: Un → U∗
U∗i = Uni −
1
ρ
∂〈P 〉n
∂xi
∆t+ 2ν
∂2〈Ui〉n
∂xj∂xj
∆t+ (2ν)1/2
∂〈Ui〉n
∂xj
∆Wj
+Gij
(Unj − 〈Uj〉n)∆t+ (C0ε)1/2∆W ′i ;
(3.2)
• Pressure projection: 〈P 〉n → 〈P 〉n+1
∇ · 〈U〉n+1 = 0, (3.3)
〈U〉n+1 − 〈U〉∗
∆t
+
1
ρ
∇(〈P 〉n+1 − 〈P 〉n) = 0, (3.4)
which results in
1
ρ
∇2(〈P 〉n+1 − 〈P 〉n) = ∇ · 〈U 〉
∗
∆t
; (3.5)
• Mean velocity correction: 〈U 〉∗ → 〈U〉n+1
〈U 〉n+1 = 〈U〉∗ − 1
ρ
∆t∇(〈P 〉n+1 − 〈P 〉n). (3.6)
Since the velocity field is fully represented by particles, the velocity prediction (3.2) and
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correction (3.6) steps are applied to particles. The above procedure ensures that the Poisson
equation for the mean pressure is satisfied at all times, thus the joint PDF representing an
incompressible flow satisfies realizability, normalization and consistency conditions (Pope,
1985) in every timestep. To stabilize the computation of the mean pressure a small artificial
diffusion term is added to the divergence constraint in Equation (3.3)
∇ · 〈U〉n+1 = Cp 1
ρ
∇2〈P 〉n, (3.7)
where Cp is a small constant, e.g. Cp = 10
−3, which results in the stabilized version of the
pressure projection step
1
ρ
∇2(〈P 〉n+1 − 〈P 〉n) = 1
∆t
(
∇ · 〈U〉∗ − Cp 1
ρ
∇2〈P 〉n
)
. (3.8)
Both the elliptic relaxation (2.13) and pressure projection (3.8) equations are solved
with the finite element method using linear shapefunctions on a grid consisting of triangles
(Lo¨hner, 2001). The grid is generated by the general purpose mesh generator, Gmsh,
developed by Geuzaine and Remacle (2009). The FEM coefficient matrices are stored in
block compressed sparse row format (Saad, 2003). The resulting linear systems are solved by
the method of conjugate gradients combined with a Jacobi preconditioner. While the elliptic
equation (2.13) for the tensor ℘ij may appear prohibitively memory-hungry and expensive
for larger meshes, the equation is well-conditioned and the iterative solution converges in
just a few iterations starting from an initial condition using the solution in the previous
timestep.
3.4 Estimation of Eulerian statistics
During the numerical solution of the governing equations, Eulerian statistics need to be
estimated at different locations of the domain. Since the joint PDF contains information
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on all one-point statistics of the velocity, frequency and scalar concentration fields, these
are readily available through appropriate averages of particle properties. For example, the
mean velocity at a specific location in space and time is obtained as the integral over all
sample space of the joint PDF fY (Y ;x, t)
〈Ui〉 ≡
∫
VifY (Y ;x, t)dY , (3.9)
where Y denotes the vector of all sample space variables Y = (V1, V2, V3, ω, ψ). For brevity
we omit (but assume) the space and time dependence of the statistics. In traditional
particle-codes the calculation of statistics is usually performed by kernel estimation using
weight-functions (Pope, 2000). In particle-in-cell methods (Grigoryev et al., 2002) an Eu-
lerian mesh covers the computational domain and means are computed in each element
or gridpoint. The latter approach is followed here and Equation (3.9) is computed by an
ensemble average over all particle velocities in the vicinity of x
〈Ui〉 ∼= 1
N
N∑
p=1
Upi , (3.10)
whereN is the number of particles participating in the local mean at x and Upi is the velocity
vector of particle p. In the first pass an element-based mean is computed considering the
particles in a given element, Figure 3.1. In the second pass, these element-based means are
transferred to nodes of the grid by calculating the average of the elements surrounding the
nodes. Wherever Eulerian statistics are needed at particle locations, like in Equation (2.10),
the average of the nodal values are used for all particles residing in a given element. These
node-based statistics are also used in the elliptic relaxation (2.13) and pressure projection
(3.8) equations. An advantage of this two-pass procedure is that a natural smoothing is
inherent in transferring statistics from elements to nodes. Using only nodal statistics to
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boundary
Figure 3.1: Estimation of Eulerian statistics on unstructured grids. In a first pass, element-
based statistics are computed considering the particles residing in elements. In a second
pass, element-based statistics are transferred to nodes by computing the averages of elements
surrounding nodes. The nodal averages of each element are then used at particle locations
in the Lagrangian governing equations.
update particles also makes the method more robust, since it provides an efficient guard
against the unwanted occurrence of empty elements, i.e. elements without any particles.
The problem of high statistical error caused by an empty element is mitigated by the other
elements surrounding the given node. Linked lists (Lo¨hner, 2001) provide an efficient access
of unstructured-grid-based data from memory (e.g. elements surrounding points, points
surrounding points, etc.). Once first-order statistics, like the mean velocity, are computed,
higher order statistics are calculated by the same procedure. As an example, the Reynolds
stress tensor is obtained by
〈uiuj〉 ≡
∫
(Vi − 〈Ui〉)(Vj − 〈Uj〉)fY (Y )dY ∼= 1
N
N∑
p=1
(Upi − 〈Ui〉)(Upj − 〈Uj〉). (3.11)
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3.5 Derivatives of Eulerian statistics
From finite element approximation theory, an unkown function q(x) given in nodes can be
approximated over an element as
q(x) =
n∑
j=1
N j(x)qˆj , (3.12)
where n is the number of nodes of the element, qˆj is the value of the function q in node j
and N j are finite element shapefunctions. For speed and simplicity, we use only a single
type of element (triangle) with linear shapefunctions, which are written in the local (ξ, η)
coordinate system of the element as (see also Figure 3.2)
NA = 1− ξ − η,
NB = ξ, (3.13)
NC = η.
Employing the approximation in Equation (3.12), the spatial gradient of the expectation of
any function Q(Y ;x, t) can be computed over an element as
∂Q
∂xi
=
n∑
j=1
∂N j
∂xi
Qˆj, (3.14)
where Qˆj denotes the nodal value of Q at gridpoint j of the element. The derivatives of
the linear shapefunctions in Equation (3.13) in the global (x, y) coordinate system can be
derived analytically (Lo¨hner, 2001)
∂
∂x

NANB
NC

 = 1
2Ae

−yCA + yBAyCA
−yBA

 , ∂
∂y

NANB
NC

 = 1
2Ae

xCA − xBA−xCA
xBA

 , (3.15)
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where Ae is the area of element e. The derivatives are constant functions and are based
only on the location of the gridpoints (see also Figure 3.2), e.g. yCA = yC − yA. If the grid
does not change during computation, these derivatives can be pre-computed and stored in
advance of timestepping.
Second derivatives are obtained using a two-pass procedure. In the first pass the first
derivatives are computed using Equation (3.14) and then transferred to nodes by computing
the averages of the elements surrounding nodes. The same procedure is applied to the
derivatives in gridpoints in the second pass to obtain second derivatives.
3.6 Estimation of the velocity-conditioned scalar mean
Equation (2.26) requires the estimation of the scalar mean conditioned on the velocity field
〈φ|V 〉. In the current case, this is defined as
〈φ|V 〉 ≡
∫
ψfΩφ|U(ω,ψ|V )dωdψ, (3.16)
where the conditional PDF fΩφ|U is expressed through Bayes’ rule using the full PDF fY (Y )
and the marginal PDF of the velocity fU(V ) as
fΩφ|U(ω,ψ|V ) ≡ fY (Y )
fU(V )
≡ fUΩφ(V , ω, ψ)
fU(V )
. (3.17)
Mathematically, the conditional mean 〈φ|V 〉 defines a mean value for each combination
of its conditional variables, i.e. in a three-dimensional flow, in every spatial and temporal
location 〈φ|V 〉 is a function that associates a scalar value to a vector, 〈φ|V 〉 : R3 → R.
In practice, this means that the velocity-sample space needs to be discretized (divided into
bins) and different mean values have to be computed for each bin using the particles whose
velocities fall into the bin. In order to keep the statistical error small this procedure would
require a large number of particles in every element. To overcome this difficulty, Fox (1996)
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proposed a method in which the three-dimensional velocity space is projected onto a one-
dimensional subspace where the discretization is carried out. This substantially reduces the
need for an extensive number of particles. This projection method is exact in homogeneous
turbulent shear flows, where the joint velocity PDF is Gaussian. Nevertheless, in more
complex situations it can still be incorporated as a modeling assumption.
A more general way of computing the conditional mean is to use three-dimensional
binning of the veloctiy sample space V . In order to homogenize the statistical error over
the sample space, the endpoints of the conditioning bins in each direction can be determined
so that the distribution of the number of particles falling into the bins is as homogeneous as
possible. For a Gaussian velocity PDF this can be accomplished by using statistical tables
to define the endpoints (Fox, 1996). If the underlying velocity PDF is not known, however,
another strategy is required. Note that there is absolutely no restriction on the distribution
of the conditioning intervals. In other words they need not be equidistant, need not be
the same (or even the same number) in every dimension and can also vary from element
to element. Only some sort of clustering of the particles is needed, i.e. grouping them into
subgroups of particles with similar velocities. A simple algorithm that accomplishes this
task is as follows.
Without loss of generality, we assume that a sample-space binning of (2 × 2 × 2) is
desired. In a first step all particles residing in the given element are sorted according to
their U velocity component. Then the first and the second halves of the group are separately
sorted according to their V component. After further dividing both halves into halves again,
each quarter is sorted according to the W component. Finally, halving the quarters once
again we compute scalar means for each of these 8 subgroups. Naturally, the binning can
be any other structure with higher (even unequal) number of bins if that is desirable, e.g.
(5×5×5) or (4×12×5). This procedure defines the bins dynamically based on the criterion
that the bin-distribution of the number of particles be as homogeneous as possible. By doing
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that, it homogenizes the statistical error over the sample space and also ensures that every
bin will contain particles. This simple procedure is completely general, independent of the
shape and extent of the velocity PDF and dynamically adjusts the bin-distribution to the
underlying PDF in every element. It is also robust, since if the number of particles in
an element happens to be very low compared to the desired binning, e.g. we only have 5
particles for the 125 bins of a (5 × 5 × 5) binning structure, the above sorting & dividing
procedure can be stopped at any stage and the subgroups defined up to that stage can
already be used to estimate the conditioned means. In other words, if in the above example
we require that at least 2 particles should remain in every subgroup we simply stop after the
first sort and only use two groups. An algorithm that accomplishes the conditioning step
after the particles have been sorted into subgroups is detailed in Appendix B. The statistical
error resulting from employing different number of conditioning bins is investigated in more
detail in Chapter 4.
3.7 Particle tracking
Particles have to be tracked continuously as they travel throughout the grid in order to
identify which element they contribute to when local statistics are computed. A variety
of algorithms with different characteristics have been developed to accomplish this task
(Grigoryev et al., 2002). Since we use explicit timestepping, the particles will not jump
over many elements in a timestep, thus the fastest way to track particles is some sort of
known-vicinity algorithm (Lo¨hner, 1995). The two-dimensional particle tracking employed
here is as follows. If a particle is not in its old element (where it was in the last timestep), it
is searched in the next best element of the surrounding elements. The knowledge of the next
best element is a feature of the basic interpolation algorithm that is used to decide whether
the particle resides in a given element. The interpolation algorithm is based on FEM
shapefunctions, which are usually employed for approximating unknowns over elements (as
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it is used in Section 3.3 to discretize the Eulerian equations and in Section 3.5 to approximate
functions and their derivatives) and correspond to a linear mapping between the global and
local coordinates of the element, see also Figure 3.2. We use these shapefunctions here for
interpolation in two dimensions, but this procedure can also be used in a three-dimensional
case with tetrahedra (Lo¨hner, 1995). In the current two-dimensional case, evaluating two
of them is sufficient to decide whether the particle is inside of the element. The decision is
made by the following condition (see also Figure 3.2)
if
{ (
NA > 0
)
and
(
NC > 0
)
and
(
NA +NC
)
< Ae
}
(3.18)
inside
else
outside
where Ae is the total area of the element, while N
A and NC are the signed half-lengths of
the cross-products
NA =
1
2
∣∣(rC − rB)× (rP − rB)∣∣, (3.19)
NC =
1
2
∣∣(rP − rB)× (rA − rB)∣∣. (3.20)
Note that these are also the area coordinates of the triangle corresponding to the nodes A
and C and also the values of the finite element shapefunctions corresponding to the three
nodes, Equations (3.13), evaluated at the particle location P. A convenient feature of this
procedure is that once the values NA, NC and NB = Ae − NA − NC are evaluated, in
case the particle is not found in the element, they also give us a hint about the direction
of the particle location that is outside of the element. If condition (3.18) is not satisfied,
at least one of NA, NB and NC is negative. The next best element is in the direction
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Figure 3.2: The decision whether a particle resides in a triangular element is made based on
computing cross-products of element-edge vectors and vectors of vertex-particle coordinates.
E.g. NA is half of the signed area of the parallelogram spanned by vectors (rC − rB) and
(rP − rB). Also shown is the local coordinate system (ξ, η) of the triangle after a linear
mapping with the finite element shapefunctions in Equations (3.13).
corresponding to the lowest of the three values. Combining this with a data structure (e.g.
a linked list (Lo¨hner, 2001)) that stores the element indices surrounding elements, we can
easily and efficiently identify which element is most likely to contain the particle or at least
which direction to search next. Most of the time, the particles do not jump out of their
host elements, but if they do, this procedure finds them in usually 2-3 steps.
The above neighbor-to-neighbor algorithm performs very well in the domain, but it may
fail to jump over concave boundaries, resulting in a dead-lock (Lo¨hner, 1995). In order to
remedy this problem the following strategy is employed. An element on the boundary has
two surrounding elements at most and the ones that would be outside of the domain are
tagged in the data structure that stores the three element indices surrounding elements,
see also Figure 3.3. If this tagged element is returned as the next best guess, the particle
is on the other side of a concave section (or a corner) of the boundary. Since even in this
case the particle must be close to its old host element, the particle is searched next in all
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old host element
tagged element of the
boundary
old host element
new host element
Figure 3.3: A particle jumping over a concave corner on the boundary and the next best
guess based on its old host element would be through the boundary, outside of the domain.
A fall-back procedure finds the new host element of the particle by searching the elements
surrounding the nodes (displayed with thicker edges) of its old host element.
elements surrounding the nodes of its old host element. (This is also stored in a linked list
for fast access.) This fall-back procedure always finds the particle around a corner, thus a
brute-force search is not necessary over all elements.
3.8 Particle-number control
In the setup phase an equal number of particles are uniformly generated into each element
with the initial velocities Ui sampled from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
variance 2/3, i.e. the initial Reynolds stress tensor is isotropic with unit turbulent kinetic
energy, 〈uiuj〉 = 23δij . Initial particle frequencies ω are sampled from a gamma distribution
with unit mean and variance 1/4 and the scalar concentration ψ is set to 0.
During the timestepping procedure a sufficient number of particles have to be present
in every element at all times to keep the deterministic error due to bias small (Pope, 1995).
However, the grid can be refined differently in different regions of the domain, as it is done
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at walls to resolve the boundary layer or around a concentrated source of a passive scalar to
capture the high scalar gradients. Since the particles themselves model real fluid particles, at
locations where the grid is refined more particles are necessary for an increased resolution.
Therefore it is reasonable to keep the element-distribution of the number of particles as
homogeneous as possible. Particle-number control is a delicate procedure in PDF methods,
because external modification of the particle locations or properties may result in undesired
changes of the local statistics and the joint PDF itself. Nevertheless, particle splitting and
merging techniques are routinely applied to keep the particle distribution reasonable and to
improve the efficiency and stability of the simulation (Cassiani et al., 2007b). Appendix C
describes the algorithm that we developed to keep the number of particles per element above
a certain treshold and to guard the simulation against the occurrence of empty elements
(i.e. elements without particles).
In what follows, we describe a simple testcase that we use to investigate the error
introduced by the particle redisitribution. Note that the traditional way of referring to
this procedure is particle splitting and merging. Since we do not change the total number
of particles throughout the simulation (which is more memory efficient than splitting and
merging) we refer to this as particle redistribution. To investigate the error, we consider the
simplified model equations
dXi = Uidt, (3.21)
dUi = −(Ui − α〈Ui〉)dt+
√
2dWi, (3.22)
where α is a scalar parameter and the initial conditions for Ui are taken to be independent,
standardized, normally distributed random variables:
〈Ui〉 = 0, 〈uiuj〉 = δij . (3.23)
Equation (3.22) is characteristic of the Langevin equation (2.10) without viscous effects,
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Figure 3.4: A rectangular domain with a stretched grid to test the error introduced by the
particle redistribution algorithm using Equations (3.21) and (3.22).
e.g. Equation (2.28), see also Xu and Pope (1997). The mean 〈Ui〉 of the solution of the
stochastic differential equation (3.22) is the solution of the following linear deterministic
differential equation (Arnold, 1974)
d〈Ui〉
dt
= −(〈Ui〉 − α〈Ui〉), (3.24)
〈Ui〉(t = 0) = 0. (3.25)
It can be seen that the trivial solution 〈Ui〉 = 0 satisfies the above deterministic initial value
problem. For a nonzero initial condition the solution of Equation (3.22) is stable and reaches
steady state if α < 1 with 〈Ui〉 = 0 and 〈uiuj〉 = δij . For α > 1 the equation becomes
unstable and the solution grows exponentially, while for α = 0 the equation is neutrally
stable. For our purposes we use α = 0.5. Equations (3.21) and (3.22) are advanced on a
rectangular domain with two free-slip walls (from where particles are simply reflected) and
a periodic inflow/outflow boundary-pair, see Figure 3.4. The domain is highly stretched on
purpose in the y direction. Initially, an equal number of particles are generated into every
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element, which in the current case results in a spatially inhomogeneous particle distribu-
tion. As the timestepping advances the particles naturally tend to evolve into a spatially
homogeneous distribution, which may result in empty elements in the highly refined region
if the number of particles is too small. This is circumvented by the particle redistribution
algorithm. We will test the algorithm by calculating the time-evolutions of the spatial aver-
age of the diagonal components of 〈uiuj〉, indicated by 〈uiuj〉, using different initial number
of particles per element Np/e. In order to ensure that the particle redistribution algorithm
intervenes on a same level in each case, the ratio
Np/e
Nminp/e
∝ number of particles moved (3.26)
is kept constant. In other words, as the initial number of particles Np/e is increased, we
increase the required minimum number of particles per element Nminp/e as well, so that the
number of particles that will have to be moved is approximately the same, hence the algo-
rithm intervenes at the same level. To verify that this is the case, the number of times the
redistribution algorithm is called (the number of particles moved in a timestep) is moni-
tored and plotted in Figure 3.5 for the different cases. Figure 3.6 depicts 〈uiuj〉 for different
values of Np/e. It can be seen in Figure 3.6 (a) that the algorithm reproduces the analitical
solution with a given numerical error. This error, which is always present in the numerical
solution of stochastic differential equations, can be decomposed into three different parts:
truncation error due to finite-size timesteps, deterministic error (or bias) due to the finite
number of particles employed and random (or statistical) error (Pope, 1995). The particle
redistribution introduces an additional error which is directly visible by comparing Fig-
ures 3.6 (a) and (d). It is also apparent that the bias decreases with increasing number of
particles as it can be expected. However, Figures 3.6 (b)-(f) also show that the additional
error introduced by the particle redistribution also diminishes as the number of particles
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Figure 3.5: The number of particles moved in each timestep by the particle redistribution
algorithm for different total number of particles. In the legend the constant Np/e/N
min
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is displayed.
increase while the intervention of the redistribution, Equation (3.26), is kept at a constant
level. This can be seen more directly in Figure 3.7, which depicts the evolution of the total
relative numerical error defined as
δ =
kc − ka
ka
, (3.27)
where kc and ka denote the computed and analytical kinetic energy, respectively. This error
incorporates both the usual numerical errors and the additional one due to the particle
redistribution algorithm. For comparison, the evolution of the error without particle redis-
tribution is also displayed. Since the total sum of the errors converges to zero, the error
introduced by the redistribution algorithm also diminishes and the solution converges to
the PDF without redistribution.
We have found that a particle redistribution algorithm of a similar sort (or particle
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Figure 3.6: Time-evolutions of the diagonal components of 〈uiuj〉 solving Equations (3.21)
and (3.22) employing different number of particles. (a) No redistribution with initial number
of particles per element Np/e=200; redistribution with (b) Np/e=50, (c) Np/e=100, (d)
Np/e=200, (e) Np/e=400 and (f) Np/e=800, respectively. The ratio Np/e/N
min
p/e =10 is kept
constant for cases (b) to (f). The horizontal line at the ordinate 1 depicts the analitical
solution at steady state.
splitting and merging) is essential to provide adequate numerical stability in modeling inho-
mogeneous flows especially in complex geometries. In addition, it also dramatically reduces
the need for high number of particles per elements on stretched grids.
3.9 No-slip wall-boundary conditions
Over any given time-interval a particle undergoing reflected Brownian motion in the vicinity
of a wall may strike the wall infinitely many times (Dreeben and Pope, 1998). This means
that particles can follow three different trajectories when interacting with walls. The particle
either (a) crosses the wall during the timestep and it is behind the wall at the end of the
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the total relative numerical error defined by Equation (3.27) with
increasing number of particles. Solid line – with redistribution, dashed line – without
redistribution.
timestep or (b) crosses the wall during the timestep but it is not behind the wall at the end
of the timestep or (c) does not cross the wall during the timestep. Therefore wall-conditions
have to be enforced on particles that follow trajectory (a) and (b). The probability that
the particle following trajectory (b) crossed the wall during timestep ∆t can be calculated
by (Karatzas and Shreve, 1991)
fw = exp
(−dndn+1
ν∆t
)
, (3.28)
where dn denotes the distance of the particle from the wall at timestep n. Thus, particle
wall-conditions are applied if
dn+1 < 0, trajectory (a), (3.29)
or if
dn+1 ≥ 0 and η < fw, trajectory (b), (3.30)
where η is a random variable with a standard uniform distribution. The new particle
location is calculated based on perfect reflection from the wall. The particle velocity is set
according to the no-slip condition
Ui = 0. (3.31)
A boundary condition on the characteristic turbulent frequency ω has to ensure the correct
balance of the turbulent kinetic energy at the wall (Dreeben and Pope, 1998) and has to be
consistent with the near-wall kinetic energy equation
ν
∂2k
∂n2
+ ε = 0, (3.32)
where n is the outward normal of the wall. Accordingly, the frequency for a particle striking
the wall is sampled from a gamma distribution with mean and variance respectively
〈ω〉 = 1
CT
d
√
2k
dy
and
〈(
ω − 〈ω〉)2〉 = C4〈ω〉2. (3.33)
For better performance the above particle conditions are only tested and enforced for par-
ticles that reside close to walls, i.e. in elements that have at least an edge or a node on a
no-slip wall-boundary.
Following Dreeben and Pope (1998), the wall-boundary condition for the elliptic relax-
ation equation (2.13) is set according to
℘ij = −4.5εninj. (3.34)
For the pressure-Poisson equation (3.8), a Neumann-condition is obtained from the Eulerian
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mean-momentum equation
∂〈Ui〉
∂t
+ 〈Uj〉∂〈Ui〉
∂xj
+
1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂xi
= ν∇2〈Ui〉 − ∂〈uiuj〉
∂xj
, (3.35)
by taking the normal component at a stationary solid wall
1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂xi
ni = ν
∂2〈Ui〉
∂xj∂xj
ni − ∂〈uiuj〉
∂xj
ni. (3.36)
In the wall-functions case, when the boundary layers along no-lip walls are represented
based on the “law of the wall”, the advection term in Equation (3.35) is non-zero at yp,
therefore the normal component of this term appears in the Neumann condition for the
mean pressure
1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂xi
ni = ν
∂2〈Ui〉
∂xj∂xj
ni − ∂〈uiuj〉
∂xj
ni − 〈Uj〉∂〈Ui〉
∂xj
ni. (3.37)
3.10 Parallel random number generation
The solver has been parallelized and run on different shared memory architectures. Both
the initialization and the timestepping require a large number of random numbers with
different distributions and characteristics. Two components of the position Xi and three
components of the velocity Ui are retained for a two-dimensional simulation, therefore the
governing equations (2.7), (2.10) and (2.20) altogether require 6 independent Gaussian
random numbers for each particle in each timestep. Since these 6 numbers per particle are
always needed and are always Gaussian, they can be efficiently stored in a table, which is
regenerated in each timestep. Different methods exist to efficiently sample pseudo-random
numbers in parallel (Mascagni, 1997). In order to be able to reproduce the simulation
results and to avoid surpassing cross-correlations between random number streams, we
initialize a single stream and split it into k non-overlapping blocks, where k is the number
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of parallel threads. Then each of the threads generates from its own corresponding block,
avoiding data races with other threads. This can be quite efficient, since a large amount of
random numbers are generated at once and each thread accesses only its own portion of the
stream. The same block-splitting technique is used to fill another table with uniform random
numbers for the boundary condition Equation (3.30). Using this sampling technique, an
almost ideal speedup can be achieved when random numbers in tables are regenerated, see
also Table 3.1. For those equations in which the number of random numbers is a priori
unknown (e.g. sampling a gamma distribution for the wall-condition of Equation (3.33) for
particles that struck the wall), a stream is split into k disjoint substreams and the leap-frog
technique is used to sample from them in parallel (Entacher et al., 1998). The leapfrog
technique could also be used for a priori known number of random numbers, but due to
its higher cache-efficiency, block-splitting performs slightly better. (In block-splitting the
sampling positions in the streams are much farther from each other and thus the processes
are less likely to interfere with each other’s caches.) These techniques have been found
essential to achieve a good parallel performance for the loop advancing the particles, see
also Section 3.11.
3.11 Solution procedure and execution profile
The main stages of one complete timestep in their order of execution are displayed in Table
3.1. Also shown are the percentage of the execution times of each stage relative to a complete
timestep and their speedups on a machine with two quad-core processors. The performance
data were obtained by running a case that contained approximately 10 million particles and
the Eulerian grid consisted of about 20 thousand triangles.
A significant portion of the execution time is spent on advancing the particle-governing
equations. This is mostly a loop which can be constructed in two fundamental ways: in an
element-based or in a particle-based fashion as displayed in Table 3.2. The main advantage
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Table 3.1: Structure and profile of a timestep with relative execution times compared to
the time spent on the full timestep and parallel performances of each step on a machine
with two quad-core processors. The listing order corresponds to the order of execution.
The performance data is characteristic of a case with 10M particles using a grid with
20K triangles, the simulation altogether requiring approximately 1.2GB memory. The
processors are two quad-core CPUs (8 cores total), each pair sharing 4MB cache and the
CPU-to-memory communication bandwidth.
task relative
exe-
cution
time
speedup
with
2
CPUs
speedup
with
4
CPUs
speedup
with
6
CPUs
speedup
with
8
CPUs
• compute the size of the next
timestep, see Section 3.2
0.001 % not parallelized
• solve elliptic relaxation
equation (2.13), see Sec-
tion 3.3
2.87 % 1.91 4.08 5.76 7.60
• advance particle properties
according to Equations (2.7),
(2.10), (2.20) and (2.26)
73.2 % 2.02 4.12 6.16 8.20
• regenerate random number
tables, see Section 3.10
19.01 % 2.01 3.99 5.79 7.50
• solve pressure-Poisson equa-
tion, see Section 3.3
2.0 % 1.86 3.49 4.55 5.02
• correct mean velocities, see
Section 3.3
1.0 % 1.69 1.95 1.94 1.96
• compute Eulerian statistics,
see Sections 3.4–3.6
1.6 % 1.22 1.79 1.67 1.77
one complete timestep 99.68 % 1.98 3.95 5.55 7.20
of the element-based loop is that once the Eulerian statistics are gathered for an element
they can be used to update all particles in the element without recomputing them. However,
it can be significantly off-balance in parallel, since it is not rare that the number of particles
per element can differ by as much as two orders of magnitude at different regions of the
domain. Another disadvantage of the element-based loop is that most of the time it accesses
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Table 3.2: Two fundamental ways of constructing a loop to advance the particle-governing
equations (2.7), (2.10), (2.20) and (2.26). (i) – element-based loop, (ii) – particle-based loop.
(i)
for all Eulerian elements e
gather Eulerian nodal statistics for element e;
compute element-average statistics;
for all particles p in element e // update particles in element e
advance particle p;
end
end
(ii)
for all Eulerian elements e // pre-compute element-average statistics
gather Eulerian nodal statistics for element e;
compute and store element-average statistics;
end
for all particles p // update particles
obtain index e of host element for particle p;
get element-average Eulerian statistics for element e;
advance particle p;
end
the arrays containing the particle properties, Xi, Ui, ω, ψ, in an unordered fashion resulting
in increasing cache misses as the timestepping progresses and the particles move throughout
the domain, because they get scrambled in memory compared to their spatial locations.
Conversely, the big advantages of the particle-based loop are its simplicity and excellent
load-balance for parallel execution. The particle-based loop always accesses the arrays
containing particle properties consecutively. The effect of the increasing cache misses and
the different load-balance on the performance is displayed in Figure 3.8, where the timings of
the two loops are compared as the iteration progresses. The element-based loop slows down
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Figure 3.8: Performance comparison of the two different loops (displayed in Table 3.2) to
advance the particle governing equations (2.7), (2.10), (2.20) and (2.26) for the first 500
timesteps using 8 CPUs. The almost horizontal (red) line represents the particle-based
loop, while the curving (black) one is the element-based loop. The problem size is the same
as in Table 3.1.
almost fourfold in just 500 timesteps, while the performance degradation of the particle-
based loop is negligible. Also, this disparity increases as the number of threads increases,
which is shown in Table 3.3, where serial and parallel timings are displayed for both loops
with different number of threads. While the element-based loop slightly outperforms the
particle-based loop on a single CPU, the high scalability and cache-efficiency of the particle-
based loop pays out very well in parallel. In fact its speedup is superlinear, which is due
to the fact that as the number of processors increase, more and more data gathered from
memory fit into the aggregate cache of the individual CPUs, resulting in faster processing
than from central memory.
Cache misses may also be reduced by specifically optimizing for the architecture of shared
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Table 3.3: A comparison of serial and parallel performances for a single timestep of the
most time-consuming loop, implementing the governing equations to advance particles,
Equations (2.7), (2.10), (2.20) and (2.26), using the two different loop-structures displayed
in Table 3.2. The data is obtained from the same test simulation as in Table 3.1 using the
same hardware. The timings are approximate values after the first 500 timesteps.
element-based loop particle-based loop
number of CPUs time (ms) speedup time (ms) speedup
1 6909 1.0 8068 1.00
2 4122 1.68 3987 2.03
4 2408 2.87 1943 4.12
6 1979 3.49 1305 6.16
8 1945 3.55 1000 8.20
caches on multi-core CPUs as it has been done in the current case. We have found that this
guarantees a good performance on true shared memory machines as well, i.e. on machines
whose CPUs do not share their caches and the communication bandwith between the CPU
and memory. However, optimizing for non-shared caches and communication bandwidths
does not necessarily guarantee optimal performance on multi-core CPUs. These findings
clearly show the importance of efficient use of caches. This was also noted with Eulerian
CFD codes computing a variety of flows by e.g. Camelli et al. (2007).
The parallel performance on higher number of processors is plotted in Figure 3.9. The
size of the testproblem is the same as previously in Table 3.1, but the hardware is now
a true shared memory machine with separate cache and memory-to-CPU bandwidth for
each processor. The code performs reasonably well for this moderate-size problem and the
parallel efficiency does not show a sign of leveling out up to the 32 CPUs tested. For
comparison, the performance data in Table 3.1 is also shown using mutlicore CPUs.
Table 3.1 shows, that the second most time-consuming step in a timestep is the regener-
ation of the random number tables, which was discussed in Section 3.10. Interestingly, the
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Figure 3.9: Overall parallel performance of 100 timesteps taken on two different types of
shared memory machines. Solid line and symbols – separate caches and memory-to-CPU
bandwidths for each processor, dashed line and open symbols – two quad-core CPUs (8
cores total) each pair sharing a cache and a memory-to-CPU bandwidth. The problem size
is the same as in Table 3.1.
solution of the two Eulerian equations, namely the elliptic relaxation equation (2.13) and
the pressure-Poisson equation (3.8), only take up about 2-3% of a timestep, respectively. It
is worth noting, that the linear system for the elliptic relaxation is nine times larger than
that of the pressure-Poisson equation. The former is very well conditioned, while the latter
is usually the most time-consuming equation to solve in modeling laminar incompressible
flows.
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Chapter 4:
Channel flow simulations: results and discussion
4.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, the previously described PDF model is tested in a fully developed, tur-
bulent, long-aspect-ratio channel flow, where a passive scalar is continuously released from
concentrated sources. The joint PDF of velocity, characteristic turbulent frequency and
concentration of a passive scalar is computed using stochastic equations. The flow is explic-
itly modeled down to the viscous sublayer by imposing only the no-slip and impermeability
condition on particles without the use of damping, or wall-functions. The high-level in-
homogeneity and anisotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor at the wall are captured by the
elliptic relaxation method. A passive scalar is released from a concentrated source at the
channel centerline and in the viscous wall-region. The effect of small-scale mixing on the
scalar is mainly modeled by the IECM model. The performance and accuracy of the IECM
model compared to the simpler, but more widely used IEM model are evaluated. Sev-
eral one-point unconditional and conditional statistics are presented in both physical and
composition spaces. An emphasis is placed on common approximations of those conditional
statistics that require closure assumptions in concentration-only PDF methods, i.e. in meth-
ods that assume the underlying turbulent velocity field. The results are compared to the
DNS data of Abe et al. (2004) and the experimental data of Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005).
The experiments were performed at two different Reynolds numbers (Reτ ≡ uτh/ν = 520
and 1080 based on the friction velocity uτ , the channel half width h, and the kinematic
viscosity ν) in a high-aspect-ratio turbulent channel flow, measuring one point statistics of
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a scalar (temperature) emitted continuously at three different wall-normal source locations
from concentrated line sources. Measurements were performed at six different downstream
locations between 4.0 6 x/h 6 22.0.
The Chapter is organized as follows. A brief account of the underlying numerical meth-
ods with various implementation details specific to this flow are presented in Section 4.2.
In Section 4.3, one-point velocity statistics are compared to direct numerical simulation
data at Reτ = 1080, and a comparative assessment of the two micromixing models with
analytical and experimental data is also given. Detailed statistics of scalar concentration
calculated with the IECM micromixing model are presented. Section 4.4 presents a study
of the effects of several numerical parameters on the computed results, including the effect
of the Reynolds number, the type of velocity conditioning and the number of particles em-
ployed. An assessment of the computational cost of the current method is given compared
to DNS in Section 4.5. Finally, conclusions pertaining to the channel flow testcase and
results are summarized in Section 4.6.
4.2 Modeling specifics of channel flow
The velocity field, in turbulent channel flow after an initial development time, becomes
statisticially stationary and homogeneous in the streamwise direction, while it remains inho-
mogeneous in the wall-normal direction, i.e. the flow becomes statistically one-dimensional.
The flow is assumed to be statistically symmetric about the channel centerline. A passive
scalar released into this flow is inhomogeneous and three-dimensional. Assuming the chan-
nel cross section has a high aspect ratio, we confine our interest to the plane spanned by
the wall-normal and streamwise directions, far from the spanwise walls. The computational
scheme exploits these features by resolving only one spatial dimension for the velocity statis-
tics and two dimensions for the passive scalar. Although this specialized implementation
of the method includes flow-dependent features, it provides good indication of the total
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computational cost. The description is divided into sections that separately discuss the
modeling of the fluid dynamics (Section 4.2.1) and the transported scalar (Section 4.2.2).
Both DNS and experimental data are used to validate the results.
4.2.1 Modeling the fluid dynamics
Since the transported scalar is inhomogeneous, both streamwise x and cross-stream y com-
ponents of the particle positions are retained. A one-dimensional grid is used to compute
Eulerian statistics of the velocity and turbulent frequency. An increasing level of refinement
is achieved in the vicinity of the wall by obtaining the spacing of the gridpoints from the
relation
y+ = 1− cos
(pi
2
a3/4
)
, 0 ≤ a < 1, (4.1)
where y+ = uτy/ν is the distance from the wall non-dimensionalized by the friction velocity
uτ and the kinematic viscosity ν and a is a loop-variable that equidistantly divides the inter-
val between 0 and 1 (wall and centerline, respectively) into a desired number of gridpoints.
The centerline symmetry of the flow is exploited, thus these statistics are only computed
on half of the channel. Using this one-dimensional grid, Eulerian statistics are computed as
described in Section 3.4. First and second derivatives of the mean velocity are calculated
by first-order accurate finite difference formulas over each element and then transferred to
nodes. A constant unit mean streamwise pressure gradient is imposed, which drives the flow
and builds up the numerical solution. The cross-stream mean-pressure gradient is obtained
by satisfying the cross-stream mean-momentum equation for turbulent channel flow
1
ρ
d〈P 〉
dy
= −d〈v
2〉
dy
, (4.2)
which implies that the pressure-projection is not necessary for this flow. Since the number
of elements does not exceed 100, particle tracking in this one-dimensional case is simply a
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Table 4.1: Constants for modeling the joint PDF of velocity and frequency.
C1 C2 C3 C4 CT CL Cη Cv γ5 Cω1 Cω2
1.85 0.63 5.0 0.25 6.0 0.134 72.0 1.4 0.1 0.5 0.73
brute-force check on each element. This is a negligible fraction of the running time, thus
there is no need for a more sophisiticated tracking algorithm.
Wall-boundary conditions for the particles are the same as described in Section 3.9,
only the situation is simpler here, since the wall is aligned with the coordinate line y = 0.
The conditions for the centerline are symmetry conditions, i.e. particles trying to leave
the domain through the centerline undergo perfect reflection and the sign of their wall-
normal velocity is reversed. Consistently with these particle conditions, boundary condi-
tions are imposed on the Eulerian statistics as well. At the wall, the mean velocity and
the Reynolds stress tensor is forced to zero. The mean frequency 〈ω〉 is set according to
Equation (3.33). At the centerline, the shear Reynolds stress 〈uv〉 is set to zero. At the
wall in the elliptic-relaxation equation (2.13), ℘ij is set according to ℘ij = −4.5εninj. In
the current case the wall is aligned with y = 0 thus only the wall-normal component is
non-zero: ℘22 = −4.5ε. At the centerline, symmetry conditions are enforced on ℘ij , i.e.
homogeneous Dirichlet-conditions are applied for the off-diagonal components and homo-
geneous Neumann-conditions for the diagonal components. The initial conditions for the
particles are set according to Section 3.8, however the current one-dimensional case enables
the use of a sufficient number of particles so that there is no need for particle redistribution.
The applied model constants for the joint PDF of velocity and frequency are displayed in
Table 4.1.
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4.2.2 Modeling the passive scalar
A passive, inert scalar is released from a concentrated source into the modeled fully devel-
oped turbulent channel flow, described above. Since the scalar field is inhomogeneous and,
in general, not symmetric about the channel centerline, a second, two-dimensional grid is
employed to calculate scalar statistics. Employing separate grids for the fluid dynamics and
scalar fields enables the grid refinement to be concentrated on different parts of the domain,
i.e. the scalar-grid can be refined around the source, while the fluid dynamics-grid is refined
at the wall. The two-dimensional mesh is used to calculate Eulerian scalar statistics as
described in Section 3.4. Since the scalar statistics are not homogeneous in the streamwise
direction, the long rectangular domain is subdivided into several bins (thin vertical stripes,
see Figure 4.1) and the following strategy is used to exploit these features. The velocity and
turbulent frequency statistics are computed using the one-dimensional grid in which only
particles in the first bin participate. The position of these particles are then copied to all
downstream bins and (since the fluid dynamics is symmetric about the channel centerline)
these particle positions are also mirrored to the upper half of the channel. This means that
the particles (as far as positions are concerned) never leave the first bin physically. Since
the scalar is passive, only one-way coupling between the two grids is necessary. This is
accomplished by using the local velocity statistics computed in the 1d-elements for those
2d-elements that lie the closest to them in the wall-normal coordinate direction. At the
wall and centerline boundaries the conditions on the particle properties have already been
described in Section 4.2.1. For particles trying to leave the bin through the “inflow/outflow”
bin-boundaries a periodic boundary condition is applied, with leaving particles put back
on the opposite side. This essentially means that the particle paths remain continuous (as
they should), only the code accounts for them as different particles in the computer mem-
ory. In order to carry the scalar concentration through bin-boundaries, the particle-scalar ψ
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particles participating in computation of fluid dynamics
particle positions copied downstream
“inflow/outflow” bin-boundaries
particle positions mirrored
flow
binsize = 0.1
y
x
2
h
length of channel = 10.9
Figure 4.1: The computational domain for the channel flow is subdivided into several bins
to exploit the streamwise statistical homogeneity of the turbulent velocity and frequency
fields. Particle positions are copied downstream and mirrored to the upper half. Particle
scalar concentrations are exchanged through bin-boundaries and the centerline. Note, that
the number of particles in the figure does not correspond to the actual number used in the
simulation.
is copied downstream (upstream) when the particle tries to leave through the downstream
(upstream) bin-boundary. If the particle hits the centerline, its concentration is exchanged
with its mirrored pair on the upper half, facilitating a possible non-symmetric behaviour
of the scalar. The computation of the velocity-conditioned scalar mean 〈φ|V 〉 required
in the IECM model (2.26) is carried out with the method described in Section 3.6. The
line-source, which in the current two-dimensional case is a point-source, is represented by a
circular source with non-dimensional diameter 0.05ν/uτ . The scalar at the source has a con-
stant distribution: particles passing through the source are assigned a constant normalized
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unit source strength, i.e. ψ = φ0 = 1.
The micromixing timescale tm required to model the viscous diffusion of the scalar is
specified based on the following observations. In general, tm is assumed to be proportional
to the timescale of the instantaneous plume (Sawford, 2004b). Once the initial conditions
are forgotten, theoretical results (Franzese and Cassiani, 2007) show that the timescale of
the instantaneous plume is linear in t in the inertial subrange and is proportional to the
turbulence timescale in the far field, when the instantaneous plume grows at the same rate
as the mean plume. Based on these considerations the micromixing timescale is computed
according to
tm = min
[
Cs
(
r20
ε
)1/3
+ Ct
x
〈U〉c
; max
(
k
ε
,CT
√
ν
ε
)]
, (4.3)
where r0 denotes the radius of the source, 〈U〉c is the mean velocity at the centerline of
the channel, while Cs and Ct are micromixing model constants. This definition reflects the
three stages of the spreading of the plume. In the first stage, the timescale of the plume is
proportional to that of the source (Batchelor, 1952): accordingly, the first term in the min
operator represents the effect of the source. In the second stage tm increases linearly as
the scalar is dispersed downstream and the distance x from the source grows (Franzese and
Cassiani, 2007). In the final stage, the timescale is capped with the characteristic timescale
of the turbulence, which provides an upper limit in the third term of Equation (4.3). Fol-
lowing Durbin (1991) this is defined as the maximum of the turbulent and Kolmogorov
timescales: far from the boundaries it becomes k/ε, whereas near a surface, where k → 0,
the Kolmogorov timescale provides a lower bound as CT (ν/ε)
1/2.
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4.3 Results
The model has been run for the case of fully developed channel flow at Reτ = 1080 based
on the friction velocity uτ and the channel half-width h with a passive scalar released from
a concentrated source at the centerline (ys/h = 1.0) and in the viscous wall region (ys/h =
0.067). The results are divided into a discussion of the fluid dynamics statistics (4.3.1),
a comparison of the two micromixing models (4.3.2) and a presentation of unconditional
(4.3.3) and conditional (4.3.4) scalar statistics.
4.3.1 Fluid dynamics
The equations to model the velocity and turbulent frequency have been solved on a 100-cell
one dimensional grid with 500 particles per cell. The applied model constants are displayed
in Table 4.1. The computed cross-stream profiles of mean streamwise velocity, the non-zero
components of the Reynolds stress tensor and the rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy are compared with the DNS data of Abe et al. (2004) at Reτ = 1020 in Figure 4.2.
Previous PDF modeling studies employing the elliptic relaxation technique (Dreeben and
Pope, 1997a, 1998; Wac lawczyk et al., 2004) have been conducted up to Reτ = 590. The
high-level inhomogeneity and anisotropy in the viscous wall region are well represented
by the technique at this higher Reynolds number as well. The purpose of including the
parameter Cξ in Equation (2.17) of the wall-normal component of ℘ij is to correct the
overprediction of the wall-normal Reynolds stress component 〈v2〉 at the centerline. This
facilitates the correct behavior of the mean of the dispersed passive scalar in the center
region of the channel (presented in Section 4.3.2).
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Figure 4.2: Cross-stream profiles of (a) the mean streamwise velocity, (b) the diagonal
components of the Reynolds stress tensor, (c) the shear Reynolds stress and (d) the rate
of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. Lines – PDF calculation, symbols – DNS data
of Abe et al. (2004). All quantities are normalized by the friction velocity and the channel
half-width. The DNS data is scaled from Reτ = 1020 to 1080.
4.3.2 Comparison of the IEM and IECM micromixing models
An often raised criticism of the IEM model is that there is no physical basis for assuming
the molecular mixing to be independent of the velocity field. This assumption gives rise
to a spurious (and unphysical) source of scalar flux (Pope, 1998). This behavior of the
IEM model has also been demonstrated for line sources in homogeneous grid turbulence
(Sawford, 2004b). The situation can be remedied by introducing the velocity-conditioned
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scalar mean 〈φ|V 〉, which leads to the IECM model. Often invoked as a desirable property
of micromixing models is that the scalar PDF should tend to a Gaussian for homogeneous
turbulent mixing (Fox, 2003; Pope, 2000) (i.e. statistically homogeneous scalar field in ho-
mogeneous isotropic turbulence). While mathematically a Gaussian does not satisfy the
boundedness property of the advection-diffusion scalar transport equation, it is generally
assumed that the limiting form of the PDF can be reasonably approximated by a clipped
Gaussian. Also, Chatwin (2002, 2004) argued that in most practical cases, where the flow is
inhomogeneous, the scalar PDF is better approximated by non-Gaussian functions, which
should ultimately converge to a Dirac delta function about the mean, δ(ψ−〈φ〉), where 〈φ〉
approaches a positive value in bounded domains and zero in unbounded domains.
In fully developed turbulent channel flow the center region of the channel may be consid-
ered approximately homogeneous (Brethouwer and Nieuwstadt, 2001; Vrieling and Nieuw-
stadt, 2003). Thus for a centerline source, up to a certain downstream distance where the
plume still lies completely in the center region, the mean scalar field can be described by
Taylor’s theory of absolute dispersion (Taylor, 1921). Likewise, numerical simulations are
expected to reproduce experimental measurements of grid turbulence. According to the the-
ory, the mean-square particle displacement
〈Y2〉 is related to the autocorrelation function
of the Lagrangian velocity RL = 〈v(t)v(t′)〉/〈v2〉 as
〈Y2〉 = 2〈v2〉 ∫ t
0
∫ t′
0
RL(ξ)dξdt
′, (4.4)
where it is assumed that in stationary turbulence RL depends only on the time difference
ξ = t − t′. Lagrangian statistics such as RL(ξ) are difficult to determine experimentally.
An analytical expression that is consistent with the theoretically predicted behavior of the
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Lagrangian spectrum in the inertial subrange is (Arya, 1999)
RL(ξ) = exp
(
− |ξ|
TL
)
, (4.5)
where TL denotes the Lagrangian integral timescale. Substituting Equation (4.5) into Equa-
tion (4.4) the following analytical expression can be obtained for the root-mean-square
particle displacement
σ2y =
〈Y2〉 = 2〈v2〉T 2L
[
t
TL
− 1 + exp
(
− t
TL
)]
. (4.6)
This expression can be used to approximate the spread of the plume that is released at the
centerline of the channel. As the Lagrangian timescale we take
TL =
2〈v2〉
C0ε
, (4.7)
where C0 is usually taken as the Lagrangian velocity structure function inertial subrange
constant (Monin and Yaglom, 1975; Sawford, 2006), which ensures consistency of the
Langevin equation (2.10) with the Kolmogorov hypothesis in stationary isotropic turbu-
lence (Pope, 2000). In the current case the value of C0 is defined by Equation (2.12) and is
no longer a constant, but depends on the velocity statistics. For the purpose of the current
analytical approximation, however, a constant value (0.8) has been estimated as the spatial
average of C0 computed by Equation (2.12). For the cross-stream Reynolds stress 〈v2〉 and
the dissipation rate ε their respective centerline values are employed. In analogy with time t
in homogeneous turbulence, we define t = x/〈U〉c, where x is the downstream distance from
the source and 〈U〉c is the mean velocity at the centerline. Thus the cross-stream mean
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Table 4.2: Model constants of the micromixing timescale tm defined by Equation (4.3) for
both the IEM and IECM models.
source location Cs Ct
centerline ys/h = 1.0 y
+ = 1080 0.02 0.7
wall ys/h = 0.067 y
+ = 72 1.5 0.001
scalar profiles predicted by Equation (4.4) are obtained from the Gaussian distribution
〈φ(y)〉 = φ0
〈U〉c
(
2piσ2y
)1/2 exp
[
−(y − ys)
2
2σ2y
]
, (4.8)
where φ0 is the source strength and ys is the cross-stream location of the source.
After the velocity field converged to a statistically stationary state, a passive scalar is
continuously released from a concentrated source. Two release cases have been investigated,
where the scalar has been released at the centerline (ys/h = 1.0) and in the close vicinity of
the wall (ys/h = 0.067). The viscous wall region experiences the most vigorous turbulent
activity. The turbulent kinetic energy, its production and its dissipation and the level of
anisotropy all experience their peak values in this region, see also Figure 4.2 (b). This
suggests a significantly different level of turbulent mixing between the two release cases.
Accordingly, the constants that determine the behavior of the micromixing timescales have
been selected differently. Both the IEM and IECM models have been investigated with the
micromixing timescale defined by Equation (4.3) using the model constants displayed in
Table 4.2.
The different behavior of the two models is demonstrated in Figure 4.3, which shows
mean concentration profiles for the centerline release computed by both the IEM and IECM
models together with the analytical Gaussian solution (4.8) and the experimental data of
Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005) for turbulent channel flow. Indeed, the downstream evolution
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Figure 4.3: Cross-stream mean concentration profiles normalized by their respective peak
values at different downstream locations as computed by the (a) IECM and (b) IEM models
for the centerline release. Lines – PDF calculation at solid line, x/h = 4.0, dashed line,
x/h = 7.4 and dot-dashed line, x/h = 10.8, hollow symbols – analytical Gaussians using
Equation (4.8) at ◦, x/h = 4.0; M, x/h = 7.4 and , x/h = 10.8, filled symbols – experimen-
tal data of Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005) at •, x/h = 4.0 and N, x/h = 7.4. Also shown,
PDFs of scalar concentration fluctuations at (x/h = 7.4, y/h = 1.0) for the (c) IECM and
(d) IEM models. Lines – computation, symbols – experimental data.
of the cross-stream mean concentration profiles computed by the IECM model follows the
Gaussians and is expected to deviate far downstream in the vicinity of the walls, where the
effect of the walls is no longer negligible. It is also apparent in Figure 4.3 (b) that the IEM
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model changes the mean concentration, as expected. As discussed by Lavertu and Mydlarski
(2005), the measurements of the mean concentration experience the largest uncertainty due
to inaccuracies in estimating the free-stream mean. Also, to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio far downstream, a thicker wire had to be employed for measurements performed on
the second half of the length considered, i.e. x/h > 11.0. These difficulties are probably the
main source of the discrepancy between the experimental data and the agreeing analytical
and numerical results for the case of the centerline release. Because of these inconsistencies
only results for the first half of the measured channel length (x/h < 11.0) are considered in
the current study.
The marginal PDF of scalar concentration can be obtained from the joint PDF fY (Y )
by integrating over the velocity and frequency spaces
fφ(ψ) =
∫
fUΩφ(V , ω, ψ)dV dω. (4.9)
According to experimental data in grid turbulence (Sawford, 2004b) the skewness at the
centerline is expected to be negative close to the source and to become positive only farther
downstream. At x/h = 7.4, y/h = 1.0 the temperature PDF measured by Lavertu and
Mydlarski (2005) suggests positive skewness in accordance with Sawford’s (2004b) data.
In Figure 4.3 (c) and (d) the normalized PDFs of scalar concentration fluctuations at this
location as computed by both models are depicted. As opposed to the IEMmodel prediction,
both the location of the peak and the overall shape of the PDF are captured correctly by
the IECM model.
The different behavior of the two micromixing models is apparent in all one point statis-
tics considered, with the IECM model producing a closer agreement to experimental data.
The price to pay for the higher accuracy is an additional 30-40% in CPU time as compared
to the IEM model. In the remaining section only the IECM model results are considered.
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4.3.3 Scalar statistics with the IECM model
Cross-stream distributions of the first four moments of the scalar concentration at different
downstream locations are shown in Figure 4.4 for both release scenarios. The results are
compared to experimental data where available.
The mean and root-mean-square (r.m.s.) profiles are normalized by their respective peak
values. The width of the mean concentration profiles is most affected by the wall-normal
Reynolds stress component 〈v2〉 which is responsible for cross-stream mixing. Due to the
underprediction of this component by the velocity model throughout most of the inner layer
(y+ < 800) and the uncertainties in the experimental data mentioned in Section 4.3.2, the
mean concentration profiles in Figure 4.4 should be considered at most qualitative.
For the wall-release, the r.m.s. profiles display a clear drift of the peaks towards the
centerline with increasing distance from the source Figure 4.4 (f). This tendency has also
been observed in turbulent boundary layers by Fackrell and Robins (1982) and Raupach and
Legg (1983). Since the scalar is statistically symmetric, in the case of the centerline release,
no tranverse drift of the r.m.s. profiles is expected, Figure 4.4 (b). Double peaking of the
r.m.s. profiles has been observed in homogeneous turbulence by Warhaft (2000) and Karnik
and Tavoularis (1989), noting that the profiles are initially double-peaked close to the source,
then single-peaked for a short distance and then again double-peaked far downstream.
Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005) found no double peaks in their measurements. Corresponding
to the channel flow experiments, the PDF simulation exhibits no double-peaking in the r.m.s.
profiles. Applying the projection method to compute 〈φ|V 〉 as mentioned in Section 3.6 and
described in Section 4.4 results in double peaking of the r.m.s. profiles, which is possibly
due to a loss of statistical information due to its Gaussian assumption of the velocity PDF.
Skewness profiles are depicted in Figure 4.4 (c) and (g). For both release cases, near the
centers of the plumes the skewness is close to zero, indicating that the PDFs of the scalar
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Figure 4.4: Cross-stream distributions of the first four moments of scalar concentration at
different downstream locations for (a)–(d) the centerline release (ys/h = 1.0) and (e)–(h)
the wall release (ys/h = 0.067). Lines – calculations, symbols – experimental data at solid
line, •, x/h = 4.0; dashed line, N, x/h = 7.4 and dot-dashed line, , x/h = 10.8. The
horizontal dashed lines for the skewness and kurtosis profiles indicate the Gaussian values
of 0 and 3, respectively. Note the logarithmic scale of the kurtosis profiles.
concentration downstream of the sources are approximately symmetric. Towards the edges
of the plumes however, the PDFs become very highly positively skewed, with a sudden
drop to zero in the skewness outside of the plume. As observed by Lavertu and Mydlarski
(2005), the downstream evolutions of the skewness profiles indicate the eventual mixing of
the plume, with the high peaks decreasing. In the current simulations the high skewness-
peaks at the edge of the plumes start increasing first to even higher levels (up to about
x/h = 10.0) and only then start decreasing. In the case of the wall-release, the negative
skewness in the viscous wall region (also apparent in the experimental data) becomes even
more pronounced in the buffer layer and in the viscous sublayer, where experimental data
is no longer available. The kurtosis values are close to the Gaussian value of 3 at the cross-
stream location of the sources, but show significant departures towards the edges of the
plume.
Figure 4.5 shows downstream evolutions of the peak of the mean and r.m.s. and the
width of the mean concentration profiles. In homogeneous isotropic turbulence and homo-
geneous turbulent shear flow the decay rate of the peak of the mean concentration profiles
is reasonably well described by a power law of the form 〈φ〉peak ∝ xn. In the present in-
homogeneous flow Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005), based on the experiments, suggest decay
exponents of n ∼ −0.7 and −0.6 for the wall and centerline sources, respectively. These
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of their respective sources (i.e. y/h = 1.0 and y/h = 0.067, respectively). Lines – calculation,
symbols – experimental data at solid line, •, x/h = 4.0 and dot-dashed line, , x/h = 10.8.
evolutions are compared to experimental data in Figure 4.5 (a) and (b). Downstream evolu-
tions of the width of the mean concentration profiles σmean are plotted in Figure 4.5 (c) and
(d) for the two releases. According to the experimental data, these do not exhibit power-law
dependence, as is the case in homogeneous flows. Since the simulations are carried out only
on the first half of the measured channel length, the three downstream locations are not
sufficient to unambiguously decide whether the simulation data exhibits power-law behavior
for the peaks and widths of the mean profiles.
The downstream decay of the peak values of the r.m.s. profiles can be well-approximated
by a power-law of the form 〈φ′2〉1/2
peak
∝ xn, similarly to homogeneous shear flow and isotropic
grid-generated turbulence, Figure 4.5 (e) and (f). The experiments suggest n = −1 for both
releases.
Probability density functions of scalar concentration fluctuations are depicted in Fig-
ure 4.6 for both release cases. The cross-stream location of these PDFs are chosen to
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coincide with that of their respective sources, i.e. y/h = 1.0 for the centerline release and
y/h = 0.067 for the wall-release. Two downstream locations are plotted, at the first and at
the third location from the sources measured by Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005), at x/h = 4.0
and x/h = 10.8, respectively. While the PDFs for the centerline release are in reasonable
agreement with the experiments, some discrepancies are apparent in the wall-release case.
A possible reason behind this disparity is the ad-hoc specification of the mixing timescale
in Equation (4.3), which is mostly based on theoretical considerations and experimental
observations in homogeneous turbulence.
4.3.4 Conditional statistics
The current model solves for the full joint PDF of the turbulent velocity, frequency and
scalar concentration. Therefore we can also examine those quantities that require closure as-
sumptions in composition-only PDF methods. These methods are often used in combustion
engineering to model complex chemical reactions in a given turbulent flow or in dispersion
modeling in the atmospheric boundary layer. In these cases the simplest approach is to
assume the shape of the velocity PDF and numerically solve a set of coupled model equa-
tions that govern the evolution of the joint PDF of the individual species concentrations in
composition space.
The conservation equation for a single reactive scalar is
∂φ
∂t
+U · ∇φ = Γ∇2φ+ S(φ(x, t)), (4.10)
where S(φ) is the chemical source term. In high Reynolds number, constant property flow
the PDF of a reactive scalar g(ψ;x, t) is governed by (Dopazo, 1994; Pope, 2000)
∂g
∂t
+ 〈Ui〉 ∂g
∂xi
= Γ∇2g − ∂
∂xi
(g〈ui|ψ〉)− ∂
2
∂ψ2
(
g
〈
Γ
∂φ
∂xi
∂φ
∂xi
∣∣∣∣ψ
〉)
− ∂
∂ψ
[gS(ψ)] , (4.11)
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or alternatively
∂g
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
[
g (〈Ui〉+ 〈ui|ψ〉)
]
= − ∂
∂ψ
{
g
[〈
Γ∇2φ|ψ〉+ S(ψ)]}. (4.12)
An attractive feature of these formulations is that the usually highly nonlinear chemical
source term is in closed form. Closure assumptions, however, are necessary for the velocity
fluctuations conditional on the scalar concentration 〈ui|ψ〉 and the conditional scalar dissi-
pation 〈2Γ∇φ · ∇φ|ψ〉 or the conditional scalar diffusion 〈Γ∇2φ|ψ〉. Since for the current
case S(φ) = 0, the marginal scalar PDF fφ(ψ) defined in Equation (4.9) is equal to g, thus
in the following we just use fφ.
For the convective term Dopazo (1975) applied the linear approximation
〈ui|ψ〉 = 〈uiφ
′〉
〈φ′2〉 (ψ − 〈φ〉) , (4.13)
to compute the centerline evolution of the temperature PDF in a turbulent axisymmetric
heated jet. This linear approximation is exact for joint Gaussian velocity and scalar fluc-
tuations. While many experiments (Bezuglov, 1974; Golovanov, 1977; Shcherbina, 1982;
Sreenivasan and Antonia, 1978; Venkataramani and Chevray, 1978) confirm the linearity
of the conditional mean velocity around the local mean conserved scalar, Kuznetsov and
Sabel’nikov (1990) observe that most of the experimental data show departure from this
linear relationship when |ψ − 〈φ〉| is large. Experimental data from Sreenivasan and Anto-
nia (1978) and Bilger et al. (1991) also show that in inhomogeneous flows the joint PDF of
velocity and scalar is not Gaussian, which makes the above linear approximation dubious
in a general case. Nevertheless, this linear model is sometimes applied to inhomogeneous
scalar fields because of its simplicity.
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Another commonly employed approximation is to invoke the gradient diffusion hypoth-
esis
− fφ〈ui|ψ〉 = ΓT
∂fφ
∂xi
, (4.14)
where ΓT (x, t) is the turbulent diffusivity. In the current case, we specify the turbulent
viscosity νT based on the traditional k − ε closure and relate it to ΓT with the turbulent
Prandtl number σT as
ΓT =
νT
σT
=
Cµ
σT
k2
ε
, (4.15)
where Cµ = 0.09 is the usual constant in the k − ε model and we choose σT = 0.8.
In Figure 4.7 (a) the downstream evolution of the cross-stream velocity fluctuation
conditioned on the scalar is depicted for the wall-release case. Both locations are at the
height of the source, i.e. y/h = 0.067. The concentration axis for both locations is scaled
between their respective local minimum and maximum concentration values, ψmin and ψmax.
Note that the model curves show higher negative velocity for low-concentration particles
as the distance from the source increases. This is expected, since particles deep inside
the plume can have very low concentrations only if they did not come from the source but
traveled very fast from above, so that they did not have much time to exchange concentration
with the source material. As the plume spreads, only particles with stronger negative
velocity can maintain their low concentration values. Likewise, as the center of the plume
moves towards the centerline of the channel, high-concentration particles also need to have
stronger negative velocities to escape from exchange during their journey from the plume-
center to our sensors, which is apparent on the right side of the figure. Obviously, the linear
approximation (4.13) cannot be expected to capture the non-linearity of the model curves,
but except for extremely low and high concentrations it performs reasonably well. On the
other hand, the gradient diffusion approximation is capable of capturing most features of the
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Figure 4.7: Cross-stream velocity fluctuation conditioned on the scalar concentration for
the wall-release (ys/h = 0.067). Thick lines, IECM model; thin lines, gradient diffusion
approximation of Equation (4.14); straight sloping lines, linear approximation of Equa-
tion (4.13). (a) downstream evolution at the height of the source y/h = 0.067: solid lines,
x/h = 4.0; dot-dashed lines, x/h = 10.8 and (b) cross-stream evolution at x/h = 7.4: solid
lines, y/h = 0.067; dot-dashed lines, y/h = 0.67.
IECM model behavior: it successfully reproduces the non-linearity, with some discrepancy
at low and high concentrations. It is also apparent that the numerical computation of
the derivatives of the PDFs in the gradient diffusion model (4.14) is most sensitive to
sampling errors at the concentration extremes due to lower number of particles falling into
the concentration bins there.
The cross-stream evolution of the conditioned velocity fluctuation is shown in Figure 4.7
(b). Both sensors are now at the downstream location x/h = 7.4 with increasing distance
from the wall at y/h = 0.067 and 0.67. As the sensor moves towards the channel cen-
terline, the detected low-concentration particles need weaker negative velocity to maintain
those low concentrations. The sensor locations relative to the plume centerline can be
identified by examining the cross-stream velocity of the high concentration particles. The
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sensors at y/h = 0.067 and 0.67 are below and above the plume centerline, respectively,
since high-concentration particles at these locations possess negative and positive cross-
stream velocities. As is expected, the linear approximation reasonably represents the model
behavior for mid-concentrations, while its performance degrades at locations with higher
non-Gaussianity, i.e. towards the edge of the plume. The performance of the gradient
diffusion model is reasonable, except at the concentrations extremes.
For the IECM micromixing model, the mean dissipation conditioned on the scalar con-
centration can be computed from (Sawford, 2004a)
〈
2Γ
∂φ
∂xi
∂φ
∂xi
∣∣∣∣ψ
〉
fφ = − 2
tm
∫ ψ
0
(ψ′ − φ˜)fφ(ψ′)dψ′, (4.16)
where
φ˜(ψ) =
∫
〈φ|V 〉fUΩ|φ(V , ω|ψ)dV dω, (4.17)
in which the scalar-conditioned PDF is defined as fUΩ|φ(V , ω|ψ) ≡ fUΩφ(V , ω, ψ)/fφ(ψ).
The function φ˜(ψ) in Equation (4.17) can be obtained by taking the average of 〈φ|V 〉 over
those particles that reside in the bin centered on ψ. In other words, the concentration
values are first conditioned on the velocity field, which is required to advance the particle
concentrations according to the IECM model, then are conditioned again by dividing the
concentration sample space into bins and computing separate means for each bin. We use a
few bins for the velocity conditioning (Nc) and a significantly higher number of bins (200)
for the scalar sample space in order to obtain a higher resolution. The integral in Equa-
tion (4.16), however, is more problematic. As Sawford (2004a) notes, numerical integration
errors that accumulate at extreme concentrations may be amplified when divided by the
scalar PDF approaching zero at those locations. Since the integral over all concentrations
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vanishes, i.e.
〈
2Γ(∇φ)2|ψmax
〉
fφ(ψmax) = 0, for mid-concentrations it can be evaluated ei-
ther from the left (ψmin → ψ) or from the right (ψmax → ψ). Thus the integration errors at
the concentration extremes can be significantly decreased by dividing the domain into two
parts, integrating the left side from the left and the right side from the right and merging
the two results in the division-point. Due to statistical errors, however, the integral over all
concentrations may not vanish. In that case, the nonzero value
∫ ψmax
ψmin
(ψ − φ˜)fφ(ψ)dψ (4.18)
can be distributed over the sample space by correcting the integrand with the appropriate
fraction of this error in each bin.
The conditional mean dissipation for three different downstream locations is depicted
in Figure 4.8 for both release cases. As for the conditional velocity, the abscissas here
are also scaled between the local ψmin and ψmax. The dissipation is normalized by the
mixing timescale tm and the square of the mean scalar peak 〈φ〉2peak at the corresponding
downstream locations. Note that in the case of the wall-release, the dissipation curves are
an order of magnitude lower than in the centerline release case. This is mainly a result of
the choice of the different micromixing model constants, especially Ct.
In the case of the wall release, the curves exhibit bi-modal shapes at all three downstream
locations. This tendency has also been observed by Kailasnath et al. (1993) in the wake of a
cylinder and by Sawford (2006) in a double-scalar mixing layer and, to a lesser extent, also in
homogeneous turbulence (Sawford, 2004a). Sardi et al. (1998) suggest that in assumed-PDF
methods of turbulent combustion a qualitative representation of the conditional dissipation
can be obtained in terms of the inverse PDF. To examine this relationship, the corresponding
scalar PDFs are also plotted in Figure 4.8 with the same scaling on the concentration axis as
the dissipation curves. It is apparent that these results support this reciprocal connection
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Figure 4.8: IECM model predictions for the mean scalar dissipation conditioned on the
concentration for (a) the centerline release (ys/h = 1.0) and (b) the wall-release (ys/h =
0.067) at different downstream locations: solid line, x/h = 4.0; dashed line, x/h = 7.4 and
dot-dashed line, x/h = 10.8. The cross-stream locations are the same as the respective
source positions. Note the different scales for the dissipation curves between the different
releases. Also shown are the scalar PDFs at the same locations for both releases in (c) and
(d), respectively.
except at the extremes: high values of the PDF correspond to low dissipation (and vice
versa). This can be observed for both releases, but it is most visible in the wall-release case,
where the mid-concentration minimum between the two maxima of the bi-modal dissipation
curves correspond to the peaks in the PDFs.
The IECM model (2.26) implies a model for the mean diffusion conditioned on the scalar
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IECM and IEM models for (a) the centerline release (ys/h = 1.0) and (b) the wall-release
(ys/h = 0.067) at different downstream locations. The cross-stream locations are the same
as the respective source positions. Solid line, x/h = 4.0; dashed line, x/h = 7.4 and dot-
dashed line, x/h = 10.8. The straight lines are the linear predictions of the IEM model of
Equation (4.20).
concentration as
〈
Γ∇2φ∣∣V , ψ〉 = − 1
tm
(
ψ − 〈φ|V 〉). (4.19)
The downstream evolution of the conditional diffusion is depicted in Figure 4.9 for both
releases. The concentration axes are scaled as before and the curves are normalized by
the scalar variance
〈
φ′2
〉
, the concentration at the source, φ0 and the mean unconditioned
dissipation χ =
〈
2Γ(∇φ)2〉, which is computed by integrating Equation (4.16) over the
whole concentration space. Also shown are the predictions according to the IEM model,
which is given by the linear relationship (Sawford, 2006)
〈
Γ∇2φ|ψ〉〈φ′2〉
χφ0
=
1
2
(〈φ〉
φ0
− ψ
)
. (4.20)
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Far downstream as the scalar gets better mixed, the predictions of the IEM and IECM
models get closer. This behavior has been observed for other statistics, as well as for other
flows such as the double-scalar mixing layer (Sawford, 2006). Kailasnath et al. (1993) report
experimental data on similar shapes for the conditional diffusion in the turbulent wake of
a cylinder.
4.4 The effect of numerical parameters on the results
Previous PDF modeling studies of channel flow in conjunction with elliptic relaxation have
been reported at Reτ = 395 (Dreeben and Pope, 1998) and Reτ = 590 (Wac lawczyk et al.,
2004) based on the friction velocity uτ and the channel half-width h. These works con-
centrate on model development and employ different methodologies with different model
constants and numerical methods, which inevitably result in a different balance of model
behavior and numerical errors. To assess the prediction at different Reynolds numbers the
current model has been run at Reτ = 392, 642 and 1080 using the model constants displayed
in Table 4.1. The velocity statistics for all three cases are depicted in Figure 4.10. The
mean velocity is well represented in the viscous sublayer (y+ < 5) for all three Reynolds
numbers. In the buffer layer (5 < y+ < 30) there is a slight departure from the DNS data
as the Reynolds number increases and from y+ > 30, where the log-law should hold, there
exists approximate self-similarity, i.e. the universal slopes of the profiles are equally well-
represented with a slight underprediction far from the wall at higher Reynolds numbers.
The viscous wall region (y+ < 50) contains the highest turbulent activity, where production,
dissipation, turbulent kinetic energy and anisotropy reach their peak values. The location
of the peaks of the Reynolds stress components are succesfully captured by the model at
all three Reynolds numbers with their intensity slightly underpredicted. Previous studies
using elliptic relaxation in the Reynolds stress framework (i.e. Eulerian RANS models) re-
port excellent agreement for these second-order statistics (Durbin, 1993; Whizman et al.,
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Figure 4.10: See next page for caption.
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Figure 4.10: Cross-stream velocity statistics for fully developed turbulent channel flow at
(first column) Reτ = 392, (middle column) Reτ = 642 and (right column) Reτ = 1080. Lines
– PDF calculation, symbols – DNS data of Moser et al. (1999), Iwamoto et al. (2002) and
Abe et al. (2004) (scaled from Reτ = 1020), respectively. First two rows – mean streamwise
velocity, third row – normal Reynolds stresses, fourth row – shear Reynolds stress and fifth
row – rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy. All quantities are normalized by the
friction velocity uτ and the channel half-width h.
1996). Wac lawczyk et al. (2004) also achieve very good agreement with DNS data using
a different version of a PDF model than the one applied here. A common characteristic
of PDF models is the slight overprediction of the wall-normal Reynolds stress component
〈v2〉 far from the wall. This component is responsible for the cross-stream mixing of a
transported scalar released into a flow far from a wall. Therefore in applications where the
mean concentration of scalars is important this quantity must be adequately captured. To
improve on this situation we introduced a slight modification into the computation of the
characteristic lengthscale L in the elliptic relaxation, Equation (2.17) as
L = CLmax
[
Cξ
k3/2
ε
, Cη
(
ν3
ε
)1/4]
, (4.21)
with Cξ = 1.0+1.3nini, where ni is the unit wall-normal of the closest wall-element pointing
outward of the flow domain. This only affects the diagonal Reynolds stresses which can be
seen in Figure 4.11 for the different Reynolds numbers. Decreasing 〈v2〉 at the centerline
changes the relative fraction of energy distributed among the diagonal components of the
Reynolds stress tensor, consequently the other two components, 〈u2〉 and 〈w2〉, are slightly
increased. Obviously, these kind of flow-dependent modifications in the turbulence model
are of limited value, since their effects in a general setting may not be easily predictable.
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Figure 4.11: The effect of the modification of the characteristic lengthscale in Equa-
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The only nonzero shear stress component 〈uv〉 in this flow and the turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation rate ε are both in very good agreement with DNS data and even improve as
the Reynolds number increases. It is apparent in both Figures 4.10 and 4.11 that the
overall prediction of second order statistics improve as the Reynolds number increases.
This tendency is expected to continue as the underlying high-Reynolds-number modeling
assumptions become better fullfilled.
Into the fully developed flow, a passive scalar has been released from a concentrated
source at the channel centerline. A general numerical procedure that can be used to com-
pute the velocity-conditioned scalar mean 〈φ|V 〉 in the IECM model has been described
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in Section 3.6 and Appendix B. Another method based on the projection of the three-
dimensional velocity field onto a one-dimensional subspace, where the sample-spatial dis-
cretization can be carried out, has been developed and tested in homogeneous turbulence
by Fox (1996). In that method, the projected velocity of a particle is found from
Uρ = αiUi, (4.22)
where the projection vector αi is obtained from the following linear relationship
ρi = ρijαj (4.23)
between the normalized velocity-scalar vector and the velocity-correlation tensor (no sum-
mation on greek indices)
ρα =
〈uαφ′〉
〈u2α〉1/2〈φ′2〉1/2
, ραβ =
〈uαuβ〉
〈u2α〉1/2〈u2β〉1/2
, (4.24)
where φ′ = ψ − 〈φ〉 denotes the scalar fluctuation. This projection method has been de-
veloped (and is exact for) Gaussian velocity PDFs, although it can still be used in inho-
mogeneous flows with the assumption that the local joint PDF of velocity is not too far
from an approximate joint normal distribution. In order to assess the performances and
the difference in the predictions, we implemented and compared both methods and tested
them with different number of conditioning bins.
To investigate how the choice of the number of conditioning intervals Nc affects the solu-
tion with the projection method, several runs have been performed at the highest Reynolds
number (Reτ = 1080) with different values for Nc. Some of the unconditional and condi-
tional statistics of the joint PDF are depicted in Figure 4.12. Note that employing Nc=1
corresponds to the special case of the IEM model, Equation (2.25). It is apparent that
applying only a few intervals already makes a big difference compared to the IEM model
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Figure 4.12: Scalar statistics affected by the number of conditioning intervals Nc with
computing the velocity-conditioned mean 〈φ|V 〉 applying Fox’s projection method using
Equations (4.22)-(4.24). (a) Cross-stream distribution of the scalar mean at x/h = 4.0,
(b) PDF of scalar concentration fluctuations at (x/h = 4.0, y/h = 1.0), (c) mean scalar
dissipation conditioned on the concentration at (x/h = 4.0, y/h = 1.0) and (d) mean scalar
diffusion conditioned on the concentration at (x/h = 4.0, y/h = 1.0). Dashed line – Nc=1
(IEM), dotted line – Nc=3, solid line – Nc=5, dot-dashed line – Nc=20. Symbols on (a)
analytical Gaussians according to Taylor (1921) and on (b) experimental data of Lavertu
and Mydlarski (2005).
in correcting the prediction of the mean concentration and the PDF of concentration fluc-
tuations also moves towards the experimental data. Increasing Nc may be thought as an
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approach to increase the resolution of the conditioning (thus better exploiting the advan-
tages of the IECM over the IEM model), however, as Fox (1996) points out, this is of limited
value, since the decreasing number of particles per interval increases the statistical error.
The current test simulations have been carried out with an initial 500 particles per element
and the total number of particles did not change during simulation. Figure 4.12 shows
that above Nc=5 there is no significant change in the statistics and even at Nc=20 the
results do not deteriorate. Also displayed in Figure 4.12 are the centerline normalized mean
scalar dissipation and diffusion both conditional on the scalar concentration,
〈
Γ(∇φ)2|ψ〉
and
〈
Γ∇2φ|ψ〉, respectively. As before, the concentration axes in Figure 4.12 (c) and (d)
are scaled between the local minimum and maximum concentration values, ψmin and ψmax,
in order to zoom in on the interesting part of the concentration space. Using Fox’s projec-
tion method, the choice of number of conditioning intervals on the velocity space (Nc) has
a similar effect on the conditional dissipation and diffusion: they also support the earlier
observation that the optimal number of conditioning intervals is at about Nc=3–5 to attain
convergence.
A different picture reveals itself however, when 〈φ|V 〉 is computed with the current
method instead of the projection that assumed Gaussianity of the underlying velocity field.
The same statistics as shown in Figure 4.12 are plotted in Figure 4.13 for different num-
bers of conditioning bins, but without employing the projection to compute 〈φ|V 〉. The
mean profiles do not behave significantly differently, which underlines the earlier observa-
tion that employing only a few conditioning bins can already correct the prediction of the
mean compared to the IEM model. The PDFs however show significantly higher spikes
when compared to their counterparts with projection. The prediction of the conditional
dissipation profiles are also different (overall they range about 150% higher) as opposed to
that with projection, while the conditional diffusion curves exhibit similar behavior both
with and without projection. Figures 4.13 (b-d) also reveal that the currently employed
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Figure 4.13: Scalar statistics affected by the number of conditioning intervals when com-
puting the velocity-conditioned mean 〈φ|V 〉 with the method described in Section 3.6 and
Appendix B. The quantities are the same as in Figure 4.12. Dashed line – Nc=1 (IEM),
dot-dashed line – Nc=(3× 3× 3), solid line – Nc=(5× 5× 5).
finest conditional binning structure of (5×5×5) with an initial 500 particles per element is
still not sufficient to achieve convergence for the PDF and these conditional statistics. It is
also worth noting, that this is the case for a centerline release and that our sampling loca-
tion is relatively close to the source and at the centerline, which lies in the “approximately
homogeneous” region of the flow.
To examine the effect of the number of particles on the solution, several testruns have
been performed with different number of particles employing both methods for computing
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〈φ|V 〉. At the Reynolds numbers investigated, Reτ = 392, 642 and 1080, we found the
minimum number of particles per elements necessary for a numerically stable solution to
be Np/e=80, 100 and 150, respectively. Increasing Np/e more than these minimum values
would not be necessary to obtain a particle-number-independent velocity PDF, since run-
ning the simulation employing up to Np/e=500 resulted in negligible change of the velocity
statistics investigated. On the other hand, the scalar statistics exhibit significant differ-
ences when different number of particles are employed. Figure 4.14 shows unconditional
and conditional statistics of the passive scalar field at Reτ = 1080 using different numbers
of particles employing the projection method with Nc=5. The cross-stream distribution of
the first four moments show that the statistical error due to insufficient number of particles
becomes higher towards the edge of the plume, where the joint PDF is most skewed. The
discrepancy due to this error is more pronounced in the higher-order statistics. The PDFs
of concentration fluctuations and the scalar at the centerline, where the flow can be con-
sidered approximately homogeneous, is nearly independent of the number of particles. The
prediction of accurate conditional statistics usually requires a large number of particles.
This is underlined by the mean conditional dissipation and diffusion in Figures 4.14 (g)
and (h) in the center region, which show a slight dependence on Np/e. In summary, the
velocity statistics are predicted independently of the number of particles. With the pro-
jection method to compute 〈φ|V 〉, the unconditional scalar statistics (including the PDFs)
are predicted approximately independently of the number of particles in the homogeneous
center region of the channel, however, the conditional statistics examined there still exhibit
a slight particle-number-dependence even with Np/e=500. We hypothesize that more com-
plex inhomogeneous and highly skewed flows may require even larger number of particles
than the currently employed maximum, 500.
In Figure 4.15 the same scalar statistics as in Figure 4.14 are shown but with 〈φ|V 〉
computed with the current method instead of projection for different number of particles
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Figure 4.14: Unconditional and conditional statistics of the passive scalar field affected
by the number of particles with 〈φ|V 〉 computed using the projection method of Equa-
tions (4.22)-(4.24) using Nc=5. (a)-(d) Cross-stream distribution of the first four moments
at x/h = 4.0, (e) PDF of concentration fluctuations at (x/h = 4.0, y/h = 1.0), (f) PDF
of concentration at (x/h = 4.0, y/h = 1.0), (g) mean scalar dissipation conditioned on the
concentration at (x/h = 4.0, y/h = 1.0) and (h) mean scalar diffusion conditioned on the
concentration at (x/h = 4.0, y/h = 1.0). Dashed line – (initial number of particles per
elements) Np/e=150, solid line – Np/e=300 and dot-dashed line – Np/e=500. Symbols on
(a) analytical Gaussians according to Taylor (1921), on (b), (c), (e) experimental data of
Lavertu and Mydlarski (2005). The horizontal dashed line on (d) indicates the Gaussian
kurtosis value of 3.
employing a binning structure of (5 × 5 × 5). The technique described in Section 3.6 is
robust enough to automatically use less conditioning intervals depending on the number
of particles in a given element. Thus, when the simulations were run with Np/e=150, 300
and 500, the average number of conditioning bins employed throughout the simulation has
been automatically reduced to about 57, 100 and 124, respectively, as compared to the
prescribed 125. The scalar mean is predicted equally well as with the projection method
showing no sign of dependence on the number of particles, Figure 4.15 (a). Interestingly,
the r.m.s. curves do not double-peak if the projection is not used, Figure 4.15 (b) and the
width also agrees better with the experimental data. Thus the double-peaks on Figure 4.14
(b) may only be artifacts of the projection. Similarly to using projection, the skewness
and kurtosis profiles are predicted with significant particle-number dependence at the edges
of the plume. This shows that convergence has not yet been reached with Np/e=500 for
these higher-order statistics. Also, there is a pronounced flattening at the centerline in the
skewness and kurtosis profiles using the projection technique, cf. Figures 4.14 and 4.15 (c-d),
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Figure 4.15: Unconditional and conditional statistics of the passive scalar field affected by
the number of particles with 〈φ|V 〉 computed with the method described in Section 3.6
and Appendix B using a binning structure of (5 × 5 × 5). The legend is the same as in
Figure 4.14.
which may also be a side-effect of the projection, since no flattening can be observed in the
experimental data. The increasing peaks of the PDFs have already been observed before,
when we compared the projection method to the general methodology using different values
of Nc. Both Figures 4.15 (e) and (f) show that the PDFs have not converged yet, however,
these figures may show the combined effect of increasing both Np/e and Nc, since the
conditioning algorithm automatically reduces Nc in case of insufficient number of particles
in an Eulerian element. Finally, the conditional dissipation and diffusion curves show a very
light dependence on the number of particles applied.
We summarize the findings for the PDF algorithm related to a passive scalar released
at the centerline of a fully developed turbulent channel flow as follows:
• the prediction of one-point velocity statistics becomes more accurate with increasing
Reynolds number,
• a stable numerical solution and a converged velocity field require about 80–150 parti-
cles per element depending on the Reynolds number,
• the prediction of higher-order unconditional scalar statistics and concentration fluctu-
ation PDFs are closer to experimental observations without employing the projection
technique to compute 〈φ|V 〉,
• conditioned statistics may exhibit a large difference (up to 150%) depending on the
application of the projection method, however the lack of experimental data currently
prevents us to assess the true error in these quantities,
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Table 4.3: Minimum number of particles per element required to compute different statistics.
quantity particles per element
velocity statistics, 〈Ui〉, 〈uiuj〉, k, ε 80–150, slightly increasing
with the Reynolds number
first two scalar moments, 〈φ〉, 〈φ′2〉 150
third, fourth and higher-order scalar moments,
〈
φ′3
〉
,
〈
φ′4
〉
500+
scalar concentration PDFs, fφ(φ
′〈φ′2〉1/2), fφ(ψ) 500+
mean conditional scalar dissipation,
〈
Γ(∇φ)2|ψ〉 300
mean conditional scalar diffusion,
〈
Γ∇2φ|ψ〉 150
• compared to the simpler IEM model, using the IECM model only with a few con-
ditioning intervals already makes a big difference in correcting the prediction of the
scalar mean, both with and without the projection method, for an increase in the
overall computational cost of about 30–40%,
• the difference in computational costs of the projection and the current general method
used to compute 〈φ|V 〉 is negligible,
• with projection, full convergence in the higher-order scalar statistics may require more
particles than Np/e=500, while Nc=3–5 was enough to reach convergence in all quan-
tities investigated,
• without projection, full convergence in the higher-order scalar statistics and PDFs
may require more particles than Np/e=500, while the binning structure of (5× 5× 5)
was enough to reach convergent unconditional statistics, but this was still not a suf-
ficient conditioning-resolution to achieve convergent concentration PDFs and condi-
tional statistics.
Table 4.3 lists the minimum number of particles per element necessary to accurately compute
the one-point statistics investigated in this Chapter.
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4.5 Computational cost
Quantitative assessments of the computational cost of PDF methods are sparse in the
literature. There is no dedicated study to compare the different stand-alone and hybrid
methods side by side or to compare PDF methods to other turbulence modeling techniques.
However cost comparisons are useful even if they only provide limited information and are
done between different methods at different levels of approximation.
The computational cost of a simulation (the time required to reach convergence with
a given accuracy) is largely determined by the resolution requirements, which in the case
of a turbulent channel flow mostly amounts to adequately resolving the boundary layer.
In an attempt to quantify the increase in cost of the current PDF methodology, several
runs have been carried out at different Reynolds numbers between Reτ = 100 and 1080.
In all cases only the statistically one-dimensional velocity field has been computed reach-
ing a statistically stationary state, without a scalar release and micromixing. As Reτ is
increased, the boundary layer becomes thinner and a finer Eulerian grid is needed to re-
solve the statistics, which inevitably results in the increase of the number of particles as
well. Accordingly, keeping the Courant-number approximately constant, the size of the
timestep has to be decreased to achieve the same level of accuracy and stability with in-
creasing Reynolds numbers. This tendency can be examined in Figure 4.16 (a), where the
key factors affecting the computational cost vs. Reτ are depicted. These are the smallest
element (gridsize), the characteristic flow speed 〈U〉c/uτ , where 〈U〉c is the mean velocity
at the centerline, and the total number of elements Ne or equivalently, the total number of
particles Np. All filled symbols on Figure 4.16 represent the given quantity normalized by
the quantity at Reτ = 100. To an approximation, the number of floating-point operations,
i.e. the computational cost, is proportional to the number of elements (and the number of
particles) and the flow speed and inversely proportional to the gridsize (and the size of the
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Figure 4.16: Computational cost of (a) a measured one-dimensional and (b) an extrapolated
three-dimensional PDF simulation. Filled symbols and solid lines – PDF calculations,
hollow symbols and dashed lines – DNS of channel flow.
timestep). Based on the slope of these three factors on a log-log scale, the approximate
slope of the computational cost for the one-dimensional PDF simulation of channel flow can
be estimated as
Re0.58τ × Re0.1τ
Re−0.88τ
= Re1.56τ . (4.25)
This approximation based on the three key factors is in reasonable agreement with the
measured slope, Re1.72τ , which is based on actual timings. Employing the same arguments,
the cost of a three-dimensional PDF simulation may be extrapolated as
Re1.72τ × Re2×0.58τ = Re2.88τ , (4.26)
which is displayed in Figure 4.16 (b). For comparison, the slope of the number of required
elements for DNS simulations of turbulent channel flow is also displayed, based on the data
reported by Abe et al. (2004), normalized by Ne at Reτ = 180. This gives the slope of
Re2.88τ which reasonably agrees with Re
2.7
τ , the prediction of Reynolds (1990) for the total
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number of modes required for DNS of channel flow. (For comparison the cost of DNS in
homogeneous turbulence grows as Re2.25L (Pope, 2000) based on the turbulence Reynolds
number ReL = k
2/(εν)). Based on the slope of Ne and Equation (4.25) we approximate the
increase in computational cost of DNS for the inhomogeneous channel flow as
Re2.88τ × Re0.1τ
Re−0.88τ
= Re3.86τ . (4.27)
Now we are in a position to quantitatively compare the computational requirements of a
three-dimensional PDF to DNS simulations as it is displayed in Figure 4.16 (b). A DNS
simulation provides a great wealth of information on the turbulence for a steeply increasing
cost at high Reynolds numbers by fully resolving all scales, including dissipation. A statis-
tical technique, such as the current PDF method, approximates certain physical processes,
thus it is expected to be less accurate. However, since it does not need to resolve the finest
scales, it may be less computationally intensive. Based on Figure 4.16 we observe that a
three-dimensional PDF simulation will probably not be as expensive for higher Reynolds
numbers as DNS. As depicted in Figure 4.16 (b), the difference in computational cost be-
tween DNS and the three-dimensional PDF method is about a decade computing a fully
resolved boundary layer at the Reynolds number Reτ = 1080. This means that at this
Reynolds number DNS will produce the desired result in 10 times more computing hours
than the PDF method. The figure also shows that extrapolating this result to more realistic
Reynolds numbers will result in even larger differences in computational costs, DNS being
increasingly more expensive than the current PDF method. As an example, resolving the
boundary layer at Reτ = 10
4 will take 100 times more CPU time with DNS than with the
PDF method.
It is worth noting that the cost in the current case largely amounts to adequately
resolving the boundary layer. In general, any method that attempts to fully resolve the
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boundary layer will have to pay because of the required high resolution, and not necessarily
because the method itself is inherently expensive. In a sense, the above assessment is
even a bit unfair towards the PDF method since resolving walls is not its main advantage
or purpose (although it still performs relatively well in comparison). Also, we estimate
that our accounting for the increase in cost due to extrapolating from one to three spatial
dimensions, Equation (4.26), is rather conservative, i.e. overpredictive – while the Eulerian
statistics are only extracted on a one-dimensional grid, all three components of the particle
velocity are already retained, which consitutes as the majority of the computational cost,
as it is shown in Section 3.11.
We did not perform comparisons with other methods. A hybrid LES/FDF method for
scalars may be expected to have a higher predictive power than the current stand-alone
PDF method. However, we do not exclude that a stand-alone PDF method could be less
expensive than a hybrid LES/FDF method, since resolution requirements may not have
to be as stringent to achieve resolution-independent statistics. The Eulerian LES solution
should be filter width and grid independent, which occurs only if a sufficient portion of the
turbulent kinetic energy is resolved, i.e. in the case if only the dissipative scales are modeled
and the majority of the inertial subrange and energy containing range is resolved. On the
other hand, one-point statistical models, like the current stand-alone PDF method, do not
need to resolve scales much below the integral scale (Pope, 2000).
Overall, the above assessment of the computational cost certainly cannot be taken in
the most general sense as it is based on one simple flow, the fully developed turbulent
channel flow, it extrapolates and compares to a method (DNS) that is quite different in both
formulation and the results it obtains. Therefore reaching a final conclusion regarding the
cost of the methodology is premature. Further assessments based on more flow topologies
are needed to provide a better understanding of the computational cost of PDF methods
compared to other methods, such as LES and other statistical approaches.
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4.6 Discussion
In this Chapter, the previously described stand-alone PDF method has been tested and
validated against DNS, analytical and experimental data, computing the dispersion of pas-
sive scalars in fully developed turbulent channel flow. The complete PDF-IECM model
computes the joint PDF of turbulent velocity, frequency and scalar concentration where
the scalar is released from concentrated sources. The flow is represented by a large number
of Lagrangian particles and the governing stochastic differential equations have been inte-
grated in time in a Monte-Carlo fashion. The high anisotropy and inhomogeneity at the
low-Reynolds-number wall-region have been captured through the elliptic relaxation tech-
nique, explicitly modeling the vicinity of the wall down to the viscous sublayer by imposing
only the no-slip condition. Durbin (1993) suggested the simple LRR-IP closure of Launder,
Reece, and Rodi (1975), originally developed in the Eulerian framework, as a local model
used in the elliptic relaxation equation (2.13). Since then, several more sophisticated local
Reynolds stress models have been investigated in conjunction with the elliptic relaxation
technique (Whizman et al., 1996). In the PDF framework, the Lagrangian modified IP
model of Pope (1994) is based on the LRR-IP closure. We introduced an additional model
constant Cξ in the definition of the characteristic lengthscale L (2.17) whose curvature
determines the behavior of the relaxation and, ultimately, the overall performance of the
model in representing the Reynolds stress anisotropy. This resulted in a correction of the
original model overprediction of the wall-normal component 〈v2〉 far from the wall, which
crucially influences the cross-stream mixing of the transported scalar. However, increasing
the constant Cξ adversely affects the level of anisotropy that can be represented by the
technique. A more accurate treatment of the Reynolds stresses and scalar mixing should be
achieved by a more elaborate second moment closure, such as the nonlinear C-L model of
Craft and Launder (1991) or the Lagrangian version of the SSG model of Speziale, Sarkar,
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and Gatski (1991) suggested by Pope (1994).
An unstructured triangular grid is used to compute Eulerian scalar statistics and to track
particles throughout the domain. The main purpose of employing unstructured grids has
been to prepare the methodology for more complex flow geometries. A similar particle-in-cell
approach has been developed by Jenny et al. (2001); Muradoglu et al. (1999, 2001); Rembold
and Jenny (2006); Zhang and Haworth (2004) and by Ge et al. (2007) for the computation of
turbulent reactive flows. These approaches combine the advantages of traditional Eulerian
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes with PDF methods in a hybrid manner. Our
aim here is to develop a method that is not a hybrid one, so the consistency between the
computed fields can be naturally ensured. The emphasis is placed on generality, employing
numerical techniques that assume as little as possible about the shape of the numerically
computed joint PDF.
We compared the performance of the IEM and the IECM micromixing models in an
inhomogeneous flow with strong viscous effects by modeling both the turbulent velocity field
and the scalar mixing. The more sophisticated IECM model provides a closer agreement
with experimental data in channel flow for the additional computational expense of 30-40%
compared to the IEM model.
Several conditional statistics that often require closure assumptions in PDF models
where the velocity field is assumed were extracted and compared to some of their closures.
In particular, our conclusions suggest that the scalar-conditioned velocity is well approxi-
mated by a linear assumption for mid-concentrations at locations where the velocity PDF
is moderately skewed. The gradient diffusion approximation, however, captures most fea-
tures including the nonlinearity and achieves a closer agreement with the IECM model in
slightly more skewed regions of the flow as well. At local concentration extremes and in
extremely skewed regions the gradient diffusion approximation markedly departs from the
IECM model. The mean scalar dissipation conditioned on the scalar concentration may be
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well-approximated by the inverse relationship suggested by Sardi et al. (1998) in inhomo-
geneous flows with significant viscous effects as well, except at the concentration extremes.
In computing the conditional scalar diffusion, both the IEM and the IECM models produce
similar slopes due to the same scalar dissipation rate attained.
The effects of several numerical parameters on the computed results have also been
investigated. We found that about a hundred particles per element are enough for a stable
numerical solution. However, even 500 particles per element were not enough to obtain
particle-number-independent higher-order scalar statistics. Moreover, to obtain accurate
higher-order scalar statistics and concentration fluctuation PDFs in inhomogeneous flows,
the use of the currently proposed method is advised to compute 〈φ|V 〉 as opposed to the
projection method assuming Gaussianity.
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Chapter 5:
Street canyon simulations: results and discussion
5.1 Introduction
Regulatory bodies, architects and town planners increasingly use computer models in order
to assess ventilation and occurrences of hazardous pollutant concentrations in cities. These
models are mostly based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations or,
more recently, large eddy simulation (LES) techniques. Both of these approaches require a
series of modeling assumptions, including most commonly the eddy-viscosity and gradient-
diffusion hypotheses. The inherent limitations of these approximations, even in the simplest
engineering flows, are well known and detailed for example by Pope (2000). Therefore,
there is a clear need to develop higher-order models to overcome these shortcomings. In
pollutant dispersion modeling it is also desirable to predict extreme events like peak values
or probabilities that concentrations will exceed a certain threshold. In other words, a
fuller statistical description of the concentration is required (Chatwin and Sullivan, 1993;
Kristensen, 1994; Pavageau and Schatzmann, 1999; Wilson, 1995). These issues have been
explored in the unobstructed atmosphere and models capable of predicting these higher-
order statistics have also appeared (Cassiani et al., 2005a,b; Franzese, 2003), but more
research is necessary to extend these capabilities to cases of built-up areas.
Probability density function (PDF) methods have been developed mainly within the
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combustion engineering community as an alternative to moment closure techniques to sim-
ulate chemically reactive turbulent flows (Dopazo, 1994; Lundgren, 1969; Pope, 1985). Be-
cause many-species chemistry is high-dimensional and highly nonlinear, the biggest chal-
lenge in reactive flows is to adequately model the chemical source term. In PDF methods,
the closure problem is raised to a statistically higher level by solving for the full PDF of the
turbulent flow variables instead of its moments. This has several benefits. Convection, the
effect of mean pressure, viscous diffusion and chemical reactions appear in closed form in
the PDF transport equation. Therefore these processes are treated mathematically exactly
without closure assumptions eliminating the need for gradient-transfer approximations. The
effect of fluctuating pressure, dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy and small-scale mix-
ing of scalars still have to be modeled. The rationale is that since the most important
physical processes are treated exactly, the errors introduced by modeling assumptions for
less important processes amount to a smaller departure from reality. Moreover, the higher
level description provides more information which can be used in the construction of closure
models.
The PDF transport equation is a high-dimensional scalar equation. Therefore all tech-
niques of solution rely on Monte Carlo methods with Lagrangian particles representing
a finite ensemble of fluid particles, because the computational cost of Lagrangian Monte
Carlo methods increases only linearly with increasing problem dimensionality, favourably
comparing to the more traditional finite difference, finite volume or finite element methods.
The numerical development in PDF methods has mainly centered around three distinctive
approaches. A common numerical approach is the standalone Lagrangian method, where
the flow is represented by particles whereas the Eulerian statistics are obtained using kernel
estimation (Fox, 2003; Pope, 2000). Another technique is the hybrid methodology, which
builds on existing Eulerian computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes based on moment
closures (Jenny et al., 2001; Muradoglu et al., 1999, 2001; Rembold and Jenny, 2006).
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Hybrid methods use particles to solve for certain quantities and provide closures for the
Eulerian moment equations using the particle/PDF methodology. A more recent approach
is the self-consistent non-hybrid method (Bakosi et al., 2007, 2008), which also employs par-
ticles to represent the flow, and uses the Eulerian grid only to solve for inherently Eulerian
quantities (like the mean pressure) and for efficient particle tracking. Since the latter two
approaches extensively employ Eulerian grids, they are particle-in-cell methods (Grigoryev
et al., 2002).
After an extensive testing of the methodology in a relatively simple setting, the fully
developed turbulent channel flow (Chapter 4), the current Chapter presents an application
of the non-hybrid method to a simplified urban-scale case where pollution released from a
concentrated line source between idealized buildings is simulated and results are compared
to wind-tunnel experiments.
PDF methods in atmospheric modeling have mostly been focused on simulation of pas-
sive pollutants, wherein the velocity field (mean and turbulence) is assumed or obtained
from experiments (Cassiani et al., 2005a,b, 2007a; Sawford, 2004b, 2006). Instead, the
current model directly computes the joint PDF of the turbulent velocity, characteristic
turbulent frequency and scalar concentration, thus it extends the use of PDF methods in
atmospheric modeling to represent more physics at a higher statistical level. Computing
the full joint PDF also has the advantage of providing information on the uncertainty of
the simulation on a physically sound basis.
In this Chapter the turbulent boundary layers developing along solid walls are treated
in two different ways: either fully resolved or via the application of wall-functions (i.e.
the logarithmic “law of the wall”). The full resolution is obtained using Durbin’s elliptic
relaxation technique (Durbin, 1993), which was incorporated into the PDF methodology by
Dreeben and Pope (1997a, 1998). This technique allows for an adequate representation of
the near-wall low-Reynolds-number effects, such as the high inhomogeneity and anisotropy
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of the Reynolds stress tensor and wall-blocking. Wall-conditions for particles based on
the logarithmic “law of the wall” in the PDF framework have also been developed by
Dreeben and Pope (1997b). These two types of wall-treatments are examined in terms of
computational cost / performance trade-off, addressing the question of how important it is
to adequately resolve the boundary layers along solid walls in order to obtain reasonable
scalar statistics.
At the urban scale the simplest settings to study turbulent flow and dispersion patterns
are street canyons. Due to increasing concerns for environmental issues and air quality
standards in cities, a wide variety of canyon configurations and release scenarios have been
studied both experimentally (Hoydysh et al., 1974; Meroney et al., 1996; Pavageau and
Schatzmann, 1999; Rafailids and Schatzmann, 1995; Wedding et al., 1977) and numerically
(Baik and Kim, 1999; Huang et al., 2000; Johnson and Hunter, 1995; Lee and Park, 1994;
Liu and Barth, 2002). Street canyons have a simple flow geometry, they can be studied in
two dimensions and a wealth of experimental and modeling data are available for different
street-width to building-height ratios. This makes them ideal candidates for testing a new
urban pollution dispersion model. We validate the computed velocity and scalar statistics
with the LES simulation results of Liu and Barth (2002) and the wind tunnel measure-
ments of Meroney et al. (1996), Pavageau (1996) and Pavageau and Schatzmann (1999).
The experiments have been performed in the atmospheric wind tunnel of the University of
Hamburg, where the statistics of the pollutant concentration field have been measured in an
unusually high number of locations in order to provide fine details inside the street canyon.
The Chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the specifics of the boundary con-
ditions related to the street canyon are outlined. Several statistics computed using both
full wall-resolution and wall-functions are compared to experimental data and large eddy
simulation in Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 draws some conclusions and elaborates on
possible future directions.
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5.2 Modeling specifics of the street canyon
The governing equations for both full wall-resolution and wall-functions cases together with
boundary conditions have been described in Chapter 2 and Section 3.9, respectively. In
Chapter 3 we also elaborated on several aspects of the numerical techniques that are used
to solve the equations. Thus here, only certain specific details that directly relate to the
modeling of the street canyon case are described.
The flow geometry can be modeled as statistically two-dimensional if we suppose that the
buildings are sufficiently long, like a long street. The particle copying-mirroring strategy
used for the channel flow cannot be used here, so the general algorithm is applied. An
additional complexity is the computation of the mean pressure in a general way, applying the
pressure projection described in Section 3.3. A non-homogeneous Neumann wall-boundary
condition for the pressure projection (3.8) has been described in Section 3.9 for both full
wall-resolution and wall-functions representations of no-slip walls. The flow is expected to
reach a statistically steady state and is driven by a mean-pressure difference between its
inflow and outflow. This condition in the free stream (above the buildings) is imposed on
the mean pressure as follows.
Assuming that the inflow and outflow are aligned with y, as shown in Figure 5.1, the
two-dimensional steady state cross-stream mean-momentum equation holds
1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂y
= −〈U〉∂〈V 〉
∂x
− 〈V 〉∂〈V 〉
∂y
+ ν
(
∂2〈V 〉
∂x2
+
∂2〈V 〉
∂y2
)
− 〈uv〉
∂x
− ∂〈v
2〉
∂y
. (5.1)
If the inflow and outflow are far enough from the canyon, the flow can be assumed to be an
undisturbed turbulent channel flow. Hence we can neglect all terms on the right hand side of
Equation (5.1), with the exception of the last term. Thus the inflow and outflow conditions
for the mean pressure can be specified according to Equation (4.2). Flow-dependent non-
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions have to be imposed in a way that the streamwise gradient
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∂〈P 〉/∂x is kept at a constant level. This can be achieved by specifying the values of 〈P 〉
at the inflow and outflow based on 〈P 〉 = −ρ〈v2〉, which will equate their cross-stream
derivatives as well. The streamwise gradient ∂〈P 〉/∂x = const. is applied by shifting up the
values of 〈P 〉 at the inflow. Consistently with Equation (3.8) the above condition has to be
imposed on the mean-pressure difference in time, δ〈P 〉 = 〈P 〉n+1−〈P 〉n. Thus we arrive at
the inflow/outflow conditions
δ〈P 〉 =


−∆P · Lx − ρ〈v2〉 − 〈P 〉n, for inflow points,
− ρ〈v2〉 − 〈P 〉n, for outflow points,
(5.2)
where ∆P < 0 denotes the imposed constant streamwise mean-pressure gradient over the
streamwise length Lx of the domain. This inflow/outflow condition drives the flow and
builds up a numerical solution that converges to a statistically stationary state. No con-
ditions are imposed on particles leaving and entering the domain other than periodicity
on their streamwise positions. This, in effect, will simulate the “urban roughness” case of
Meroney et al. (1996), which is a model for a series of street canyons in the streamwise
direction. Wall-conditions are imposed on particles that hit wall-elements as described in
Section 3.9. On the top of the domain, free-slip conditions are imposed on particles, i.e.
perfect reflection on their positions and a sign reversal of their normal velocity component.
To model the small-scale mixing of the passive scalar the IECM model is applied with the
(5× 5× 5) binning structure without employing the projection method to compute 〈φ|V 〉.
To define the micromixing timescale for a scalar released from a concentrated source in a
geometrically complex flow domain bounded by no-slip walls, such as a street canyon, we
follow Chapter 4 and Bakosi et al. (2007, 2008) and specify the inhomogeneous tm as
tm(r) = min
[
Cs
(
r20
ε
)1/3
+ Ct
dr
Uc(r)
; max
(
k
ε
; CT
√
ν
ε
)]
, (5.3)
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Table 5.1: Constants for modeling the joint PDF of velocity, characteristic turbulent fre-
quency and transported passive scalar.
C1 C2 C3 C4 CT CL Cη Cv γ5 Cω1 Cω2 Cs Ct
1.85 0.63 5.0 0.25 6.0 0.134 72.0 1.4 0.1 0.5 0.73 0.02 0.7
where r0 denotes the radius of the source, Uc is a characteristic velocity at r which we
take as the absolute value of the mean velocity at the given location, dr is the distance
of the point r from the source, while Cs and Ct are model constants. The applied model
constants for the micromixing timescale defined by Equation (5.3) are the same as for the
centerline-release in channel flow, i.e. Cs = 0.02 and Ct = 0.7.
The Reynolds number Re ≈ 12000 based on the maximum free stream velocity U0 and
the building height H. This corresponds to Reτ ≈ 600 based on the friction velocity and
the free stream height, h = H/2, if the free stream above the buildings is considered as the
lower part of an approximate fully developed turbulent channel flow. After the flow has
reached a statistically stationary state, time-averaging is used to collect velocity statistics
and a continuous scalar is released from a street level line source at the center of the canyon
(corresponding to a point-source in two dimensions). The scalar field is also time-averaged
after it has reached a stationary state.
5.3 Results
The simulations with the full resolution model have been run with the constants given in
Table 5.1, using 300 particles per element. The Eulerian mesh used for this simulation is
displayed in Figure 5.1, which shows the considerable refinement along the building walls
and tops necessary to solve the boundary layers. In this case, the high anisotropy and
inhomogeneity of the Reynolds stress tensor in the vicinity of walls are captured by the
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Figure 5.1: Geometry and Eulerian mesh for the computation of turbulent street canyon
with full resolution of the wall-boundary layers using elliptic relaxation. The grid is gen-
erated by the general purpose mesh generator Gmsh (Geuzaine and Remacle, 2009). The
positions labeled by bold numbers indicate the sampling locations for the passive scalar,
equivalent with the combined set of measurement tapping holes of Meroney et al. (1996),
Pavageau (1996) and Pavageau and Schatzmann (1999). In the zoomed area the refinement
is depicted, which ensures an adequate resolution of the boundary layer and the vortices
forming in the corner.
Table 5.2: Concentration sampling locations at building walls and tops according to the
experimental measurement holes of Meroney et al. (1996), Pavageau and Schatzmann (1999)
and Pavageau (1996). See also Figure 5.1.
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
x 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0
y 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.93 1.5 1.33 1.0 0.67 0.5 0.33 0.17 0.17 0.33
# 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24
x 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5
y 0.5 0.67 1.0 1.33 1.5 1.93 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
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Figure 5.2: Geometry and Eulerian mesh for the computation of turbulent street canyon
with wall-functions at Re ≈ 12000. The domain is stripped at no-slip walls so that it does
not include the close vicinity of the wall at y+ < 30. The positions for sampling the scalar
concentrations are the same as in Figure 5.1.
elliptic relaxation technique, using Equation (2.13).
The simulations using wall-functions were performed on the Eulerian mesh displayed in
Figure 5.2, also using 300 particles per element. We implemented the particle-boundary
conditions for arbitrary geometry described in Chapter 2. Note that the first gridpoint
where the boundary conditions based on wall-functions are to be applied should not be
closer to the wall than y+ = uτy/ν = 30, where y
+ is the non-dimensional distance from
the wall in wall-units, but sufficiently close to the wall to still be in the inertial sublayer
(Dreeben and Pope, 1997b). Accordingly, the grid in Figure 5.2 only contains the domain
stripped from the wall-region at y+ < 30.
Turbulence and scalar statistics are obtained entirely from the particles that represent
both the flow itself and the scalar concentration field. The Eulerian meshes displayed in
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Figure 5.3: Velocity vectors (first row) and iso-contours of turbulent kinetic energy (second
row) of the fully developed turbulent street canyon at Re ≈ 12000 based on the maximum
free stream velocity U0 and the building height H. Left – full resolution with elliptic
relaxation, right – coarse simulation with wall-functions.
Figure 5.1 for the full resolution and in Figure 5.2 for the wall-functions cases are used
to extract the statistics, to track the particles throughout the domain and to solve the
Eulerian equations: Equation (2.13) and the mean-pressure-Poisson equation (3.8) in the
fully resolved case and only the latter in the wall-functions case.
In Figure 5.3, the mean velocity vectorfield and the iso-contours of the turbulent kinetic
energy are displayed for both fully resolved and wall-functions simulations. It is apparent
that the full resolution captures even the smaller counterrotating eddies at the internal
corners of the canyon, while the coarse grid-resolution with wall-functions only captures
the overall flow-pattern characteristic of the flow, such as the big steadily rotating eddy
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inside the canyon. The turbulent kinetic energy field is captured in a similar manner.
Both methods reproduce the highest turbulence activity at the building height above the
canyon, with a maximum at the windward building corner. The full resolution simulation
shows a more detailed spatial distribution of energy, whereas the coarse resolution of the
wall-functions simulation still allows to capture the overall pattern.
In Figure 5.4, two of the normalized turbulent intensities, 〈u2〉1/2/U0 and 〈w2〉1/2/U0, are
displayed for both simulation cases and compared with the large eddy simulation results of
Liu and Barth (2002). In the LES simulations the filtered momentum equations are solved
by the Galerkin finite element method using brick three-dimensional elements, while the
residual stresses are modeled by the Smagorinsky closure.
The full resolution simulation shows a very good agreement with the LES. The contour
plots of 〈u2〉1/2/U0 correctly display two local maxima, at the windward external and at
the leeward internal corners. The contour plots of 〈w2〉1/2/U0 show distributed high values
at the building level above the canyon, along the windward internal corner and wall, and
at the street level downstream of the source. By contrast, the wall-functions contour plots
are in general less detailed, failing to reproduce the internal maximum of 〈u2〉1/2/U0, and
showing a more uniform representation of 〈w2〉1/2/U0.
Several wind tunnel measurements have been carried out for this configuration, mea-
suring concentration statistics above the buildings, at the walls and inside the canyon, for
a scalar continuously released from a street level line source at the center of the canyon
(Meroney et al., 1996; Pavageau, 1996; Pavageau and Schatzmann, 1999). To examine the
concentration values along the building walls and tops, we sampled the computed mean
concentration field at the locations depicted in Figure 5.1 and listed in Table 5.2.
The excellent agreement of the results using both full resolution and wall-functions
with a number of experiments is shown in Figure 5.5. The concentration peak is precisely
captured at the internal leeward corner and the model accurately reproduces the pattern
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Figure 5.4: Dimensionless turbulent intensities
〈
u2
〉
1/2
/U0 (first column) and
〈
w2
〉
1/2
/U0
(second column) computed using full wall-resolution (first row) and using wall-functions
(second row) at Re ≈ 12000 compared with the LES results (third row) of Liu and Barth
(2002).
of concentration along both walls including the higher values along the leeward wall.
In Figure 5.6, the first two statistical moments of the concentration inside the canyon
are compared with experimental data and LES. The agreement with observations indicates
that both the fluid dynamics and the micromixing components of the model provide a good
representation of the real field. This is shown in the figures where one can observe the
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of mean concentrations at the boundary of the street canyon. The
experimental data are in terms of the ratio CUrefHL/Qs, where C is the actual measured
mean concentration (ppm), Uref is the free-stream mean velocity (m/s) taken at the reference
height yref ≈ 11H and Qs/L is the line source strength (m2/s) in which Qs denotes the scalar
flow rate and L is the source length. The calculation results are scaled to the concentration
range of the experiments. References for experimental data: 4 Meroney et al. (1996); , O,
Pavageau and Schatzmann (1999);  Pavageau (1996). See also Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2
for the measurement locations.
effects of the two driving mechanisms of transport of concentration by the large eddy inside
the canyon as well as diffusion by the turbulent eddies.
Because the one-point one-time joint PDF contains all higher statistics and correlations
of the velocity and scalar fields resulting from a close, low-level interaction between the two
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Figure 5.6: See next page for caption.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of the spatial distribution of the normalized mean CUrefHL/Qs
(left column) and variance
〈
c2
〉
(UrefHL/Qs)
2 (right column) of the scalar released at the
center of the street level. The normalization and the scaling of the calculated results are
the same as in Figure 5.5. First row – PDF calculations with full wall resolution, second
row – PDF calculations with wall-functions, third row – experimental data of Pavageau and
Schatzmann (1999) and fourth row – LES calculations of Liu and Barth (2002).
fields, a great wealth of statistical information is available for atmospheric transport and
dispersion calculations. As an example, the time-averaged PDFs of scalar concentration
fluctuations are depicted in Figure 5.7 at selected locations of the domain for the full
resolution case. While near the source (Figure 5.7 left) the PDF is slightly skewed, but not
far from a Gaussian, the distribution of fluctuations can become very complex especially
due to intermittency effects, as shown by the multi-modal PDF in Figure 5.7 right.
The performance gain obtained by applying wall-functions as opposed to full resolution
was about two orders of magnitude already at this moderate Reynolds number. The gain
for higher Reynolds numbers is expected to increase more than linearly.
5.4 Discussion
In this Chapter the PDF method described in the previous chapters was tested by computing
the dispersion of a passive pollutant released from a point source. The Eulerian unstruc-
tured grid, consisting of triangular element type, is used to estimate Eulerian statistics, to
track particles throughout the domain and to solve for inherently Eulerian quantities. The
boundary layers developing close to solid walls are fully captured with an elliptic relaxation
technique, but can also be represented by wall-functions, which use a coarser grid resolu-
tion and require significantly less particles, resulting in substantial savings in computational
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Figure 5.7: Probability density functions of scalar concentration fluctuations (left) at x = 3,
y = 0.2 and (right) at x = 3, y = 2 using full resolution at walls.
cost. We found that the one-point statistics of the joint PDF of velocity and scalar are well-
captured by the wall-functions approximation. In view of its affordable computational load
and reasonable accuracy, this approximation appears to hold a realistic potential for appli-
cation of the PDF method in atmospheric simulations, where the natural extension of the
work is the implementation of the model in three spatial dimensions.
In hybrid PDF models developed for complex chemically reacting flows, numerical treat-
ments for boundary conditions have been included for symmetric, inflow, outflow and free-
slip walls employing the ghost-cell approach common in finite volume methods (Rembold
and Jenny, 2006). The representation of no-slip boundaries adds a significant challenge to
the above cases. This is partly due to the increased computational expense because of the
higher Eulerian grid resolution required if the boundary layers are to be fully resolved. In
addition, there is an increased complexity in specifying the no-slip particle conditions for
both fully resolved and wall-functions representations. We presented an implementation of
both approaches to treat no-slip boundaries with unstructured grids in conjunction with
the finite element method. This obviates further complications with ghost-cells.
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In the case of full wall-resolution we employed the Lagrangian equivalent of a modi-
fied isotropization of production (IP) model as originally suggested by Dreeben and Pope
(1998). The elliptic relaxation technique, however, allows for the application of any turbu-
lence model developed for high-Reynolds-number turbulence (Durbin, 1993; Whizman et al.,
1996). The standard test case for developing near-wall models is the fully developed turbu-
lent channel flow. In this case, we explored the simpler Rotta (1951) model, which is the
Eulerian equivalent of the simplified Langevin model (SLM) in the Lagrangian framework
(Pope, 1994). This is simply achieved by eliminating the term involving the fourth-order
tensor Hijkl from the right hand side of Equation (2.13). While the SLM makes no attempt
to represent the effect of rapid pressure (in fact it is strictly correct only in decaying ho-
mogeneous turbulence), it is widely applied due to its is simplicity and robustness. Our
experience showed a slight degradation of the computed velocity statistics (as compared to
direct numerical simulation) using SLM for the case of channel flow. Since we experienced
no significant increase in computational expense or decrease in numerical stability, we kept
the original IP model.
Similarly, in the case of wall-functions, several choices are available regarding the em-
ployed turbulence model. The methodology developed by Dreeben and Pope (1997b) uses
the SLM, but it is general enough to include other more complex closures, such as the
Haworth & Pope models (HP1 and HP2) (Haworth and Pope, 1986, 1987), the different
variants of the IP models (IPMa, IPMb, LIPM) (Pope, 1994) or the Lagrangian version of
the SSG model of Speziale, Sarkar, and Gatski (1991). All these closures can be collected
under the umbrella of the generalized Langevin model, by specifying its constants as de-
scribed by Pope (1994). These models have been all developed for high-Reynolds-number
turbulence and need to be modified in the vicinity of no-slip walls. Including them in the
wall-function formulation is possible by specifying the reflected particle frequency at the
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wall as ωR = ωI exp(−2VI〈ωv〉p/〈ωv2〉p) instead of Equation (2.36). This involves the ad-
ditional computation of the statistics 〈ωv〉 and 〈ωv2〉 at yp, which does not increase the
computational cost significantly, but may result in a numerically less stable condition since
the originally constant parameter β which appears using the SLM has been changed to a
variable that fluctuates during simulation. We implemented and tested all the above tur-
bulence models using the wall-functions technique. Without any modification of the model
constants we found the IPMa and SLM to be the most stable, providing very similar results.
Thus we kept the original (and simplest) SLM along with Equation (2.36).
The most widely employed closure to model the small scale mixing of the passive scalar
in the Lagrangian framework is the interaction by exchange with the mean (IEM) model
(Dopazo and O’Brien, 1974; Villermaux and Devillon, 1972). This simple and efficient
model, however, fails to comply with several physical constraints and desirable properties
of an ideal mixing model (Fox, 2003). The interaction by exchange with the conditional
mean (IECM) model overcomes some of the difficulties inherent in the IEM model. In this
Chapter we justify the sole use of the IECM model by its being more physical and more
accurate, but we acknowledge that it markedly increases the computational cost.
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Chapter 6:
Cylinder flow simulations: results and discussion
6.1 Introduction
As a third validation testcase we simulate the turbulent flow in the wake of a circular cylin-
der. This classical example has been widely studied both experimentally and numerically,
therefore a large amount of data have been accumulated about its flow dynamics. Although
the domain geometry is relatively simple, the flow exhibits a variety of vastly different be-
haviors depending on the Reynolds number, ranging from a steady laminar state through
unsteady but periodic laminar vortex shedding to transitional and fully developed turbu-
lence. We select the Reynolds number ReD = 3900 (based on the cylinder diameter and the
free stream velocity), mainly because it corresponds to a transitional flow in the near wake
behind the cylinder. Secondly, this Reynolds number has also been studied extensively with
both LES and DNS, thus a quantitative comparison of several flow statistics computed by
other methods is also possible. From the modeling viewpoint this Reynolds number is a
challenging tasks to undertake. At this Reynolds number the separating boundary layers
along the cylinder surface are fully laminar. Transition to turbulence occurs in the very
near wake due to shear layer instabilities, which is followed by a region dominated by vor-
tex shedding dynamics where the wake becomes fully turbulent and the coherent structures
gradually give place to fully developed turbulence. Since these features require a solver to
perform relatively well in all laminar, transitional and turbulent regions of the flow, this
case appears to be a good candidate to identify the limitations of the current method. An-
other reason to compute this flow is to further evaluate the current PDF methodology using
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unstructured grids and no-slip walls with curvature in complex geometries.
One of the key components simulating this flow is the adequate resolution of the sep-
arating boundary layers which decisively determines the flow behavior downstream and
crucially influences the accuracy of the numerical solution. Accordingly, LES studies with
sufficient wall resolution have been successful in predicting both cylinder surface and down-
stream wake statistics relatively accurately. On the other hand, RANS models, due to their
inherent high-Reynolds-number assumption, have usually failed to predict both the wake
and the mean integrated statistics along the cylinder surface, such as the drag (even with
adequate wall resoution). Employing wall-functions at the cylinder surface may also be
problematic, since wall-functions are built on the fundamental assumption that the bound-
ary layer is turbulent and remains attached. Neither of these assumptions are correct along
the cylinder surface at a sub-critical Reynolds number. The separating laminar boundary
layers along a curved geometry provides a tough testcase for the elliptic relaxation tech-
nique as well. Although this type of wall-treatment can be tought of as a set of sophisticated
blending functions for near-wall turbulence, its fundamental assumptions are less restric-
tive compared to wall-functions. It also represents all components of the Reynolds stress
tensor at the wall instead of relying on the turbulent viscosity hypothesis. Although this
technique has originally been developed for turbulent boundary layers, it seems compelling
to investigate its performance modeling a separating laminar boundary layer transitioning
to turbulence.
Another complication is that the flow is highly unsteady and the turbulence is mechan-
ically generated in the domain by the obstacle. In such situations an adequately resolved
LES/DNS may perform well both far and in the vicinity of walls since it solves both the small
wall-generated vortices and the large eddies far from walls. In other situations, however,
where a given level of turbulence is required to be present but the turbulence-generating
obstacles are not required to be part of the domain, other means are necessary to provide
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the right level of fluctuations in LES which are not always obvious. A RANS model has
no problems handling these latter situations since it represents the turbulent kinetic energy
explicitly in its formulation. On the other hand, solving turbulence which is generated
within the domain may be a difficult task for both RANS and URANS models, due to their
above mentioned limitations close to walls.
Unsteady PDF methods have been developed based on the LES methodology defining
the filtered density function (FDF) which is used to provide closure for the filtered equations.
The development has resulted in the hybrid FV/particle methods. Following the same
logical sequence that led to unsteady RANS based on RANS simulations, it seems relevant
to investigate an unsteady PDF (UPDF) methodology based on steady PDF methods. Here
we will apply the current model, developed and tested for steady flows, for a transient flow
in the same way as RANS models are applied to obtain time-dependent statistics resulting
in URANS.
In Section 6.1.1 a short review of the circular cylinder flow regimes are given. This
is followed by an overview of the literature regarding experimental and numerical studies
investigating the cylinder near wake at sub-critical Reynolds numbers, Section 6.1.2. In
Section 6.2 several computed velocity statistics are examined and compared to LES, DNS
and experimental data where available. Finally, Section 6.3 sums up the findings regarding
this testcase.
6.1.1 A short review of cylinder flow regimes
Reviews on the physics of the cylinder flow have been compiled by Berger and Wille (1972);
Morkovin (1964); Norberg (1987) and more recently by Williamson (1996). Only a short
overview is given in the following.
The single relevant parameter of the flow over a circular cylinder is the Reynolds number,
defined here as ReD = U0D/ν, where U0 is the free stream velocity, D is the cylinder
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diameter and ν denotes the kinematic viscosity.
At ReD lower than approximately 40, the flow is laminar and steady. The boundary layer
separates at ReD ≈ 3 − 5 resulting in two symmetric counter-rotating vortices behind the
cylinder. This recirculating region grows linearly with Reynolds number and the velocity
profiles at the end of the recirculating region exhibit self-similarity.
At Reynolds numbers higher than 40 the vortices become unstable which initiates pe-
riodic vortex shedding resulting in a Ka´rma´n vortex street. The non-dimensionalized fre-
quency of the separating vortices is the Strouhal number (St = nD/U0) which is used to
characterize the unsteadyness of the flow related to the periodic vortex street. For up
to about ReD = 150 the flow remains laminar and the Strouhal number increases with
Reynolds number, then reaches a plateau of ∼ 0.21. Transition to three-dimensionality
starts at ReD = 180− 260 due to the appearing streamwise vortices in the wake.
At the sub-critical Reynolds number range, between 300 and 2 × 105, the separating
boundary layers are still fully laminar along the cylinder surface and transition into tur-
bulence occurs in the near wake due to shear layer instabilities. At the lowest Reynolds
numbers in this range the flow becomes fully turbulent only about 40-50 diameters down-
stream, where the periodic vortices have been completely diffused. As the Reynolds number
increases this transition moves closer to the cylinder. At the highest Reynolds numbers in
this range the transition in the shear layers occurs very close to the separation points.
In the critical Reynolds number range, between 2 × 105 and 3.5 × 106, two significant
changes occur that crucially influence the drag on the cylinder. At ReD ≈ 3.6×105 the drag
coefficient drops abruptly (from 1.2 to 0.3) due to a sudden increase in the base pressure
behind the cylinder. The separating laminar boundary layer along the cylinder surface
transitions to turbulence and reattaches then finally separates again. The separation point
moves towards the downstream side of the cylinder and the width of the wake decreases to
less than 1 cylinder diameter. In the range 5×105 and 3.5×106 the base pressure decreases
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which increases the drag from 0.3 to 0.7 which remains at this value up to about ReD = 10
7.
In the post-critical regime, above 3×106, the boundary layer transitions to turbulence before
separating and the Strouhal number stays approximately constant at 0.27.
6.1.2 Past experimental and numerical studies
Ma et al. (2000) divide the cylinder wake into three regions at sub-critical Reynolds numbers:
the near wake up to about 10 diameters downstream, the intermediate wake up to fifty
diameters and the far or self-preserving wake beyond that (Matsumura and Antonia, 1993).
There are relatively few experiments available in the near wake due to difficulties and special
arrangements required in order to obtain accurate data, as in the experiments of Cantwell
and Coles (1983) who provided measurements up to x/D = 8 for the Reynolds number
ReD = 140 000. Employing particle image velocimetry (PIV) Lourenco & Shih (1993, see
Beaudan and Moin 1994) have obtained data on the first two moments of the velocity
field in the recirculation region at ReD = 3900. Ong and Wallace (1996) reported data
on the first four moments of the velocity and its spectra based on hot-wire measurements
conducted with an X-array probe between 3 ≤ x/D ≤ 10 at the same Reynolds number.
Both the cylinder surface and near wake statistics are particularly sensitive to experimental
disturbances, such as acoustic noise levels, cylinder vibrations, surface roughness and other
geometric parameters in this Reynolds number range (Norberg, 1987). This is exemplified
by the different lengths of the recirculation bubbles obtained by the experiments of Lourenco
and Shih (1993), Ong and Wallace (1996) and Govardhan & Williamson (2000, see Ma et al.
2000, Figure 1). The possible causes of the discrepancy among the experimental datasets
are discussed in more detail by Noca et al. (1998).
A summary of the literature regarding numerical simulations of the cylinder flow up
to the middle of the last decade at different Reynolds numbers is given by Beaudan and
Moin (1994). Their overall conclusion is that two-dimensional Navier-Stokes simulations at
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transitional Reynolds numbers (between 150 and 300) are capable of predicting Strouhal
numbers and drag coefficients, but become unreliable in the sub-critical regime. Although
the flow geometry is nominally two-dimensional, three-dimensional effects at these higher
Reynolds numbers become non-negligible. Steady RANS simulations employing the k − ε
model predict inaccurate mean velocity and Reynolds stress distributions in the near wake
and produce mixed results for the integrated statistics over the cylinder surface (Beaudan
and Moin, 1994). This is perhaps little surprise, since in this flow the eddy-viscosity is
anisotropic and negative in regions where history and transport effects dominate over pro-
duction of Reynolds stresses, indicating the inadequacy of the turbulent-viscosity hypothesis
for this flow (Franke et al., 1989). Underresolved DNS improve on RANS simulations by
better capturing the drag coefficients up to the critical Reynolds number 106, which is at-
tributed to better resolving the three-dimensionality of the flow (Beaudan and Moin, 1994).
From this viewpoint it will be interesting to see how the current PDF model performs: al-
though the spanwise components of the particle positions are not retained, the velocity field
is three-dimensional in the sense of fluctuations. In other words, while all three components
of the particle velocities are retained to represent spanwise fluctuations, mean spanwise
motions due to streamwise and cross-stream vorticity are not represented and it is assumed
that 〈W 〉 = 0.
A systematic LES study at ReD = 3900 has been undertaken by Beaudan and Moin
(1994) whose main objective was to evaluate the performance of the dynamic residual-
stress model (Germano et al., 1991) in a flow where RANS simulations have been known
to have difficulties. They performed simulations without closure, with the fixed-coefficient
Smagorinsky-model and with the dynamic model. Both two and three-dimensional cases
have been computed to assess the importance of representing three-dimensional effects.
Another goal was to evaluate the performance of higher order upwind schemes for the
advection terms, including fifth and seventh order finite difference approximations. The
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work further demonstrates the necessity of three-dimensional calculations for this flow,
documenting consistent improvements in all quantities examined when compared to two-
dimensional simulations with no residual-stress model (other than the numerical diffusion
inherent in upwind schemes). Regarding the spatial discretization, they conclude that even
higher order upwind schemes are not suitable for LES due to their numerical diffusion which
may be comparable to the subfilter-scale diffusion. Following this line of work Mittal and
Moin (1996) used central differencing in order to better control the numerical diffusion,
while Kravchenko and Moin (2000) employed a high order B-spline-based finite element
method obtaining Reynolds stress distributions in closer agreement with their respective
experimental profiles. The above series of LES studies show that the computed statistics
in the near wake may be significantly influenced by the choice of the discretization scheme
for the advection term. However, the choice of different models for the unresolved stress is
clearly less important. Another concern in LES, just like in RANS, is that the use of eddy-
viscosity-based models for the unresolved scales in non-equilibrium flows are questionable
(Liu and Liu, 1997).
Preliminary results on DNS of the cylinder flow at sub-critical Reynolds numbers have
been reported by Tomboulides et al. (1993) and Henderson and Karniadakis (1995), but
full resolution of the near wake has become possible only recently. Ma and Karniadakis
(1997) have performed direct simulations based on hierarchical spectral methods employing
unstructured grids. The study compared DNS and the LES results of Beaudan and Moin
(1994) and Mittal and Moin (1996). This work was followed by more detailed numerical
studies by Ma et al. (2000) and more recently by Dong et al. (2006), who combined exper-
imental imaging (PIV) and DNS performing both experiments and numerical simulations
at ReD = 3900 and 10 000 in order to investigate the near wake focusing on the onset of
shear-layer instabilities and Reynolds number effects.
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We will compare results from the current PDF simulations with many of the experimen-
tal and numerical datasets mentioned above.
6.2 Results
Several PDF simulations have been carried out to model the unsteady flow around a circular
cylinder at ReD = 3900 employing the grid displayed in Figure 6.1. The refinement in the
vicinity of the cylinder amounts to 156 elements along the circumference with an average
size of 4.5× 10−3D in the radial and 0.02D in the circumferential direction. This is slightly
coarser than the coarsest case in the LES simulations of Kravchenko and Moin (2000) and
corresponds to about half the resolution of the LES study of Mahesh et al. (2004). The total
number of elements is approximately 50K triangles. The number of particles per element
initially is set to 50 and the CFL number is 0.8 (kept at this constant level) using forward
Euler-Maruyama timestepping with the adaptive technique described in Section 3.2. Once
the boundary layers start separating from the cylinder surface, these parameters result in a
particle redistribution of approximately 200–300 particles each timestep, requiring a min-
imum of 5 particles in each element. This extent of redistribution (only ∼ 0.01% of all
the particles redistributed in each timestep) is sufficient enough to have a non-negligible
negative effect on the overall performance of the code, so a more efficient particle redistri-
bution procedure has been developed, which by itself is 200 times faster than the basic one
described in Appendix C and results in an overall speedup of 15 times for the whole code.
The details of this new algorithm are described in Appendix D.
The initial conditions are as follows: the particle velocity is assigned a joint Gaussian
distribution with a low-level turbulent kinetic energy, k/U20 = 0.01 homogeneously on the
whole domain, while the particle frequencies are sampled from a gamma distribution with
unit mean and variance 1/4. Free-slip conditions are imposed on the cross-stream bound-
aries, i.e. a particle hitting the wall is simply reflected with opposite cross-stream velocity
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Figure 6.1: Eulerian mesh for computing the near wake of the cylinder flow at ReD = 3900
based on the cylinder diameter D and free stream velocity U0. The refinement along the
wall amounts to 156 wall elements with an average size of 4.5 × 10−3D in the radial and
0.02D in the circumferential direction.
V. Particles leaving at the outflow are relocated at the inflow leaving their cross-stream
position Y intact and setting their velocity to Ui = (U0, 0, 0), which corresponds to a joint
delta distribution, i.e. incoming laminar flow with streamwise velocity U0. At the cylinder
surface, no-slip conditions are imposed on particles as described in Section 3.9. The no-slip
wall-conditions are enforced on the extracted velocity statistics as well. A homogeneous
Dirichlet condition is imposed on the mean pressure at the outflow and homogeneous Neu-
mann conditions on every other outer boundary. At the cylinder the Neumann condition
(3.36) is enforced for the mean pressure. The boundary conditions for the elliptic relaxation
tensor are ℘ij = −4.5εninj at the cylinder wall and homogeneous Neumann conditions along
all other boundaries. The applied model constants are the same as before and displayed in
Table 4.1.
The current unsteady PDF simulations have been carried out in a similar fashion as an
unsteady RANS simulation. In URANS the model equations developed for computing the
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time-averaged statistics for an inhomogeneous flow are solved in a time-accurate manner,
sampling the solution at certain timesteps. This can be thought of as filtering in time
with the filter width defined as the time between two consecutive timesteps. Similarly, in
the current UPDF simulations we take the equations originally developed for steady flows
and solve them with a time-accurate numerical algorithm and sample results at specified
timesteps.
In the following, we examine flow statistics regarding the transient nature of the flow as
well as integrated quantities along the cylinder surface (Section 6.2.1) and time-averaged
fields in the near wake (Section 6.2.2).
6.2.1 Transient and cylinder surface statistics
A common parameter used to examine the cylinder flow is the Strouhal number which is
defined as the non-dimensional form of the vortex shedding frequency, n, as
St =
nD
U0
. (6.1)
There are many quantities from which the Strouhal number can be extracted from a sim-
ulation, the time evolution of the cross-stream component of the force acting on the body,
i.e. the lift, being the most common one. We evaluate the force F on the cylinder surface
A by
Fi =
∫
A
(
−〈P 〉δij + ρν ∂〈Ui〉
∂xj
)
njdA, (6.2)
where nj is the wall-normal. The drag and lift can be obtained by taking the streamwise
(i = 1) and cross-stream (i = 2) components of F . The drag and lift coefficients, CD
and CL, are the non-dimensional components of the force F = Fxex + Fyey and can be
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Figure 6.2: Time-evolution of the pressure lift coefficient. The black solid line denotes the
computed instantaneous value in every timestep, while the red line is its 100-point running
average.
decomposed into pressure and viscous parts:
CD =
Fx
(1/2)ρU20D
2
= CDp + CDv, (6.3)
CL =
Fy
(1/2)ρU20D
2
= CLp + CLv. (6.4)
The time-evolution of the pressure lift coefficient CLp is plotted in Figure 6.2. Since Monte-
Carlo PDF simulations are stochastic by nature, there is a considerable statistical noise in
all quantities computed, especially in the ones based on the mean pressure. Nevertheless,
applying a moving time-average with a window of 100 timesteps the Strouhal number of
∼ 0.2 can be easily extracted. Note that the value of St is not sensitive to the size of
the window. Table 6.1 shows how this value compares to past experiments and numerical
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Figure 6.3: Time-evolution of the total and viscous lift coefficients at ReD = 3900. (a) three-
dimensional LES of Beaudan and Moin (1994) using a dynamic model for the unresolved
scales, (b) current PDF simulations. The red lines on (b) indicate that they have been
obtained using 100-point running averages from instantaneous data similar to the one in
Figure 6.2. Solid lines – total lift, dashed lines – viscous lift.
simulations. In Figure 6.3 the evolution of the total and viscous lift coefficients are compared
to the LES results of Beaudan and Moin (1994) also performed at ReD = 3900. The PDF
simulation successfully reproduces the irregularity of the vortex shedding at this Reynolds
number, which is also apparent in the three-dimensional LES and has also been observed
in experiments, such as the oil-flow visualizations of Schewe (1986) at the critical Reynolds
number 2.64× 105 just before the drag crisis occurs. Also shown in Table 6.1 are the total
drag CD and base pressure coefficients
CPb =
〈P 〉b − P0
(1/2)ρU20
, (6.5)
where 〈P 〉b and P0 are the pressures at the back stagnation point and at infinity, respectively,
which are also quantities frequently examined in cylinder flow studies. In general, both of
these quantities, calculated by the PDF method, are in good agreement with the LES, DNS
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Table 6.1: Cylinder surface and recirculation bubble region statistics. The large eddy sim-
ulation data employing upwind, central difference and B-spline schemes for the advection
term are provided by Beaudan and Moin (1994); Mittal and Moin (1996) and Kravchenko
and Moin (2000), respectively, all performed in three dimensions at ReD = 3900. The DNS
data corresponds to the high resolution Case I of Ma et al. (2000) and Dong et al. (2006)
also at ReD = 3900. References for the experimental data: St – Ong and Wallace (1996);
CPb, CD – Norberg (1987) at ReD = 4020; θsep – Son and Hanratty (1969) at ReD = 5000;
L/D, 〈U〉min/U0, rmin/D – PIV of Dong et al. (2006) at ReD = 4000. The last column
labeled by “PDF” denotes the current PDF simulation.
Upwind Central B-spline DNS Expt. PDF
LES LES LES
Strouhal number, St 0.203 0.207 0.21 0.203 0.21 0.2
Base pressure coefficient, CPb -0.95 -0.93 -0.94 -0.96 -0.99 -0.79
Total drag coefficient, CD 1.0 1.0 1.04 0.981 0.98 1.04
Separation angle, θsep 85.8
◦ 86.9◦ 88.0◦ 89.0◦ 86.0◦ 89.3◦
Length of recirculation bub-
ble, L/D
1.36 1.4 1.35 1.12 1.47 1.53
Minimum streamwise velocity
in bubble, 〈U〉min/U0
-0.32 -0.35 -0.37 -0.291 -0.252 -0.34
Location of 〈U〉min in bubble,
rmin/D
0.88 0.88 1.01 1.1
and the experimental data at a slightly higher Reynolds number with the base pressure
slightly overpredicted. Beaudan and Moin (1994) report substantially lower base pressure
(−2.16) and consequently higher drag (1.74) from a two-dimensional LES simulation with no
subfilter-scale model. They found large discrepancies in other quantities as well, such as the
amplitude and regularity of the lift, the skin-friction coefficient and the complete absence
of an attached recirculation bubble. Since their three-dimensional simulations are in close
agreement with experiments, they conclude that three-dimensional effects strongly influence
the near-wake at this Reynolds number and that modeling the three-dimensionality of the
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flow is therefore essential. The current PDF simulations are two-dimensional in the sense
of mean motions. While all three components of the particle velocities are retained, their
positions are only allowed in the x− y plane and the spanwise position is not represented.
In other words, the turbulent fluctuations are modeled as three-dimensional, while the
mean flow is two-dimensional. The generally close agreement of the current and subsequent
PDF results with both three-dimensional simulations and experimental data suggests that
retaining the three-dimensional fluctuations is essential.
Next we examine time-averaged statistics along the cylinder surface. These and subse-
quent time-averaged quantities have been collected after the quasi-periodic vortex shedding
has been started, in the time-range of 60 ≤ tU0/D ≤ 200, which amounts to approximately
28 vortex shedding cycles. The mean pressure coefficient
CP =
〈P 〉 − P0
(1/2)ρU20
(6.6)
is plotted in Figure 6.4 (a) along with three-dimensional LES, DNS and experimental data.
The overall agreement is very good, except for a slightly higher mean pressure at the front
stagnation point, which is most likely due to the closeness of the inflow boundary to the
cylinder – only 3.5 diameters upstream, Figure 6.1. The spanwise component of the mean
vorticity, computed as
Ωz =
1
2
(
∂〈V 〉
∂x
− ∂〈U〉
∂y
)
, (6.7)
is plotted in Figure 6.4 (b). The PDF simulation accurately predicts the location of the
boundary layer separation (where the vorticity becomes zero) indicated by the close agree-
ment of the vorticity distribution with DNS data and by the correct separation angle of
θsep = 89.3
◦, see also Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: Time-averaged mean (a) pressure coefficient and (b) spanwise vorticity distri-
butions along the cylinder wall. Red solid lines – PDF simulation, dashed lines – DNS of
Ma et al. (2000), blue dot-dashed lines – LES of Kravchenko and Moin (2000), symbols –
experimental data of (a) Norberg (1987) at ReD = 3000 and (b) Son and Hanratty (1969)
at ReD = 5000.
6.2.2 Near wake statistics
Capturing the correct point of separation is crucial in predicting the correct statistics in the
recirculation bubble as well, where transition to turbulence occurs as the thin shear layers
become unstable. Predicting the transition has been a challenging task in both experiments
and numerical simulations designed to obtain flow statistics at sub-critical Reynolds num-
bers. Measurements are found to be very sensitive to experimental disturbances as well as
to other details, such as the cylinder aspect ratio (i.e. the spanwise length of the domain
compared to the cylinder diameter). Some of the influencing factors in simulations are the
type of the spatial and temporal discretization schemes which are directly related to the
extent of numerical dissipation, the type and amount of subfilter-scale diffusion in LES
and the spanwise size of the domain in both LES and DNS (Beaudan and Moin, 1994; Ma
et al., 2000). Because of these difficulties, substantially different experimental datasets are
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Figure 6.5: Streamwise mean velocity behind the cylinder along the centerline at
ReD = 3900. Red solid line – PDF simulation, blue dot-dashed line – LES of Kravchenko
and Moin (2000), symbols – experiments of , Lourenco & Shih (1993, see Beaudan and
Moin 1994), ◦, Ong and Wallace (1996) and ×, Govardhan & Williamson (2000, see Ma
et al. 2000).
available regarding the recirculation bubble. This is exemplified by Figure 6.5, where the
mean streamwise velocity from the current PDF simulation is plotted together with several
experimental datasets and the LES of Kravchenko and Moin (2000) employing a higher
order B-spline-based finite element method and a dynamic subfilter model.
Due to the aforementioned difficulties, major differences have also been found in the
cross-stream shape of the mean streamwise velocity in the bubble. Moin and co-workers
(Beaudan and Moin, 1994; Kravchenko and Moin, 2000; Mittal and Moin, 1996) consis-
tently obtained profiles closer to a U-shape from their LES simulations, in disagreement
with the experimental data of Lourenco and Shih (1993) and the LES of Frohlich et al.
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(1998) generating V-shape profiles. Kravchenko and Moin (2000) discuss in length the pos-
sible sources of the differences. They point out that immediately behind the cylinder, at
x/D = 0.58, both the experiments and numerical simulations predict a U-shape profile,
which evolves into a V-shape farther downstream. The shape of the mean velocity profiles is
directly related to the level of fluctuations and therefore the transition in the shear layers.
Smaller fluctuations result in U-shape, while larger fluctuations results in a more mixed
and diffused V-shape profile for the mean velocity, see Figures 22 and 23 of Kravchenko
and Moin (2000). Also, the length of the laminar shear layers is larger for U-shape and
shorter for V-shape profiles, indicating that the onset of instability (the transition to tur-
bulence) occurs farther and closer to the cylinder, respectively. In a direct simulation the
precise point where the level of fluctuations becomes large enough to initiate the instability
of the shear layers is influenced by many factors including the inherent numerical and the
additional subfilter diffusion. Accordingly, simulations performed on coarser grids tend to
produce V-shape profiles while finer grids result in U-shape profiles, see Figures 24 and 25 of
Kravchenko and Moin (2000). Increasing the value of the Smagorinsky-constant also results
in more diffusion, however its effect is more pronounced on the fluctuations, resulting in
a U-shape profile for the mean velocity after the fluctuations have been attenuated. This
major influence of the subfilter-scale diffusion in LES has been shown by the systematic
DNS and LES study of Ma et al. (2000), see Figures 7 and 8 therein, who also found the
aspect ratio (i.e. the spanwise length of the domain) to be a decisive factor affecting the
shape of the mean velocity profiles. From high resolution DNS simulations, they find two
distinct converged states, arriving at either U or V-shapes, depending on the spanwise size
of the domain employed, see their Figures 5 and 6. The narrower domain corresponds to
the size used by Moin et al. and converges to U-shape, while the twice as wider domain
produces a V-shape profile in close agreement with the experiments of Lourenco and Shih
(1993).
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The series of studies mentioned above makes it clear that the ability of large eddy
simulation to capture the precise point of instability heavily depends on the correct balance
of phsyical, numerical and subfilter-scale diffusion. The same issue is present in PDF-
type methods as well, with either subfilter diffusion (in LES/FDF) or modeled turbulent
diffusion (in UPDF), therefore we can expect similar difficulties in these methods as well.
Although modifying the model constants may improve certain predictions, it is always of
limited value and we did not explore it. More importantly, grid-, and particle-number
independence should be established.
Cross-stream distributions of the mean streamwise velocity 〈U〉 obtained from the cur-
rent PDF simulation is plotted at different downstream locations in Figure 6.6 (a) and (c)
along with DNS and experimental data. We see that the PDF simulation correctly predicts
the V-shape of the streamwise velocity in the bubble with the minimum at the centerline
slightly underpredicted towards the end of the bubble indicating a strong mean backflow
there. Farther downstream, where the turbulence is dominated by vortex dynamics, the
prediction is also very reasonable. Beaudan and Moin (1994) also examine the errors in the
experiments of Lourenco & Shih based on the expected symmetries and anti-symmetries
in the mean velocity and Reynolds stress components. They find that the errors in the
mean streamwise velocities 〈U〉 are at 5% of the maximum local velocity past 1 diameter
downstream, while cross-stream velocities 〈V 〉 exhibit errors comparable to their actual
values, i.e. close to 100%, in the first 3.5 diameters which increases to 200-300% farther
downstream. Ong and Wallace (1996) report experimental uncertainties of 2% for their
mean velocities.
The time-averaged cross-stream velocities 〈V 〉 produced by the PDF simulation are
displayed in Figure 6.6 (b) and (d). Up to the streamwise length examined, x/D = 10, the
anti-symmetric shape of the profiles are correctly captured with their magnitude gradually
diminishing as the flow gets better mixed downstream. Immediately behind the cylinder,
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Figure 6.6: Mean (a), (c) streamwise and (b), (d) cross-stream velocity at different down-
stream locations behind the cylinder at ReD = 3900. Red solid lines – PDF simulation,
black dashed lines – DNS of Ma et al. (2000), symbols – experiments of , Lourenco and
Shih (1993) and ◦, Ong and Wallace (1996).
at x/D = 1.06 and 1.54, the profiles resemble both the DNS and the experimental data but
with less pronounced extrema. The prediction of 〈V 〉 improves farther downstream in the
bubble, x/D = 2.02, when compared to DNS data and stays close to the experiments of Ong
and Wallace (1996) for x/D ≥ 3. It is worth noting that the two experimental datasets we
use to compare the results do not match each other as shown in Figure 6.7. The maximum
magnitude of the velocity and the spread of the wake are different with asymmetries evident
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Figure 6.7: Time-averaged cross-stream mean velocity behind the cylinder at x/D = 3.0 at
ReD = 3900. Red solid line – PDF simulation, black dashed line – DNS of Ma et al. (2000),
symbols – experiments of , Lourenco and Shih (1993) and ◦, Ong and Wallace (1996).
in both datasets. Both the DNS data and the PDF simulation follow the experiments of
Ong and Wallace (1996) more closely.
The streamwise and cross-stream components of the Reynolds stress tensor, 〈u2〉 and
〈v2〉, are displayed in Figure 6.8 at several downstream locations. The error analysis of
Beaudan & Moin suggests 20% error in the Reynolds stress components for the experimental
data of Lourenco and Shih (1993) between 1.0 ≤ x/D ≤ 2.5 and slightly increasing farther
downstream. Ong and Wallace (1996) provide the experimental error in these quantities as
2% for all their measured length, x/D ≥ 3. The streamwise Reynolds stress component 〈u2〉
in the recirculation bubble is in excellent agreement with the experiments and DNS data,
Figure 6.8 (a). The locations and the extent of the double peaks and their local minimum at
the centerline are all predicted accurately, in close agreement with the experiments. Farther
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Figure 6.8: Streamwise (a), (c) and cross-stream (b), (d) Reynolds stress components at
different downstream locations behind the cylinder at ReD = 3900. Red solid lines – PDF
simulation, black dashed lines – DNS of Ma et al. (2000), symbols – experiments of ,
Lourenco and Shih (1993) and ◦, Ong and Wallace (1996).
downstream, Figure 6.8 (c), as the double peaks diminish in magnitude and gradually give
place to single peaks indicating a more mixed state, the PDF predictions slightly diverge
from the DNS data, underpredicting the level of fluctuations at x/D ≥ 7.
Figures 6.8 (b) and (d) show that the cross-stream fluctuations 〈v2〉 are severely un-
derpredicted throughout the whole length of the wake examined. This may be due to the
presence of an excessive level of turbulent and/or numerical diffusion originating from the
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lation bubble in the wake of a cylinder at x/D = 1.0 and x/D = 2.0 at ReD = 3900. Red
solid lines – PDF simulation, blue dot-dashed lines – LES of Beaudan and Moin (1994).
turbulence model and a coarse grid (or overdiffusive spatial discretization), respectively. Ma
et al. (2000) show that increasing the subfilter-scale diffusion in LES can have a disastrous
effect on the second moments, especially in the recirculation bubble where the transition
to turbulence occurs, where the turbulent kinetic energy reaches its highest levels. We can
examine the turbulent kinetic energy, k = (〈u2〉+〈v2〉+〈w2〉)/2, in the bubble in Figure 6.9.
Close to the cylinder, at x/D = 1, the level of energy is in reasonable agreement with the
dynamic LES simulations of Beaudan & Moin. In the LES simulations the energy grows al-
most threefold by the end of the bubble, x/D = 2, while this growth in the PDF simulations
is almost negligible or dissipated. We suspect that a high level of local diffusion (modeled
and/or numerical) attenuates both cross-stream 〈v2〉 and spanwise 〈w2〉 fluctuations, which
only dissipates further downstream. Another possible explanation for the discrepancy in
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the 〈v2〉 and 〈w2〉 components is the lack of representation of the mean motions in the third,
spanwise dimension. Other than these factors, we also suspected another possible source
of numerical dissipation, namely the way the local Eulerian statistics are computed, as de-
scribed in Section 3.4. Computing ensemble averages in elements, then transferring them
into gridpoints, and finally at the particle positions, employing nodal averages in elements,
also have a smoothing/diffusive effect. Therefore another algorithm has been implemented
in which the element-based ensemble averages are directly used in updating particles, with-
out the intermediate step of transferring statistics to and from nodes. Originally, the main
reason for the more complex two-step procedure was to mitigate the dire effects of elements
without particles, however, this is not strictly necessary if one applies a particle redistribu-
tion procedure. A series of numerical tests with both algorithms, however, resulted in no
significant change in the fields (i.e. it was not less diffusive). Because the simpler algorithm
was not measurably more efficient than its current counterpart, we kept the two-step pro-
cedure. Further investigations are necessary to pinpoint the exact cause of the discrepancy
between our simulations and the agreeing experimental and DNS data. These may include
higher spatial refinement in the bubble, higher order (less diffusive) timestepping scheme
and simulation in fully three-dimensional space.
Figure 6.10 displays the shear Reynolds stress component 〈uv〉 at different downstream
locations in the wake. We see that the agreement with DNS and experimental data is
quite good from the end of the recirculation bubble, x/D = 2.02. Immediately behind the
cylinder, x/D = 1.06 and x/D = 1.54, the predictions follow the DNS and experiments in
shape, but the peaks of the profiles are diffused. Also, the anti-symmetric double peaks at
x/D = 1.06, apparent in both the DNS and the experiments, are only recognizable by the
slightly flattening shear stress profile at the centerline. We suspect that a simulation with
a more refined Eulerian grid would help in predicting the very near wake shear stress even
more accurately.
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Figure 6.10: Time-averaged shear Reynolds stress at different downstream locations behind
the cylinder at ReD = 3900. Red solid lines – PDF simulation, black dashed lines – DNS of
Ma et al. (2000), symbols – experiments of , Lourenco and Shih (1993) and ◦, Ong and
Wallace (1996).
We now turn our attention to higher order velocity statistics. In general, third and fourth
order moments of the velocity field are rarely investigated in the literature regarding this
flow. The most widely applied turbulence modeling techniques, k − ε and Reynolds stress
models, would not be economical and little is known about the reliance of the turbulent
viscosity hypothesis at these higher level of closures. However, higher order moments of
passive tracers (or the full concentration PDF) would be valuable in atmospheric pollution
modeling, where there is a need to predict extreme events and probabilities in concentration
fields. Lagrangian dispersion models are capable of providing this information and are
routinely used to compute scalar fields, usually in conjunction with traditional CFD-type
(URANS or LES) models that provide them the mean and fluctuating velocity. In these
applications the micromixing of the scalar (which determines the scalar PDF) is commonly
modeled without taking the velocity field into account, which is not justified theoretically
(Pope, 1998) and may result in erroneous predictions as we demonstrated in Chapter 4 for
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a very simple flow. PDF methods naturally account for the close interaction between the
turbulent velocity and scalar fields, therefore potentially more accurate predictions can be
achieved. In principle, direct simulations (LES and DNS) could also provide this higher
level of velocity information for Lagrangian micromixing models, however, a more natural
approach is to jointly model the PDF of velocity and concentrations, which requires an
accurate representation of the higher order velocity statistics. Therefore we now examine
the prediction of the skewness and flatness of the velocity field behind the cylinder.
Cross-stream profiles of the skewness of the streamwise and cross-stream velocity com-
ponents are displayed in Figure 6.11 at several downstream locations. Ong and Wallace
(1996) provide experimental data for the skewness and flatness for x/D ≥ 3.0. The pro-
files are plotted for the usual locations, both inside and outside the bubble. In general, all
skewness predictions are in good agreement with the experimental data with the streamwise
component sligthly underpredicted, especially at the edge of the wake close to the end of
the recirculation bubble, x/D = 4.0, Figure 6.11 (c). However, this discrepancy gradu-
ally diminshes farther downstream. The prediction of flatness is similary good as shown
in Figure 6.12. Although the flatnesses of both streamwise and cross-stream velocity are
overpredicted immediately after the bubble in the highly skewed regions of the wake edges,
the predictions greatly improve further downstream. It is worth noting here, that both
skewness and flatness profiles are normalized by the velocity fluctuations which become nu-
merically very small towards the edges of the wake, see Figure 6.8, thus the actual third and
fourth moments, e.g. 〈u3〉/U30 and 〈u4〉/U40 , would be better candidates for examining the
accuracy of these higher order statistics. The good agreement of the skewness and flatness
profiles indicates the model accurately captures the shape of the velocity PDF.
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Figure 6.11: Skewness of the streamwise (a), (c) and cross-stream (b), (d) velocity com-
ponents at different downstream locations behind the cylinder at ReD = 3900. Red solid
lines – PDF simulation, symbols – experiments of Ong and Wallace (1996). The horizontal
dashed lines at each location indicate the Gaussian skewness value of 0.
6.3 Discussion
The laminar-to-turbulent transitional flow in the near wake of a circular cylinder at the sub-
critical Reynolds number of 3900 has been computed with a PDF method. The method
has been applied for the first time to compute a flow with a complex geometry bounded
by no-slip walls with significant curvature. The elliptic relaxation technique that is used to
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Figure 6.12: Flatness of the streamwise (a), (c) and cross-stream (b), (d) velocity com-
ponents at different downstream locations behind the cylinder at ReD = 3900. Red solid
lines – PDF simulation, symbols – experiments of Ong and Wallace (1996). The horizontal
dashed lines at each location indicate the Gaussian flatness value of 3.
represent all components of the Reynolds stress tensor in the low-Reynolds-number wall-
region has also been applied for the first time for highly curved boundaries with significant
adverse pressure gradient resulting in boundary layer separation. Although mean spanwise
motions are not represented in the current case thus only a two-dimensional Eulerian grid is
employed to extract statistics, all three dimensions of the fluctuating velocity are retained.
Transient and time-averaged statistics of the joint PDF of the three velocity components
have been compared to LES, DNS and experimental data. The predictions show significant
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improvement compared to past pure Eulerian RANS simulations. The quality and accuracy
of the PDF results are comparable to three-dimensional LES and DNS predictions for all
the quantities examined. One exception is the cross-stream Reynolds stress component
〈v2〉, which is noticeably underpredicted. This can be due to an overdiffusive numerical
scheme (the lack of resolution of the Eulerian grid and/or the low-order accuracy of the
temporal discretization), the lack of representation of the spanwise mean motions or a too
large modeled turbulent diffusion. The advantages of the method can be summarized as
follows:
• higher level statistical description of the stochastic fields than traditional RANS-type
closures,
• a close interaction between the stochastic velocity and scalar fields,
• mathematically exact representation of advection, viscous diffusion, the effect of mean
pressure and complex chemical reactions; these physical processes are treated without
closure assumptions,
• the ability to follow highly distorted material surfaces accurately,
• the possibility for a relatively straightforward inclusion of history-dependent consti-
tutive relations,
• excellent parallel performance.
A natural next step building on this work is to include the dispersion of passive scalars
and develop a universal micromixing timescale that can be used in complex geometries in
conjunction with the IEM/IECM models. Following this line a further step could be the
inclusion of chemical reactions, in which the biggest advantage of the whole methodology
lies, since it could be used to simulate chemically reactive turbulent flows surrounded by re-
alistic no-slip walls in complex geometries, without the burden of the closure of the chemical
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source terms. Another obvious and straightforward way to expand on this work is to add
the third dimension to the particle position and implement three-dimensional tetrahedra as
the Eulerian grid, resulting in a fully three-dimensional code.
Further improvements to the code can be realized by employing edge-based data struc-
tures and solution techniques (Barth, 1991; Luo et al., 1993; Mavriplis, 1991; Peraire et al.,
1992) to build the finite element coefficient matrices and the right hand sides for the two
Eulerian equations, the elliptic relaxation and mean pressure projection. Although cur-
rently the solution of these equations takes only a small fraction of the running time, see
Section 3.11, this will most likely change in three dimensions. In this case the solution will
be more efficient with an edge-based solver because of the reduction of indirect addressing
compared to the redundant element-based solution.
Currently, the simple Jacobi preconditioner is used to improve the convergence of the
conjugate gradients solver for the mean pressure. More sophisticated preconditioners could
also be explored to reduce the number of iterations, which will also significantly increase in
three dimensions.
Porting the code to 3D will also result in excessive memory requirements if all nine
components of the elliptic relaxation tensor are to be stored in every gridpoint as it is done
throughout this study. More efficient elliptic relaxation could be achieved by employing
different derivatives of the elliptic relaxation technique that store only a scalar variable
instead of all 9 components (e.g. Wac lawczyk et al., 2004) and/or storing and solving ℘ij only
in the vicinity of walls, where the lengthscale L, Equation (2.17), has significant curvature.
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Chapter 7:
Summary and discussion
This work has presented a series of numerical methods to compute the one-point one-time
joint PDF of turbulent velocity, characteristic frequency and scalar concentrations in high-
Reynolds-number incompressible turbulent flows with complex geometries. Following the
terminology coined by Muradoglu et al. (1999), we call the current methodology non-hybrid
since an Eulerian CFD solver is not used in conjunction with the particle code to solve the
PDF equations, i.e. the method is stand-alone. The method does belong to the familiy of
particle-in-cell methods, where the Eulerian grid is used solely for: (i) estimating Eulerian
statistics; (ii) tracking particles in the domain; and (iii) solving for quantities that are only
represented in the Eulerian sense (i.e. mean pressure and elliptic relaxation). Compared to
hybrid models, the current non-hybrid method assures that none of the fields are computed
redundantly, therefore the simulation is kept consistent both numerically and at the level
of turbulence closure without the need to enforce consistency conditions.
Adequate wall-treatment on the higher order statistics of the velocity field is achieved
with an elliptic relaxation technique without damping or wall-functions, i.e. the bound-
ary layers at solid (no-slip) walls are fully resolved. On the other hand, for application
areas where full resolution of the turbulent boundary layers is not an option, we provide
a treatment consistent with wall-functions that are commonly used in moment closures.
The validation examples demonstrate the applicability of the algorithm in two-dimensional
flows. A natural future direction along these lines is the extension to three spatial dimen-
sions. This should be straightforward, since all the numerical methods are general enough
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and the extension only pertains to the Eulerian grid (e.g. tetrahedra instead of triangles)
and an additional equation for the particle position, since all three components of particle
velocities are already represented.
A significant challenge in stand-alone transported PDF methods is the accurate and
stable computation of the mean pressure. This is mainly due to the following reasons: the
mean velocity and Reynolds stresses have to be estimated from a noisy particle field and
the pressure-Poisson equation requires their first and second derivatives, respectively, which
are even noisier. We described a method to compute the mean pressure in conjunction with
particle/PDF methods that only requires first derivatives of the mean velocity, which is
based on a pressure-projection technique that has already been widely used and tested in
laminar flows.
The two Eulerian equations needed by the algorithm are both solved on unstructured
Eulerian grids with the finite element method. The last couple of decades have seen great
strides in automatic unstructured grid generation, grid refinement and coarsening tech-
niques and the development of highly sophisticated grid-based data structures that mini-
mize cache misses. Using the algorithm presented in this work all this knowledge pertaining
to unstructured meshes can be utilized in conjunction with the PDF equations and complex
flow geometries. Employing finite elements together with particle/PDF methods also has
the advantage of greatly simplifying boundary conditions for particles – no ghost elements
are required as in finite volume methods. Furthermore, finite element approximation func-
tions are not only used for particle tracking but also provide an elegant way of estimating
derivatives of statistics from particle fields.
We also described a general algorithm that can be used to calculate the velocity-
conditioned scalar mean for the IECM micromixing model. The procedure homogenizes
the statistical error over the sample space for arbitrary velocity PDFs by dynamically ad-
justing the number of bins and their distribution.
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A particle-redistribution algorithm has also been described that provides stability by
ensuring that no Eulerian elements remain without particles at any time during the sim-
ulation. This task has traditionally been accomplished via particle splitting and merging
techniques. However, computationally it is more efficient not to introduce or eliminate
particles during timestepping, so that the arrays storing physical properties can keep their
original size and can remain consecutively accessible with minimal cache misses. Both par-
ticle splitting and merging algorithms and the current redistribution procedure do change
the local PDF, and this is certainly an undesired effect. We are not aware of any algorithm
in the literature which accomplishes particle-number control without altering the under-
lying numerically computed joint PDF. In particle splitting and merging algorithms mass
may be conserved, but fulfillment of all mass, momentum and kinetic energy conservation is
in general not possible in single events, only statistically (Rembold and Jenny, 2006). Our
method is no exception. We presented an error analyis employing a simplified set of particle
equations on a homogeneous example. We believe, that further tests are certainly necessary
to investigate the error introduced by the redistribution algorithm in inhomogeneous flows.
Also it is worth pointing out that there is no clear or established benchmark to investigate
the effects of redistribution algorithms, as the effects may be space-dependent, and their
importance is relative to the application.
We also proposed a general form for the micromixing timescale that can be used in a
flow-, and geometry-independent manner for modeling the effect of small-scale mixing on
a transported passive scalar released from a concentrated source. Although the computed
concentration results compare well with analytical and experimental data for the testcases,
this is to be considered under heavy development regarding both its mathematical expression
and modeling constants.
The solver has been parallelized with the OpenMP standard, which easily allows the
exploitation of multi-core workstations mainly used for production codes. Our performance
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study has shown a good parallel speedup up to 32 CPUs tested on shared memory ma-
chines using single-, dual-, and quad-core CPUs. We also ported the code to Intel’s Cluster
OpenMP technology, which allows an OpenMP program to run on a beowulf-type cluster of
networked workstations requiring a minor programing effort compared to an MPI-based im-
plementation. However, we found that the algorithm with its current design is not suitable
for Cluster OpenMP.
Three testcases of increasing complexity have been presented to demonstrate the ap-
plicability of the algorithm. The resulting fields show a good agreement when compared
to DNS and experimental data where available. In the future, more tests with cases of
different complexity will definitely need to be carried out. This is especially true for the
micromixing timescale, which has to be tested in different flows and for different source
scenarios to assess the validity of its form and its modeling constants.
The hybrid methods that combine existing Eulerian CFD solvers with the PDF method-
ology are based on RANS and LES methods. Both of these lines of development concentrate
on the modeling of chemical reactions which appear in mathematically closed form in the
PDF framework. The Eulerian governing equations consist of the fully compressible equa-
tions for conservation of mass, momentum and energy. This system is augmented by a
set of stochastic equations for Lagrangian particles that represent species’ concentrations
and may also provide turbulence closure depending on how the fluctuating velocity field
is represented. Furthermore, the mean pressure is obtained from an equation of state. In
these hybrid methods, since the preferred way of representing flow variables is via Favre-
averaging, the density must also appear explicitly at the Lagrangian particle level. Since
the mean continuity equation is also required to solve the mean Eulerian governing equa-
tions, the density is represented redundantly. Consequently, consistency must be ensured
explicitly. The currently proposed non-hybrid method is stand-alone and represents mass
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consistency without redundancy, only by ensuring that the mean velocity field is divergence-
free at all times by solving a Poisson equation for the mean pressure. Thus particles (and
particle number-density) do not represent mass (or real fluid density) and no additional
mass-consistency condition is required. Therefore the problem of a high degree of varia-
tion in particle-number density between different regions of the flow field only amounts to
different statistical errors, without the additional computational errors introduced by in-
consistency. This is possible precisely, because we solve the fully incompressible equations,
where the density is constant. This advantage, however, may certainly become a disad-
vantage in turbulent chemistry even in an otherwise incompressible flow if the stochastic
density variations due to chemical reactions have to be represented accurately. Therefore
the limitations of the current methodology regarding its applicability in conjunction with
chemical reactions remain to be seen.
Regarding computational costs, Pope (2000) places PDF methods somewhere between
Reynolds stress closures and large eddy simulation. We showed that he most expensive parts
of the current non-hybrid method are the advancement of particle properties and random
number generation, which together account for more than 90% of the computational cost.
Both hybrid and non-hybrid methods need to advance and track particles, generate random
numbers, estimate Eulerian statistics, solve for the mean pressure and ensure sufficient
number of particles everywhere on the flow domain. Therefore we expect the computational
costs of these components to be comparable for the two methodologies. In addition to the
above, hybrid methods need to enforce consistency conditions and solve the Eulerian system
of governing equations as well. This very approximate analysis suggests that there is no clear
reason to think that the total cost of the two methods will be very different. However, it
would be valuable to perform thorough side-by-side comparisons among the different stand-
alone (fully Lagrangian), hybrid RANS, hybrid LES and non-hybrid methods in order to
have a better picture on their relative computational costs.
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Additionally to these approaches, it would be interesting to explore a method that
solves the fully incompressible equations, just like the current non-hybrid method, but in
the Eulerian framework, which represents only the scalar concentrations by Lagrangian
particles. We expect the computational cost of such a method to be significantly less
than the current method, since the velocity field would not be represented by particles.
This would be beneficial in situations where higher order statistics of the velocity are not
required and a close interaction between the stochastic velocity and scalar concentration
fields is not important. The value of such a method may be limited in applications of
turbulent chemistry, but the higher level statistical description of the scalar fields could be
advantageous in atmospheric pollution modeling.
On the other hand, the close interaction between the stochastic velocity and scalar
concentration fields (that both hybrid methods for velocity and scalars and the current non-
hybrid method can provide) is important as a research tool to shed light on micromixing
mechanisms; to provide information and data on higher order statistics; and in applications
where accurate modeling of the micromixing of scalars is required.
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Appendix A:
Derivation of the Eulerian PDF transport equation
In PDF methods of turbulent flows, the velocity and transported scalar fields are considered
as time dependent, multivariate random fields (Pope, 2000). In other words, as opposed to a
deterministic theory, the three components of the velocity and the scalar concentration are
represented by a joint probability distribution function containing the full one-point, one-
time statistics of the velocity and the scalar. It should be emphasized, however, that this
one-point, one-time description does not contain information regarding other points in space
and time, therefore – as it will be shown – does not provide a complete description of the
random velocity and scalar fields. As a consequence, the one-point, one-time PDF contains
no information about the length-scale or frequency of the fluctuations, thus appropriate
models are necessary to supply this missing information in the form of models. In an
incompressible turbulent flow containing scalar tracers, the state of the fluid at any location
is described by the instantaneous Eulerian velocity U (x, t), pressure P (x, t) and the species’
mass concentrations φ(x, t). In the following, the PDF transport equation (2.4) is derived
starting from the system of Eulerian governing equations (2.1-2.3).
Let f(V , ψ;x, t) denote the one-point, one-time Eulerian joint PDF of the random
velocity U(x, t) and scalar φ(x, t), where the three dimensional Euclidean space (V1, V2, V3)
is the sample space of the random velocity vector U = (U1, U2, U3) and ψ is the sample
space variable of the random scalar concentration φ. Table A.1 summarizes the random flow
variables and their sample spaces in the joint PDF f(V , ψ;x, t). This can also be viewed
as an eight-dimensional scalar-valued function having a unique value at each location of the
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eight-dimensional Euclidean state-space
f(V1, V2, V3, ψ;x1, x2, x3, t) : R
8 → R, (A.1)
thus for every different set of eight independent variables (V1, V2, V3, ψ;x1, x2, x3, t) the
function f corresponds to a single scalar. An other way to look at this, is to have 3+1
scalar functions (R → R) at each point in space and time. This increased dimensionality
is characteristic of PDF methods, since every single random scalar variable is represented
with its probability density distribution, so instead of a single scalar, a scalar function, its
probability distribution, is taken into account.
The transport equation for the joint PDF f(V , ψ;x, t) can be derived from the conser-
vation equations (2.2-2.3), which are rewritten here in a more convenient form:
DUi
Dt
= Ai, where Ai = ν∇2Ui − 1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
, (A.2)
Dφ
Dt
= B, where B = Γ∇2φ, (A.3)
where the substantial derivative is denoted by
D
Dt
≡ ∂
∂t
+ Uj
∂
∂xj
. (A.4)
There are several ways of deriving PDF transport equations. A useful method involving
delta functions is described by Pope (2000), but here a different approach is followed,
which has been used by Pope (1985) and also by Fox (2003). The method is based
on equating two independent expressions for 〈DQ/Dt〉, where Q(U , φ) is “almost” any
function1. The first expression for 〈DQ/Dt〉 is obtained by employing the definition of
the substantial derivative (A.4) and the mathematical expectation of a random function
1Q(U , φ) is an arbitrary function, however, it has necessary properties so that its statistics, like Equa-
tions (2.5) and (2.6), are not divergent.
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Table A.1: Random flow variables and their corresponing sample spaces in the joint PDF
f(V , ψ;x, t).
Quantity Random variable Sample space
velocity U = (U1, U2, U3) V = (V1, V2, V3)
scalar φ ψ
〈Q(U , φ)〉 = ∫ Q(V , ψ)f(V , ψ)dV dψ:
〈
DQ
Dt
〉
=
〈
∂Q(U , φ)
∂t
〉
+
〈
Ui
∂Q(U , φ)
∂xi
〉
=
∂
∂t
∫
Q(V , ψ)f(V , ψ;x, t)dV dψ +
∂
∂xi
∫
ViQ(V , ψ)f(V , ψ;x, t)dV dψ
=
∫
Q(V , ψ)
{
∂f
∂t
+ Vi
∂f
∂xi
}
dV dψ.
(A.5)
The second expression can be deduced by relating changes in Q to changes in U and φ as
DQ
Dt
=
∂Q
∂Ui
DUi
Dt
+
∂Q
∂φ
Dφ
Dt
, (A.6)
where the material derivatives can be replaced by Ai and B from Equations (A.2) and (A.3)
and we also take take the expectation as
〈
DQ
Dt
〉
=
〈
∂Q
∂Ui
Ai
〉
+
〈
∂Q
∂φ
B
〉
. (A.7)
Note, that in general, Ai and B depend on multi-point information of the random fields U
and φ, for example, they depend on the velocity and scalar gradients and Laplacians. Since
these quantities are not contained in the one-point, one-time PDF f(V , ψ;x, t), let these
additional unknowns be collected into the vector Z(x, t). Furthermore, let the joint PDF
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of U , φ and Z be fUφZ(V , ψ,z;x, t). According to Bayes’ rule (van Kampen, 2004), this
can be written as the product of a conditional and a marginal PDF as
fUφZ(V , ψ,z) = fZ|Uφ(z|V , ψ)f(V , ψ). (A.8)
Thus the first term on the right hand side of Equation (A.7) can be rewritten as
〈
∂Q
∂Ui
Ai
〉
=
∫
∂Q(V , ψ)
∂Vi
Ai(V , ψ,z)fUφZ(V , ψ,z)dV dψdz
=
∫
∂Q(V , ψ)
∂Vi
〈Ai|V , ψ〉f(V , ψ)dV dψ,
(A.9)
where the conditional expectation of the acceleration Ai is
〈Ai|V , ψ〉 =
∫
Ai(V , ψ,z)fZ|Uφ(z|V , ψ)dz. (A.10)
Note, that 〈Ai|V , ψ〉 is a function only of V and ψ (additionally to the implicit dependence
on x and t) since all the unknowns Z have been integrated out. Integration by parts yields
〈
∂Q
∂Ui
Ai
〉
=
∫
∂
∂Vi
[
Q(V , ψ)〈Ai|V , ψ〉f(V , ψ)
]
dV dψ
−
∫
Q(V , ψ)
∂
∂Vi
[
〈Ai|V , ψ〉f(V , ψ)
]
dV dψ,
(A.11)
where the first term on the right hand side vanishes provided that Q is monotonic as |V |
tends to infinity and the expectation 〈AiQ〉 exists.2 A similar procedure can be followed
for the term containing B in Equation (A.7) to obtain
〈
∂Q
∂φ
B
〉
= −
∫
Q(V , ψ)
∂
∂ψ
[
〈B|V , ψ〉f(V , ψ)
]
dV dψ. (A.12)
2These conditions are given in practically all flow conditions that one can encounter, see also (Pope,
1985).
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Substituting Equations (A.11) and (A.12) into Equation (A.7) the second expression for
〈DQ/Dt〉 can be obtained:
〈
DQ
Dt
〉
= −
∫
Q(V , ψ)
{
∂
∂Vi
[
〈Ai|V , ψ〉f(V , ψ)
]
+
∂
∂ψ
[
〈B|V , ψ〉f(V , ψ)
]}
dV dψ.
(A.13)
Substracting the second expression for 〈DQ/Dt〉 (A.13) from the first expression (A.5) we
obtain
∫
Q(V , ψ)
{
∂f
∂t
+ Vi
∂f
∂xi
+
∂
∂Vi
[
〈Ai|V , ψ〉f
]
+
∂
∂ψ
[
〈B|V , ψ〉f
]}
dV dψ = 0. (A.14)
Since this equation holds for “almost” any function Q(V , ψ), the term in the brackets
must sum to zero, thus we obtain the transport equation for the velocity-scalar joint PDF
f(V , ψ;x, t)
∂f
∂t
+ Vi
∂f
∂xi
= − ∂
∂Vi
[
〈Ai|V , ψ〉f
]
− ∂
∂ψ
[
〈B|V , ψ〉f
]
. (A.15)
As it can be seen, in physical space the joint PDF f evolves due to the velocity field V ,
in velocity space due to the conditional acceleration 〈Ai|V , ψ〉 and in concentration space
due to the conditional diffusion term 〈B|V , ψ〉. Now, we substitute the right hand sides
of the momentum and scalar conservation equations from (A.2) and (A.3) and arrive at
Equation (2.4)
∂f
∂t
+ Vi
∂f
∂xi
= − ∂
∂Vi
[〈
ν∇2Ui − 1
ρ
∂P
∂xi
∣∣∣∣V , ψ
〉
f
]
− ∂
∂ψ
[〈
Γ∇2φ|V , ψ〉f]. (A.16)
After decomposing the pressure P into its mean 〈P 〉 and fluctuating part p, another useful
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form of this equation is derived by Pope (2000)
∂f
∂t
+ Vi
∂f
∂xi
= ν
∂2f
∂xi∂xi
+
1
ρ
∂〈P 〉
∂xi
∂f
∂Vi
− ∂
2
∂Vi∂Vj
[
f
〈
ν
∂Ui
∂xk
∂Uj
∂xk
∣∣∣∣∣V , ψ
〉]
+
∂
∂Vi
[
f
〈
1
ρ
∂p
∂xi
∣∣∣∣∣V , ψ
〉]
− ∂
∂ψ
[
f
〈
Γ∇2φ∣∣V , ψ〉],
(A.17)
where it is apparent that convection, the effect of mean pressure and viscous diffusion
appear mathematically exactly. On the other hand, the physical processes of dissipation of
turbulent kinetic energy, pressure redistribution and the small-scale mixing of the scalar,
denoted by the three conditional expectations which require modelling assumptions, can
also be recognized explicitly.
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Appendix B:
Computation of the velocity-conditioned scalar mean
In Section 3.6 a numerical strategy to estimate the velocity-conditioned scalar mean 〈φ|V 〉
required in Equation (2.26) is detailed. An algorithm that accomplishes the conditioning
step after the particles have been sorted in element e into subgroups may be written as
follows. Let CNBI(=Nc), NELEM(=Ne), NPAR(=Np) and MAXNPEL(=N
max
p/e ) denote the number
of conditioning bins, the total number of elements of the Eulerian grid, the total number of
particles and the maximum number of particles per elements, respectively. Furthermore, let
the arrays np[CNBI], vcce[NELEM*CNBI], npel[NELEM], parid[MAXNPEL] and parc[NPAR]
represent the number of particles in bins, the velocity-conditioned scalar concentration in
bins of each element, the actual number of particles in each element, the indices of the
particles residing in element e and the particle concentrations, respectively. (Note the use
of C-style indexing, i.e. the array indices start from 0. Comments are initiated by “//” and
typeset in gray.)
sort parid[0:MAXNPEL-1] according to the sorting & dividing procedure;
initialize np[0:CNBI-1] = vcce[0:CNBI-1] = n = 0;
for all particles in element e
// compute bin index
i = CNBI*n/npel[e];
// increase number of particles in bin i
np[i] = np[i] + 1;
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// add particle concentration to bin i
vcce[e*CNBI+i] = vcce[e*CBI+i] + parc[parid[n]];
// store conditioning pointer for particle
cp[parid[n]] = i;
// increase number of particles considered
n = n + 1;
end
// finish computing conditional mean in bin i
for all bin i
vcce[e*CNBI+i] = vcce[e*CNBI+i]/np[i];
end
After this algorithm, the array cp[NPAR] will contain conditioning pointers for each particle
relative to their host element, so that the velocity-conditioned scalar mean 〈φ|V 〉 for particle
p in element e can be obtained as vcce[e*CNBI+cp[p]].
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Appendix C:
Basic particle redistribution algorithm
In Section 3.8 the need for a particle redistribution algorithm is emphasized. What follows
is such an algorithm that we employ in order to keep the number of particles/element above
a certain treshold.
do {
find the elements (mine, maxe) containing the
smallest and largest number of particles (minnpel, maxnpel);
if { (minnpel < MINNPEL) and (minnpel 6= maxnpel) }
move a particle from element maxe to mine;
regenerate array npel and linked lists psel1, psel2;
} while { (minnpel < MINNPEL) and (minnpel 6= maxnpel) };
The loop stops if the required minimum number of particles/element MINNPEL(=Nminp/e ) is
reached or the element-distribution of particles becomes homogeneous over the elements.
Any particle may be moved from element maxe to mine as long as the local statistics are not
altered. In principle, this can be achieved if the properties (Ui, ω, ψ) of the newly arriving
particle in element mine are sampled from the local joint PDF. A quick way of doing this is
to initialize the particle properties by copying a randomly chosen particle already residing
in element mine. Since the joint PDF is represented by a finite number of particles, taking
out a particle from element maxe and putting it into mine will alter the local statistics in
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both elements, even if the new properties are copied from a neighbor. Since maxe contained
the largest number of particles on the whole domain, we are less concerned about the effect
of a single leaving particle since the local PDF is well represented there. However, the
effect of the newly introduced particle in element mine, where the joint PDF was already
poorly represented, is of higher importance. Thus in Section 3.8 we investigate the error
introduced by the above particle redistribution using a simplified governing equation.
Array npel stores the number of particles in each element, while the linked lists psel1
and psel2 stores the particle indices in each element. These arrays are regenerated after
each particle moved, since finding the elements with the smallest and largest number of
particles requires npel, while moving a particle requires a particle index from the old and
the new host element.
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Appendix D:
A more efficient particle redistribution algorithm
Appendix C introduces the basic idea of the algorithm that is used to ensure enough particles
in every element at all times. That algorithm is simple and robust, however it is not very
efficient because of the brute-force nature of finding the elements with the smallest and
largest number of particles. It executes these searches before each particle is moved, which,
in principle, may not be required. Also, after it moves each particle, it regenerates the linked
lists that store the indices of particles in each element (psel1 and psel2) and the array
that stores the number of particles per elements (npel). Again, although this is not strictly
required after moving each particle, the simple organization of that while loop requires it.
A much more efficient way of performing the above redistribution is as follows. First, in
a temporary array we sort the indices of the elements into the order of increasing number
of particles. Now we have all the elements that contain the smallest and the largest number
of particles clustered in the bottom and top part of that array. Then the redistribution
step consists of a nested loop over only the critical elements (that have less particles than
MINNPEL) with an inner loop that iterates over the number of missing particles in the given
element. The body of the loop is the same as before, i.e. removing a particle from an
element that has many particles and adding it into one that does not have enough, copying
the particle properties from a random particle that already resides there. In pseudo/C code
this whole procedure is written as follows. (The array elp[NPAR] stores the element index
of each particle. Array indexing starts from 0. The structure of the linked lists psel1 and
psel2 follows Lo¨hner (2000). Comments are initiated by “//” and typeset in gray.)
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// make a copy of array npel and its indices to npels and npeli
// also count the number of critical elements (the ones that have less particles than MINNPEL)
nce = 0;
for ( e = 0; e < nelem; e++ ) // loop over all elements
{
if ( npel[e] < MINNPEL ) nce = nce + 1; // add up number of critical elements
npels[e] = npel[e]; // copy array element
npeli[e] = e; // store index
}
sort temporary array npels and drag along the indices npeli;
// now we have the elements with the least number of particles at the bottom of
// array npels and the elements with the most number of particles at the top
// redistribute particles from the top to the bottom
// loop over critical elements from the bottom up until we reach MINNPEL
for ( e = 0; e < nce; e++ )
{
// loop over the number of missing particles in each critical element
for ( p = 0; p < MINNPEL-npels[e]; p++ )
{
// get element index from the top where particle will be moved from
i = npeli[nelem-e-1];
// get a particle index from the top (this one will be moved to the bottom)
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pi = psel1[psel2[i]+1+p]; // starting from the first one, get next
// get element index in the bottom where particle will be moved to
j = npeli[e];
// get a particle index in the bottom (whose properties will be used to
// initialize the newly arriwing particle)
if (npels[e] > 0) // if there is at least one particle
// starting from the first get the next one, restart if exhausted
pj = psel1[psel2[j]+1+(p%npels[e])];
else // if there are no particles at all
pj = pi; // keep the properties of the newly arriving particle
copy particle properties from particle pj to pi;
elp[pi] = j; // store particle’s new element number
}
npel[i] = npel[i] - p; // take out p particles from top element
npel[j] = npel[j] + p; // put p particles into bottom element
}
regenerate array npel and linked lists psel1, psel2;
The above procedure removes particles from elements at the top of array npels and adds
them into elements at the bottom, initializing the newly arriving particle properties with
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Table D.1: Timings for the two particle redistribution algorithms, described in the current
chapter and in Appendix C. The case is the computation of the cylinder flow detailed
in Chapter 6, employing an Eulerian mesh of approximately 50K triangles, 2.5 million
particles with requiring a minimum of 5 particles per elements at all times (MINNPEL=5),
which results in a redistribution of 200-300 particles moved in every timestep. The data
are relevant to a single timestep using 8 processor cores.
algorithm number of parti-
cles redistributed
clock time for redis-
tribution only, ms
total time of a
whole timestep, ms
%
basic 261 16 881.6 18 371 91.8
improved 270 85.8 1 251 6.8
speedup 196.8 14.7
one of those already in the critical element. In essence, this is the same as in Appendix C,
but now we only operate on the elements that contain the smallest and largest number
of particles. The big advantages are that now the brute-force searches are completely
eliminated, we only access data which we have to modify (further reducing a large number
of cache misses) and the array npel and linked lists psel1 and psel2 have to be regenerated
only once and not for all particles moved. Additionally, the parallelization of the new
algorithm is simpler. The brute-force searches required at least one synchronization point
(when a new minimum or maximum was found and had to be updated), while parallelization
of the new algorithm is trivial and requires no synchronization at all.
Simple tests indicate that this algorithm in itself is about 200 times faster than the
one described in Appendix C using only about 2.5 million particles with 50K Eulerian
elements. Table D.1 shows some timings comparing the two different algorithms computing
the cylinder case, where continuous redistribution of about 200-300 particles per timestep is
required after the vortex shedding has been initiated. We see that the old algorithm accounts
for more than 90% of the total running time, while the new one a mere 6.8%, resulting in
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an overall speedup of the code of almost 15 times. The improvement is expected to be even
more significant with larger cases, more complex flows and more processors.
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